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Hiram Chase died at his home, No. IS
Church street, Thursday evening, April r»tli,
after an illness of about four weeks, of a
complication of diseases incident to old age.
Mr. Chase was born in Charlton, Mass., Dec.
4th. 1817. a son of Timothy and Kleanor
Chase. His parents moved to Belfast when
lie was six months old and settled at the
Head of the Tide.
In 182<i they moved to
the village and the father opened a watch
and clock-making and jewelry business in a
wooden building on the site of the store in
which the family has done a continuous
business in tlm same line to the present day.
nearly three-quarters of a century. Hiram
learned the trade in 18:54-7 and the business
was transferred to him Jan. 1, 1844.
Fred
T
son of Hiram, learned the trade from
1875 to 1878, and was taken into partnership
in 1878, the style of the new linn being
Hiram Chase *V Son. Sept. 8, ls‘»7, George
K. Doak bought the interest of the senior
member and the name was changed to chase
»v Doak, which linn has continued the business.
Hiram Chase was possessed of strong
convictions, was positive and outspoken on
all subject's, and a man of great energy and
force, lie served the city as Alderman from
Ward 1 in 1X58-0, and was appointed Postmaster by President Lincoln in 18<>i. holding
the office four years. Ho was one of the
thirty men of Belfast who went to the
Aroostook war and was the last surviver of
that company, lie was often called upon
to serve on lire inquests and other tribunals
where thorough investigation and fearless
rendering of judgment was required, and
never refused a call to public duty on account of fear or favor.
He was one of the
original club of Thirty, which was organized Jan. l. ix»)4, and continued a member
as long as the club existed, a period of
years.
But it was in Freemasonry that Timothy
and Hiram Chase were best known, both
having been Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Maine, as well as prominent in the
Grand Chapter and the local bodies. Timothy chase was made a Mason in Fayette
Lodge in Charlton, Mass., April X, 1818.
He became a member of Belfast Lodge
shortly after coming to Belfast, and it was
through an act of liis in bestowing charity
upon a shipwrecked brother that the charter1
of Phtenix Lodge was saved during the
anti-Masonic excitement.
He was a Past
Master of Belfast Lodge and was District
11 o was elected Junior
Deputy in 1840.
Grand Warden of the Grand Lodge of Maine
in 1850. and filled the other chairs successive! v until 1854,when he was elected Grand
Master, lie was made a Royal Arch Main New Jerusalem Chapter of Hast
son
j
Thom as ton, now Rockland. Feb. 24. 1848,
and became a charter member of Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter the same year. !
He held the ortice of King three years ami
was High Priest two years.
In the (hand
Chapter he held the otlices of (irand King.
Depots (irand High Priest and (irand High
Priest.
In lsii4 betook a demit from Plm*nix Lodge to become a charter member of
the new lodge which hole his name.
He
was prominent in the higher degieo. being
a charter member of King Solomon Council
and was a Knight Templar.
lie died Jan.
»'>. 1X74, and was bin ied w ith Grand Lodge
honors.
Hiram < base followed closely in the footstep> of his father in Masonry lie was
made a Mason in Pho-nix Lodge Dec. 14,
1S4<;. and after pas>ing through the subordinate stations was cLrted Worshipful Master
m 1X55.
In 1X57 and 5.s he was elected Grand
Master of Maine. While serving in that ca-
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1. K. K. of P.. will
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Company
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Skowhegan,

of

meeting of Knterprise Lodge,
will oj.en this evening at 7.BO
d'-ad ot 7 as formerly. There will
work in the two degrees.
at

I'< rnald, assisted b\ II. J. Locke,
called the officers of King Soloi, Koval ami Select masters,
eiiicers are: T. I. M..S. A. Parker;
>
H. Howes:
K. C. Mon.-W.,!
c. of
p. o. Smith Seere- j
> K. Johnson :
Treasurer, Koh-;
Con. of t'., 11. J. Chaples;
Hiram L. Partridge: Sentinel. 11.
Chaplain, K. s. alter: MarF. Fernald,
>
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seventy-five delegates in at-

••re

twelfth annual session of
Maine, New Kngland
'•tcction. held in Rockland April
s were elected as follows: Grand \
d
A. Allen. Portland ; grand vice j
\ Randall, Auburn: grand secipon the

lodge

of

Terrill, Auburn: grand treasJackson. Portland : grand chapF Grille\, Kucksport: grand
Lewiston: grand
■arry Manser,
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Jones, <iardiner:|
Kliza V. Small, Portland,
'' mi nts.
Portland, and Lida J. i
B'ddeford: representatives to
lodge foi two years, W. A.
'port. 1 A. Barnhill. Auburn.
Lew iston alternates. <
W.
1
and. Mrs. M
Ktta Beaton.
M
Nellie J. Boss, saro. J. V. 1
-filled the Belfast lodge. New
•!»*d
during the year were
Min. Westbrook at Cumberland
n? rai at Lexter.
S'nee the be1
la' {*r* sent
ear another lodge
men!!m*i
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during the past
haw been 'Jj deaths, on which
The total membership
pa id.
-iami is •js,:;,.i7, and the order
.'.oo.ooo iii death benefits since it
Zed.
The next session of the
w iii he held in Lew iston.
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Northport [News
Thompson lost

\.

a

valuable u-

'leifer last week.
■

-'••n

Benner arrived home Saturday
after a few days visit.

have finished taking an inf the property in town and began
to assess tlm yearh taxes,
-•ssnrs

have been Mrs. Hattie L. Whit•»l schools, instead of Mrs. Hattie
n. as reported in the
Northport
week.
d

■

•i

Star

of

Koval,

S

the Sea, at Baltimore
C., with phospliate rock,
charter for Havana with coal.
Wadlin is mate.
t

■

Seymore and H. W. chapman, who
part of the sell. Kittie La wry, have
bought, and now own three-fourths,
good bay coaster and her owners
•ry way reliable.
■

1 Mrs B. F. Stevens of Rockland
their pretty cottage on the South
°r the season.
The sea w all built by
is hadh washed and considerable
11 have to be rebuilt.

friends of Capt. Henry S. Penmi Ins estimable wife were pleased
that they are expected home the first
'K'in Boston, where they have been
tin* winter with their children.
ri\

1

Perkins of Belfast has opened his
With
Northport < amp Ground.
experience he is well prepared to
customers. 11 is store has been put
ol der and is full of new
goods,which
at Belfast prices.

reports have been in circulation
damage to the Methodist Campwharf ‘luring the late gales.
Only
mk were washed from the slip, and
•"Ie damage will not exceed $50.
■

Temple Heights was not
least, although the sea washt during the storm.
Hr. Colson’s
was damaged to some extent,

haif

at

d in the

A. F. FI well went to Rockland last
ia> with the Northport hearse and
li! the remains of Mrs. F. M.
Cates,
"d in Rockland, to Lincolnville and
them in the receiving tomb. The inwill he in Belmont as soon as the
"g will permit.
Mr. Cates was a
d F. M. Duncan, Esq., who has been
m Rockland the
past winter, hut is
!,,d home soon to attend to his exten•ilmon fishing.
■

1

News of the Oranges.
II

Grange contest between the Sisters
Brothers of Granite Grange, North

decided in favor of the BrothApril :kl, the Sisters furnished a
d of
doughnuts and coffee, with lots of
1 imod
tilings,and the evening passed off
pleasantly. A lively interest was maniNP‘d through the contest. Granite Grange
‘‘lining along smoothly and the meetirigs
ir"
well attended. The Grange will have an
’dnnversary supper April 20th.
port,

was

fraternity in Boston ami took part in tlie
dedication of Masonic Temple in Belfast,
as a representative of DeMolay
July
Commandery of Boston. The Pittsburg,
Pa., Times of April <;tli published the fol-

xii

mu

about three years ago on account of his
health. Later he went into the grocery business for himself on Free street. At the time

\UMRFR 1")

j

Miscellaneous, Howard Murphy, F. A.
The Nature Club.
Griffin, Geo. O. llolmes.
Superintendents of track, W. II. Clifford,
The regular meeting of the Nature Club
W. G. Preston, C. A. Piper.
was held in the High school room Monday
On ground rent, Howard Murphy.
evening with a good attendance. John R.
Night Watch, .1. 11. Clark.
Dunton, Esq., spoke on “How to study geolJudges of athletic sports, G. G. Abbott, ogy." He described the three
principal
I>. C. Greenlaw, W. G. Preston.
classes of rock, the igneous, stratified and
Voted to increase purses for ladies’ race
metamorphic, and spoke of the method of
to $12, ,$s and $5, entries to be subject to
their formation. The student of geology
same fees as other races; best 2 in 3, mile
should observe closely and note these differheats.
ences.
The same agencies which produced
Adjourned to May 5 at 1 o’clock p. w.
the upheavals of the various strata which
the earth's crust are still at work,
though their effects are not so marked as in
former age's. Water is still forming strata
of mud. sand, etc., and vegetable mold is accumulating as it did in the formation of the
coal measures. Ecology comprises more than
mineralogy, and includes that science. The
speaker has confined his studies chiefly to
structural and historical geology, and his
talk this evening had reference to those
branches. The tools necessarx fertile studx
compose

Wedding Rcctp ion

at

Sandypoint.

of

1

im

imviiru.

j

area

hammer with

a

compass,

Hersey Retreat, Sandy'point,

a

good place
to observe this.
The hearers were all interested in the science and remained some
time after the close of the discourse to
discuss points brought out and to examine specimens brought by one of tin* city
teachers.

High

School

as a

Notes.

Winifred Yose of Calais is spending her
vacation from Wellesley College with her
sister, Mrs. Geo. ,s. Mills.
Mattie May Cross, who is in the
employ
.Thompson «V Foster,is taking a short vacation at her home in Morrill.

ol

Judson F.. ( ottrell. who has been confined
to the house a long time
by illness, is able
to walk out on pleasant
days.
Haiimill (‘ortliell of Maeliias arrived
to visit her brother and sister. D.
Dyer and Mrs. Simeon Staples.

.Mis.

Tuesday

Mrs. ( larence Billings and Sarah Bean
of Boston were in Belfast last
Sunday to
attend the funeral of Owen H White.
Mr. and Mrs. < larence
Wyman started
last Thursday from San Francisco to n uiru
home, after spending the winter there
Mrs. Mabel Wilson
Lowed. .Mass.,
daughter ol the late Mrs. Rebecca Conant of
Camden, was in the city the past week.
•lames Stewart has returned to Key West
Cuba, finding both the ideate and
business better in Florida tha u
: aba.

•loni

Mrs.

Know It.•:: of \«• th|><•
ie
last week
|.,
-}.-•■ «i,r_
Bangor, with
si-ter. Mrs.

Iaiey

\.

turned home

winter

in

I’hiliip.-.
Miss Pivoli of Lew i-ton. who ha.- been :>
Mrs. h. L. Steven.-, p-tuim-d a«»me

guest ol

esterday mi account
accompanied her.

ot

ilh:

';

st**\

e11>

Mrs. (ieo. \\

( rocker, v. ho has been \i-it
Natick. Mass., for some months, re
turned home with her daughter. Mrs. 11 B
<
unningham. last week.

in:'

;n

Mr. and Mrs. Heorge Hutchins of Water
ville and M r. and Mrs. A. H Seliloterbeck of
Portland were in Belfast Sunday to attend
the funeral of Hiram Chase.
II. Patch has closed her miliiuery
this city and is to open one in
Bucksport. She went to Boston last Thursday' to see the sty les and buy goods.
Mis- F.

store

in

Robert P. Coombs, for some -ime in i ho
of the American Kxpress ( ontpany
in this citv. has gone to Bar Harbor, where
he has a position in the express office.

employ
The Rhetoric class is studying “Diction."
I he Seniors had

a

class meeting at

recess

Friday.
The lunch period

was

disturbed Friday.

The music lessons began Monday.

conditions

The Seniors' rank for the four years has
been averaged up. Helen Drown will receive the valedictory and Jam* Drown the

Heo. F. Brackett and wife,Mrs. F. }\ \|ex
ander, Isa Morse, Mrs. A. .1 ( 'ondon went to
Bangor Tuesday noon to attend the annual
session of the Maine Hrat'd Lodge ot Hood

salutatory.

Templars.

A

few took examinations

on

Monday afternoon.

;

Edith Strout, formerly of '01, and Mildred
Mason, formerly of 'oo. who have been attending Farmington Normal School, visited
the school Wednesday.

j

|

Last term's reports

day.

were

given out'l

ues-

of
of the last term’s examinations not
I having been taken.

They

xvere

delayed

on

account

some

}

Principal Howard stated to the school
Monday the object of the High School baseball league. He said that

a

collection would

be,taken Tuesday for the support of the
home team, and invitee all to contribute.
1

( lara
Blattner of St. Louis and Lthel
Holmes of Hrcen Bay. Wis., are the guests
of their Wellesley College schoolmate, Mar
garni 1 la/.eltine. during their vacation.

Hon. (1. M. Warren of ('astiiie and Hon
Fred Atwood of Winterport wen in town
Monday on their way to Portland <m of
licial business to the State Reform school.

Andrew Wilband, *02, has left school.

> Mir

|

geology

square face and sharp back, a chisel or drill,
a
note book, a clinometer and a bottle of
acid, lie had these tools and explained their
use, his clinometer being of hi> own make
attached to the cover of hi> note book, and
one surticientlx accurate for local amateur
In field work be would make in aduse.
vance a map of the section to be visited, and
then in tire note book make sectional drawings. designating the different strata, the dip.
the trai» dykes, veins, etc., both bx diagrams
and description. There is no doubt that this
whole section of country has been under
water, and he mentioned a spot near the

1

■

PERSONAL.

1 he trustees of the Waldo
County League Formed.
County AgriGeo. D. Page of Pelfast has a situation in
At the suggestion made some months
cultural Society met in the court house
ago
a store in Dover, N. II.
Saturday, April Ttli. Ten of the twelve by Prof. Allen of Camden, the principals of
Frank K. Prescott of Xorthport went to
members were present. 1). C. Greenlaw was the high schools of Camden, Rockland, Yinalelected a trustee in place of M. I. Stevens, haven and Belfast have met several times to Pangor Tuesday on business.
Miss Isabel Towle has been quite ill at
resigned. It was voted to join the National consider plans for starting a baseball league,
Trotting Association, thus putting the track and the following constitution and its ac- Greenville, where she is teaching.
under the national rules. The president companying schedule have been given. The
Gertrude Ferguson is at home for her
ottered a list of sports to be introduced be- constitution is to be ratified by the members
vacation from Wellesley College.
of the league and Rockland and Camden spring
tween the races, including the
following:
Frank ^ ates went to Howard, R. I.. last
Kite flying with prizes of $1.50, $1.00 and have done so.
“Believing that honest athletics in our Thursday to work in the insane asylum.
on its. for each
variety, largest, highest dy- schools
develop a friendly feeling between
Mrs. Patchelder has returned to her home
ing, handsomest, most novel; all to dy three the schools and an interest in all that
pertains to school life, the principals of Cam- in Searsmont from a visit to Deer Isle.
hours.
Calvin A. Hubbard and wife arrived home
Four minute race, prizes of $5.00, $3.00 den. Rockland, Yinalhaven and Belfast high
schools present the following Constitution
from a trip to the Pacific coast.
and $1.00 to the horse coming nearest to 4 for a baseball
league, which shall take effect Tuesday
when adopted by these schools.
minutes.
Mrs. John I). Walker went to Lewiston
“Article I. The name of this league sluill
Flat race,
$2 and $1.
be the Waldo and Knox Interscholastic yesterday to visit her sister, Mrs. Dodge.
Three-legged race, same.
Baseball League.
Maitha Fairfax ot Saco was a
guest re“Article II. No boy shall play in any of
Grain race, same.
the regular league games who shall not be in cently of Rev. and Mrs. L. M. Purrington.
Backward race, same; contestants to be
good, regular standing in the High school of
Harry Dodge has moved his family from
mounted facing the rear.
one of the league
teams, and who shall not
be vouched for by the principal of the school. Prooksville to this city. He has employment
Bicycle race, same: !■ mile heats.
“Article III. All matters relating to the here.
Laced shoe race for boys, same: the shoes
game shall be governed by the National
Gustie Neal ley of Monroe is in Camden
to be placed in a barrel, each
buy to run go League rules.
rods to the barrel, get his shoes,
“Article IY. The home team shall decide assisting Mrs. F'. J. Wiley in her millinery
them
put
whether the weather
grounds are suita- store.
on and lace
them, and run to the judge’s ble for a game; and and
if the visiting team is
stand.
Anne C. Crosby has gone to Allegheny
allowed to come, the guarantee shall be paid, i
The president also reported terms for
Article V.
there shall be a guarantee of ! Pa., to be with her sister, Mrs. Margaret
five dollars and admission on excursion Purdette.
having the Belfast Band in attendance both tickets
to all games except between Camden
afternoons, and to play in Custom House and Rockland.
Joseph P. Wilson and wife returned last
“Article YI. Any postponed game shall
square before starting for the grounds.
week from Lynn, Mass., where
they spent
be
played on the first open date, either a SatAlso music in the hall forenoons. The manurday or a holiday following the postpone- the winter.
agers of the base ball club offer to play a ment.
F'ralik J. Starrett returned
Tuesday even
game on the grounds one day of the fair
“Article YII. In case any team should
fail to play its full schedule of games, the ing from a business trip to Poitlaud and
with an outside team.
teams completing their full number of games New York.
The following committees were appointed shall be
given, credit for an equal number of
Hiram McAllister of Purnham
on the various
spent Sungames with said team ; and the games to be
departments of the fair:
counted shall be those first placed with the day in Pelfast to attend tlie funeral of Owen
On fruit, vegetables, etc., F. A.
F.
Griffin,
said team.*’
G.
White.
A. Gray, >1. A. Wadlin.
The schedule is as follows:
Geo. A. Gilchrest of Pelfast and H. M.
On neat stock, I>. 0. Greenlaw, .1, II.
May .V—Rockland and Yinalhaven at Rockland; Camden and Belfast at Camden.
Bean of t amden were in
Clark, F.. M. Cunningham.
Pangor Tuesday
May 12— Rockland and Camden at Rock- on business.
On horses and colts, W. 0. Preston, W.
land; Yinalhaven and Belfast at YinalII. Clifford, C. A. Piper.
haven.
Mrs. W illiam Clark of Par
Harbor, who
On sheep, sWine and poultry, Geo. O.
May 19—Rockland and Belfast at Belfast; is visiting in Castine, called on friends in
Camden and Yinalhaven at Camden.
Holmes, W. II. Beckwith, M. A. Wadlin.
Pelfast
yesterday.
Mav 2(>—Camden and Belfast at Belfast
On dairy products, II. Murphy, I). C. Rockland and Yinalhaven at Yinalhaven. ;
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Norton are to move to
.June
F.
2—Belfast
and
at
RockA.
Rockland
Greenlaw,
Gray.
their farm in Palermo after the close of the
Oil draught horses and oxen, J. C. Towns- land; Camden and Yinalhaven at Yinalhaven.
April term of court.
end, Joseph Kllis, G. G. Abbott.
June i>—Camden and Rockland at CamMrs. P. G. Coombs was called to Portland
On ladies’ department. Mrs. F. A. Griffin, den; Belfast and Yinalhaven at Belfast.
In making out the above, every effort was last week by the illness and death of a sisMrs. Howard Murphy, Mrs. E. M. Cunningmade to curtail expense and time.
ter, Mar} F. FVrnald.
ham.

Ernest I.. Blanchard and Miss Maud L.
Ginn were married in Searsport Thursday
afternoon. April r>th. The same evening a
reception was held at the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. S. L. Hall. About eighty were
After congratulations an hour
present.
was passed with music and general sociability after which ice cream and cake were
served. At a late hour the company left for
their homes, wishing Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard as sunshiny and bright a married life
as had been the nth day of \pril, 1‘hh>.
The bride is the only daughter of Klbridge
ed husband and children, the sister and
Ginn and has made her home with her uncle,
W illiam c. Talmr, the only son of the Hon. ! other friends.
Mr. Hall, for the past lifteen years, and has
.James K. and Mrs. Ellen Moulton Tabor of
Oscar A. Burkett, one of Union's most
pacity lie laid the corner-stone of the new
The groom is the son of Linmany friends.
died April 5th at the Cit> Hospital,
Unity,
city building in Portland. He took the Royal
respected and influential citizens, died March coln Blanchard and has been in the employ
Boston.of pneumonia, aged :tu years,5 months
Arch degree in Corinthian R. A. Chapter
-1st after a lingering illness,
lie was born of French Bros. A Co. at the Duck Farm for
and !' days. He was sick only about two
Mar. 20, 1X54, and was High Priest in 1X5(1
in Union May Hi, ls:»7. and with the excep- the
past nine years, making his home with
and ‘57. In the (irand Chapter lie was Grand weeks, and until the Saturday before his tion of four years spent in California had them during the time. The esteem in which
j
death his illness was not considered critical.
been a life-long resident of that town. In the young couple are held is shown
Grand
Principal Sojourner in 1860-1-2;
by the
His father arrived at his bedside on SunScribe in 1804 : Depots Grand High Priest in
lsooMr. Burkett married Frances Ellen Dun- following gifts:
The remains were brought to Unity,
day.
1805, but declined an election as Grand High
ton, and she and one son, F. E. Burkett, and
Silver knives and folks. El bridge Ginn;
where tlie funeral was held April Nth, Kev.
Priest the next year. He was greatly intertwo grandchildren, survive.
He also leaves silver teaspoons, George Ginn: glass prej
Willis
A.
Luce officiating. William C. Ta- one
ested in the Council and was a charter membrother aiid two sisters: E. II. Burkett ! serve dish. Nicholas Ginn; pair of tableber of King Solomon Council No. 1 of Bel- bor was educated in the schools of Unity and Mrs. Mary White of Union, and Mrs. I spoons, .1. W. Richards and wife: pair of
and was graduated from the Coburn Ellen Wiley of Watertown. Mass. The fun- tablespoons, Mark Ginn: dessert spoon and
fast, which was instituted June 11854, the village
tray, French Richards; butter knife, K. G.
Classical
Institute of Waterville, where lie eral was held March 27th, and the services Clifford and wife; sugar
lirst Council in Maine.
He was also a memspoon. N. C. Partwere conducted by Rev. II. M. Perkins, as
took
j
the
full
and wife; berry spoon, H. H. Morin
course
and
won high honors
ber of Palestine Commandery, Knights Temsisted by the Knights of Pythias of Warren ridge
in his class. Some years ago he went to and Union. The large attendance and beau- and wife: meat folk* ami spoon, Fred Mcplar, of which he was the eldest member in
Donald and wife; tablespoon. Mrs. II. I lamBoston and became interested in the real tiful flowers showed the appreciation in man: bon-bon
spoon, I). L. White and wife;
years but not in membership, lie was the
which the deceased was held by his friends.
ladle, Miss Moulton, Mr. Rogers, Searsport :
last survivor of the charter members of the estate business, and for some time has been
salad
folk,
Lucia
Shute, Bangor: fruit
the president and general manager of the
Mrs. E. M. Cates, widow of William II.
Council, the eldest both in years and service
knives, Ada Clarke, Prospect; teaspoons,
Oxford
died
at
of
in
and
the
that
residence
Cates,
4th,
Renting
Company
city,
April
of the Grand Masters of Maine and of the
Xed
set
Mrs. s. L. Hall;
Mr. ami Mrs. C. B. Jones, where she had chinaLibby;and napkins.
saucers, S. L. Ilalktadle
cup
Order of High Priesthood of Maine, to which the success and high standing of the com- been
making her home for some months cloth, B. G. Blanchard and wife; table
is
due
in
no
honorsmall
to
his
pany
degree
Jie was admitted in 185(5.
past. The deceased came of a prominent cover, Mrs. Ollie Hall, Boston: china clock
He was an incorporator ain't director in the able and square dealing with all its custom- Northport family and had been a resident of and parlor lamp, French Bros. A Co., BosRockland only since last summer. She had ton : cake
plates. Milliard Ginn and wife
Masonic Temple Association, which held its ers. He was a young man of the most ex- been a sufferer from
consumption for some
fruit
Kate Harriman : set napkins,
first meeting Feb. 1, 187(5, and was a director emplary character and of very industrious years. The remains were taken to Lincoln- Daniel plates,
Cousins and wife; coffee pot, C. A.
and President of the Association from that habits. Always of a very pleasant nature,he ville Friday. [Courier-Gazette.
French and wife; cake plate, v. G. Black
made friends with all who were associated
and wife; hand-worked doiley, Mrs. W. P.
time to his death.
Our oldest residents will regret to learn of Watts; sofa pillow, Mrs. Martha French;
He married Sarah Titcomb of Anson, who with him, and the large number of messages
the death of Ralph C. J. Pendleton, a native pocket work apron, Mrs. F. L. French;
died Jan. 7, 1874, the day following the death and prefers of aid received from his many of Camden and son of George Pendleton, chochet
tidy and mats, Mrs. E. J. Cousins;
lie died at his home in Indianapolis glass water set, F. S. Harriman and wife;
of her husband’s father. They had three friends speak in the highest terms of his Esq.
last
He
was
born
in
Camden, July glass table set, II. M. Griffin and wife: pair
children, Timothy, who died Dec. JO, 186;}, popularity in the city where he has lived for nth, Sunday.
1k:j2.
He will be remembered here as towels, S. (L Staple and wife; towels, Mrs.
Miss Frances, who lives at the old home, and a number of years past. He leaves his par- the orator of the Cleveland Club.
He lec- Rilla Libby; towels, Martha Black; bedents and two sisteis, Miss Nellie M. Tabor, tured in Rockland at that time and many spread, Addie Blanchard: lace
shams, Mrs.
from
here
heard
the
lecture.
Rose Blanchard; pitcher, Willie Bickmore;
a
well
[Camden
known
in
best
the
musical
cirlady
| brother, Alden 1). Chase, and one sister, cles
Herald.
Warren
llarrie
pitcher,
pitcher,
Heath;
of
11.
and
Miss
Vivian
a
Tabor,
Boston,
Mrs. Ellen
Allard, survive him.
Partridge; crochet mat, Eva shute; crochet
!
The funeral was held at his late home , student in the Liberal Arts Department of
mat, Josie Partridge; glass dish, Mrs. Alma
Harriman; glass castor, Harry Ginn : washTwo Handsome New Stores.
Sunday afternoon. There was a large at- the Boston University.
board, pitcher and glass pitcher, Mell Grant;
tendance of business and professional men, 1
The new .stores in the Wells building on Main toilet article, Ernest Partridge; gypsy ketMrs. Ursula JS. Gilman passed to a higher
Freemasons and others. Rev. J. M. Leighstreet were opened yesterday morning and there tle, Maurice Patterson; pkites, cups and
saucers, P. F. Watts; box soap and mirror,
ton conducted the services and made brief life at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Hatwas a rush of custom at both during the day. The
Ivan Grant; bon-bon dish. Amy Maxlield:
tie
I).
of
March
28th.
Bennett
of
Camden,
remarks' in eulogy of the deceased.
The
lower story is occupied by Carle & Jones, and is
china plate, Mrs. Lillian Ellis; towel and
heart failure, brought on by a severe attack 1 as handsome and
Grand
of
as any store in
stove
Maine
then
held
the
Lodge
Manicely
lighted
mit, Jessie Morrison, Searsport; carvj
of la grippe. She was born in Morrill April Eastern Maine. The large show window had a ing set, Mrs. A. B. French, Mrs. A. M.
| sonic house funeral service, Grand Master
oak chair, oak tableandpicture,
Winfield S. Choate of Augusta officiating, as- 29, 1829, the daughter of William-and Lucin- display of stylish neckwear, and the counters, Thompson;
('apt. S. M. Grant and family, George Heath
which are arranged, each for a department of
sisted by the following acting Grand Officers: da Cammett. She was married in 1851 to
and family, A. J. Clifford and wife, C. B.
Samuel F. Gilman and moved soon after to i itself, are loaded with rich goo|is. On the left is Richards and wife, Fred Shute and wife,
Deputy Grand Master, Fred W. Plaisted,
where she lived until his death, a counter devoted to silk waist patterns and shirt Fred Grant and wife, Luther Grant and
Searsmont,
I Augusta; Senior Grand
Warden, S. A.
and beyond this a tall case
wife, Frank Erskinsand wife, Mrs. J. Littlewhich
in 1881. They had four waists made to order,
occurred
Parker; Junior Grand Warden, Geo. E.
Jennie Black, Augustus Staples,
with an elegant display of novelties, belts, buckles, field.
are left t<> mourn
three
of
whom
children,
James Staples, Clifford French, Eugene Per! Johnson; Grand Treasurer, F. A. Follett;
combs, etc. The departments of corsets, underoak hat rack, M. S. Richards and wife,
the loss of a faithful and affectionate mothkins;
Grand Secretary, James Pattee; Grand
wear, drapery silks, silkalenes. cretonnes, small
Fred Blanchard and wife, Eugene Blancher. They are: Hattie H. Bennett of Camden,
wales, etc., are heavily stocked with goods. The ard* Fred Ilartson.
Chaplain, Isaac Hills; Grand Marshal. E.
1
Alice L. Morrill of Belmont and Walter M, new
C. Dudley, Augusta; Grand Senior Deacon,
••pulley belts.’’ in all shades, attract much
Gilman of Linden, Idaho. Nellie L. died in attention and the line of stationery, hand stampE. S. Carter; Grand Junior Deacon, IT. A.
Transfers in Real Estate.
childhood.
Mrs. Gilman also leaves one ed. in the popular dark shades and white ink, is
Hoyt; Grand Senior Steward, L. E. McMaMrs. A. A. Hall of China, and one large. The furnishings and finish of the store,
sister,
han: Grand Junior Steward, W. B. WashTlie following transfers in real estate
brother. W. B. Cammett of Belfast. She combined with the large and artistically arranged
burn; Grand Tyler, II. W. Marriner. The
stock, make it a very attractive place.
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
was thoroughly devoted to her home and
bearers were Sir Knights James II. Howes,
From the alcove at the front door an easy flight Deeds for the week
j
ever putting self aside for others,
ending April 11, 1900:
II. E. McDonald, R. II. Moody and Robert family,
of hard-wood stairs leads to the millinery parlors
Ben.i. Ladd, Searsmont, to W. S. Hunt, do.;
and her kind and sympathetic heart was
The
Grand
an
officers
acted
where
Burgess.
of Mrs. B. F. Wells,
Lodge
array of millinery land in
Searsmont. Ella E. Springer, Brooks,
ever ready to respond to the calls of any one
as escort for the procession to Grove Cemeis found displayed in an artistic manner in a most
toS. M. Knowlton, Prospect; land in Brooks,
in trouble or sickness, which made her dear
and
funrshed
finished
room. The
where
the
remains
were placed in the
handsomely
tery,
S. M. Knowlton to Minnie E. Knowlton,
to a large circle of friends. She was tenderlight is through three large windows in front,
Chase family tomb.
ly cared for by her two daughters in her last with pretty shades and fine lace curtains. The \ Brooks; land in Brooks. F. W. Staples et
illness and they feel deeply grateful for the walls and ceiling are prettily papered, and large \ als., Bangor, to Woodman Staples, do.; land
Horace Crosby of Pittsburg, Pa., died at
pictures adorn the walls. The floor is of polished J in Stockton Springs. Wm. M. Chapman,
many offerings of sympathy and kindness
hard wood and is relieved by soft and beautiful
his home in that city April 5th, after a brief shown them
Dixmont, to Angelia Gould et ah, Jackson;
by their neighbors and friends mats. The
stock on exhibition here shows many
illness of pneumonia. He was a son of the in their hour of
land in Jackson. Cilery Bowden, Winterdeep sorrow.
from
former
There
are fewer of
changes
years.
late Ex-Governor William G. Crosby.
He
to Lizzie M. Hutchins, do. ; land in
tlie very large hats, and the colors are in soft port,
went to Boston when a young man to enter
Carl M. Lawrence died at his home in
Winterport.
effects instead of the marked contrasts in vogue
the store of his brother-in-law, John Hitch- Portland April 5th after an illness of but in
former years. Feathers and birds are rarely
cock, and they later became interested in two days. He was a son of Captain and seen but very artistic effects are produced by
rAi.KitMO. The Ladies’ Sewing Circle
the iron industry in Pittsburg. Mr. Crosby Mrs. C. W. Lawrence of Westbrook, where flowers, chiffon, ribbon, lace, etc.
Among the met last Friday afternoon and evening with
has been for some time assistant manager lie was born about 28 years ago. He attend- more noticeable hats were an elegant black chif- Mrs. Eliza Nelson. The
evening was enof the American Tube Works, which has large ed the public schools and later graduated fon and straw with imported scarf; a handsome joyed by all. The amount received for supwas
with
bow-knot
Kesiah
of silk; a straw
$2.95....Mrs.
Nelson sold
pers
factories in Pittsburg and McKeesport for from Gray's Business College of Portland. black and white,
a horse and cow last week to C. E. Carr_
color and black, with battenburg ends and jet
the manufacture of wrought iron pipes After graduation he entered the
employ of ornaments; a pretty grey in soft pastelle shades, Mrs. Olive Coffin has bought the Frank
Nutter place at Carr’s corner_Perley
ranging from the smaller size of gas pipes to the Delano Planing Mills, where he acted and many others. The line of
tourists, sailors, Soule has gone to Ambrose
Hanson's to
large water mains. He joined the Masonic for several years as book-keeper, resigning etc., is also.full and complete.
work.

|

High Schools Will Play Ball.
A Knox «ml Waldo

Horace Crosby, vice president of the
National Tube company, and one of the
prominent iron and steel manufacturers
in Pittsburg, died yesterday afternoon after
an illness of short duration.
Mr. Crosby
contracted a slight cold liine days ago, which
rapidly developed into pneumonia. Tuesday
his condition became critical, and he died at
'>:li p. m., yesterday.
Mr. Crosby was born
at Belfast, Me., December 5, I<s4f.
He was
the youngest son of William G. and Annie
Crosby, both members of old New Kngland
The funeral of Owen G. White was held at
families. 11 is father was governor of Maine
from ls.i;»to is.v>. Horace Crosby began his his late
home, No. 14:'. High street, Sunday
business career in Boston at an early age.
lie became associated with his brother-in- forenoon and was. largely attended by busilaw, .John Hitchcock, and D. W. Hitchcock, ness men and others. Palestine Command-1
in the wholesale boot and shoe business. In
ery, Knights Templars, attended in a body
Issi the Hitchcocks became largely interin uniform and acted as escort. The ser-!
ested in the National Tube works at McKeesport, and Mr. Crosby came to Pittsburg vices were conducted by Rev. .1. M. Leighand accepted a position as purchasing agent ton, and brief services were held at the
foi the company, in which position he re- house
by the Comniandery. The bearers
mained until Kdmund Converse and John
II. Flag* organized the Republic Iron com- were Sir Knights Robert Burgess, ( has. II.
Bray, D. N. Bird, .1. 11. Perkins, E. S. Carpany in lst»i, when Mr. Crosby was appointed
treasurer and general manager of the comter and R. W. Warren. The body was taken I
pany
to Morrill for burial, and the
In isbl The Republican Iron works and
Comniandery
National Tube companies consolidated. escorted the procession some distance up
The position of assistant manager was then High street, then
opened ranks and saluted
assumed by Mr. Crosby, and he held that as
the hearse and mourners passed through,
position until lSb"). when he was promoted after
which they returned to the asylum.
to the position of assistant general manager,
he having in charge the entire management The lloral offerings were handsome and inof the manufacturing departments of the cluded. in
addition to many pieces from relworks. In July, lsiui, when the National
lube works, together with several other atives and friends, emblematic pieces from
plants of a like nature in the Tinted States each of the societies of which the deceased
were merged into the National Tube Comwas a member.
pany, Mr. Crosby was elected second vice
president of the combine, with entire charge
Mary E., widow of the late Amos Gibbs,
of the mercantile affairs of the concern.
This position he held at the time of his died in Brooks March L’Sth at the age of 81
death.
years and 7 months, .blie was the mother of
Mr. Crosby was vice president of the McKeesport National bank, and held a large thirteen children, seven of whom—John,
portion of the stock of the McKeesport and Fred and Frank W. Gibbs and Mrs. ( has.
Wilmerding Street railway. He was a mem- II. Dickey of Brooks, Miss Ellen Gibbs of
ber of the Duquesne and Pittsburg clubs
and the Allegheny Country club, besides Belfast, Daniel Gibbs of Orland and Amos
being a prominent member of the Chicago Gibbs of Washington—survive her. She
club, of Chicago, and was a member of Tail- also leaves one brother and one sister, and
ored Commandery,No. 4x. Knights Templars
and several other fraternal organizations. many grandchildren, nephews and nieces.
Mr. Crosby was single, and until two vears Her husband died about eight years ago,
ago lived at the Duquesne club.
For the since which time she has lived with her
last two years he resided with his niece in
daughter, Mrs. Dickey, by whom she was
Allegheny. lie is survived by two sisters.
Mrs. John Hitchcock, of Boston, Mass., and tenderly cared for during her last illness,
Mrs. Richard Chenery, of Belfast. Me., and she was a kind neighbor, an affectionate
the following nieces and nephews: Mrs. wife and
mother and highly respected by all
Margaret Burdette, 27 Bidwell street, Allegheny: Ann C. Crosby, Belfast, Me.: Mrs. who knew her. The funeral services were
William D. Hunt of Brookline. Mass.; held Friday, March 30th, Rev. 11. Small ofHorace Chenery of New York, and John
ficiating.
Hitchcock of Boston, Mass.
A dispatch from Pittsburg to the Boston
Mrs. Emma Charlotte Barker died at her
Globe says:
home in Elmira, N. Y., April <>th, <»f pneuThe will of Horace Crosby was filed for
after an illness of less than one week.
probate April nth. Mr. Crosby made a num- monia,
ber of large bequests. He left $100,000 to ( apt. and Mrs. Barker returned home March
his nephew, Horace Chenery of Belfast-, Me.: :«>tli from a trip to Xew York city and SyrsiC).(HM) to Mrs. Sarah .J. Tilden of New
and Mrs. Barker was soon after taken
\ ork : so.iNKito Carrie P. Crosby, widow of acuse,
his brother. Frederick Crosby: $5,000 to with a severe cold which resulted in pneuHelen \Y. Crosby, widow of his brother. monia.
She was a daughter of the late
William Crosby: $1,000 to Sarah F. Hitch- .John Warren
and Charlotte W. (Spring)
cock, and si.o<io to Ann M. < lienery, his sisters.
The residuary legatees are Margaret White, and wife of ( apt. Frederick Barker,
P Burdette and Anne C. Crosby, nieces in who was formerly in the hardware business
equal shares. No statement of the estate in this city in the firm of Barker Ac Burgess.
was filed.
They moved to Elmira about twenty-five
The body arrived by a special Pullman
Mrs.
years ago. They had no children.
car on the ti.-jo 1*. m. train
Tuesday, accom- Barker leaves one
Edward White
brother,
panied by Mrs. Hitchcock and son .John, of
Breckenridge, Colo., and two sisters, IsaMrs. chenen and son Horace.
The\ were
belle and Marietta White of Elmira.
met at the train by carriages, and friends,
and .James 11. Howes, Geo. A. (.^uiinby, Beil
Mrs. James Ludwig died suddenly April
Hazeltine and F. G. White were in attend- 4th at her home in Camden. While she had
ance as bearers.
The body was escorted to not been in perfect health for some
years
the residence of Mrs. Chenery, where lu- ! her death came
unexpectedly. Mrs. Lud11 era 1
services were held yesterday after-, wig was a daughter of David Duncan
noon. Kev. .1. M. Leighton officiating.
The | of Lincolnville. and had lived in Camden
firoal offerings were elaborate and handsome, since her marriage,
she was a devoted
and were tributes from his relatives and from ; wife and mother.
Deep and wide extendscores of friends and business associates.
ed is the sympathy offered to the bereavmost

lr*UU.

Waldo County Fair.

of his death he was employed at the office of
the Metropolitan Insurance
Company, hut
retained a financial interest in the business
of the Delano Planing Mills. The deceased
was a Past Chancellor of
Munjoy Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, being one of the most
efficient officers when in the chair. He was
married April 14, lsisi, in Portland, to Inez
I. ., youngest daughter of the late Charles
W.,
and Mrs. Lura Haney of this city, who survives him, with one child.

lowing obituary:

1 L,

I lie class ot

class
Mr. Fernald was elected chairman pro tern, and
gave up the chair upon the election of Mr.
Clement to the presidency. Miss Pilsbury
was elected secretary.

meeting

on

I'.'oj held

Wednesday,

at

their

first

recess.

The High school base ball.league appears
to be an accomplished fact, and the particulars will be found in another column. The
Rockland Courier-Gazette lias ottered a trophy in the shape of a silver cup appropriate!y engraved to the team winning the most
This gives the
games in the league series.
I boys something to work for, and we are
sure to see some exciting games.

j

East Skarsmont. Mrs. Alfaretta M. Inwas in town Mar. Hist,
the guest of Mrs. L. S. Marriner... Mrs. .1.
G. Packard and two children spent a few
days last week with Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Packard....Mr. and Mrs. S. II. Cables of
Rockland were in town recently, guests of
his sister, Mrs. II. M. Donnell.*.. The following are on the sick list: E. P. Mahoney,
Will Bickford and Mr. and Mrs. David
Young. The latter are attended b\ Dr. Kilgore of Belfast.... Andrew Lawry harvested
his ice last week....Robins were seen in this
section March noth.

graham of Belfast

Thoma. L. shea and wife are spending a.
week with Mrs. S.’s parents. Hen \v Burk
ett ami wife.
Mr. Shea closed a. week’s engagement in Boston last Saturday and will
open in Lowell for his spring tom Monday.

Harry M. Prent -.- attended the annual
meeting and dmnei of the Penobscot \’alley Alumni Association of the I'niversity of
Maine in Bangor last Friday night at the
rooms of the Madockawando club on Main
street.
I>. uazeltim- arrived homo Monday
night from his trip to Florida, accompanied
1>\ Mrs. .). II
Howes and her daughter,
Frances, who had been .'pending a v\eek in
lloston. Mrs. Ilazoltino and Louise Hazeltine are in lloston.

Dr. ('has. I*. Dean of lloston. who lias
been serioush ill with pneumonia, has regained his strength suhieieuth to resume his
practice. His sister. Mrs. Abbie Cox, who
lias been with him. has been ill. but is at
present much better.
C. W. Crockett, who lias for four years

pitched for the I'niversity of Maine base
hall team, arrived here yesterday to coach
the High school team for a few days.
Mr. Crockett is now a post graduate student
at the 1'. of M. and an instructor in the Department of Chemestry.
Dr. O. S. Krskineof Frankfort, who is in
taking a special course writes
to friends at home giving an account of his
He went on the
voyage across the ocean.
steamship Kensington of the Red Star Line;
left the pier in North River at noon, March
Jlst, and was passing up the ]$gjtfish Channel March both, expecting to Sind at 7 a. in.
the next day. He reports a pleasant pas-

Europe

sage.

The chairman of

Paragraphs.

Editorial

tional Committee
“Let

no

innocent

man

be

punished,”

is

of

Kentucky.

Ohio, and
Mr. Bryan's far Western trip is to be a
10,000-mile affair, with a rear-end speech
at

every

one

cils of
mense

an

eminent

figure

in the

coun

Jumps

to

What she
and value outside of that city.
says of the Bangor High school brings a

that party, has acquired an im
The men
fortune via monopolies.

realizing

sense

of the

inadequate

facilities

Cents,”
Thus McKinley

Savannah Tribune.
perity invades the S mth.

pros-

anti-trust organization.
lem will be solved by the

The Democratic leaders propose to see
to it. that a vast amount of grumbling and

fault-finding follows the flag.
There is

one

and lack of roofti here to make our high
trusts of all descriptions.
Vet the Demo- j school all that it should be.
Miss Snow
cratic party strives to pose as the great says: “The removal of the boiler rooms

says the

Ten

thing quite certain.

Pres-

McKinley’s Administration is not
swayed by New York’s bubonic journalident

ism.

Republican party will receive valuable assistance this year from the good
Orator Puff, who speaks from the top of
The

prob-j

to

a

5

If

f

»CHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL, •
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE- 9
#
LIEVE.

k

|

111

twilight shadows fell apace
Then,
Each sought to read some word in others’
the

as

face.

LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AN D SUBJ STITUTES.
J
THE GENUINE BOTTLE ?
9
J BEARS THE NAME,

And

?

so

the weeks

wore

on, and

Fear

£

Hope

and

Z/L/nausea,

j

Why felt she not the shock of earth’s
alarms?
How could she, when those “everlasting
arms”

were

pressing close

the

child
Who needed shelter from the tempests
wild ?
Ah, Death itself hath not the power to chill
The love and faith of one who trusteth still

daughters.

Neuralgia
and
Nervous

■

....

■■

i

$1.00

a

bottle.

All

Pills cure

Ayer’s

and

Pans

J

of all sizes and prices.
********
********
We would call

special

attention

t

KITCHEN KNIVES
POCKET KNIVES,
CARVINU KNIVES

SCISSORS, ETC

Out 25c Wet Knives
....AUK A BARGAIN..

Till I

druggists.

constipation.

After suffering terribly I was
intiii. ei| ;■> try your Sarsaparilla.
I
to'
urce b«*t: .es and now feel like
a new man.
1 would advise all my
f‘ II.over' if uir-s to try this medicine,
for it has Mood the test of time anti
it3 curative power cannot be excelled."
1. D. (lotto,
Jan. 30,1*99.
Itrowntown, Va.
you have ti.y
desire the
’st

can

possibly

Tll:

ARE YOU AN

INVESTOR:

f ie Doctor.
w hatever
complaint
men leal s»d
you
receive, write the doctor
will reoeiw a prompt re-

If
ami

V

>

freely. You
ply, without cost. Ad
Dh. J. C. AYF.U. I.owell, Mass.
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STOCKS and BONDS
We have > ten I a hraneh *ili>■»
Block, Room li, where we will he

Mi:iun\\rs
AM of Newark.

rpint
1

.!.*>i>/
Real

ciiwci:
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Collateral loans
Stuck* and bonds
Cash in oilier an.i hank.
Interest and rents.
ITicollooted premium*.
All other assets...
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Very Demon!

Crip

Hale’s
Honey of
Horehound

iiiL,

edit.

tli«
n

explains

■■

o],,. ountry need not be afraid of
-ilvei plai.k we propose to place in
..tfenn."
Jn other words, this

piank will la- added for the purpose of
deception and n< t as an evidence of good i
1

dili.

There is

discount upon the perconsistency of the Demono

sistency and
cratic party when it comes to plain and
fancy humbugging. But do the people
of

the United States want to

place

in

power a party whose hands must first be
tied before they can be trusted?
The'Puerto Rican
tween two

rests beOne of these is in
the island alone.
The

question

principles.

the interests of

other is fundamental and affects the whole
country now and hereafter. In the latter
t;ase—the constitutional power to levy
Duties on Puerto Rlcrn products—any de-

parture from the right principle can not
be rectified. Notasinglestep, once taken,
can

be retraced.

After the debate in the

House the necessity for an interpretation
The
of the Constitution is paramount.
principle of freedom of trade, recom-

President,
yielded only
Sy
temporally to the more important principle thafc'fffects the Constitution.
mended

the

■'

...!

FIVE MINUTES FOR REFRESHMENT. :
VVe all know how little refreshusually obtained in the traditional five minutes.
It is often belter not to try to get
anything to eat, and so save yourself
useless wear and tear on your nerves.
But if you can get a cup of Chase
& Sanborn’s Seal Brand Coffee you
can get in five minutes what will refresh and invigorate you lor five
hours.
It is because Chase & Sanborn’s
Coffee is absolutely unadulterated.
The Seal Brand as well as their other
ment is

nign gracie

wonees which

are

and Tar.

the face.

The flames hail

gained

such head-

way that he was unable to enter the house
again and everything was consumed, in-

cluding

provision

three months'

he had

put

that day. The next morning search was
begun for the gold and a few ten-dollar
pieces were found, but were so blackened or
broken that one would hardly know that it
was gold.
Some silver amf coppers were

in

also taken out.

There

was no

insurance

on

the house.
A

Life

anil

Deatli

Figlit.

Mr. W. A. Hiues
ing of his almost

m

colored

packed
parchment-lmed highly
is all pure coffee, consisting of carefully selected beans that
have been raised on plantations, famous for their coffee crop, that it is so
delicicus. The kind that is deep port wine color before cream, and
golden after cream.
Ask for it wherever you may be, until you get it.
It is worth the
trouble. The best is always the cheapest.

imported bags

has

CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEES.

of Manchester, la., writmiraculous escape from
death, says: “Exposure after measles induced serious lung trouble, which ended in Consumption. I had frequent hemorrhages and
All my doctors
coughed night and day.
said I must soon die. Then I began to use
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption,
which completely cured me. I would not be
without it eveu if it cost $5.00 a bottle.
Hundreds have used it on my recommendation and all say it never fails to cure Throat.,
Chest and Lung troubles.”
Regular size
50c. and $1.00.
Trial bottles free at R. H.
Moody's Drug Store.
What Shall We Have for Dessert ?

This question arises in the family everyLet us answer it to-day.
Try Jell-O,
day.
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking! add
and
to
water
set
cool.
Flavors:—
boiling
Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry.
At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO

|
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A fresh stock of

«

Groceries, Fruit, Confectionery

Cigars

j

and Tobaccos.

goods are tirst-class, prices right, and satisfaction guaranteed.
5^=-Call and see us. Goods delivered to any part of the city.

Our

We hare secured the entire stock of BOOTS, SHOES and HEBE Elis
>7.
BANNER SHOE STORE and slntll close th>'in out rp-i-trdle.ss >t

^

f,c.„,LL.

★

★

BRAND.
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Ceilings

Side Wall

and

Finish

For Churches, Halls and Residences.
The most durable and economical material made
for the purpose. For old or new buildings. Can
be applied over old plastering. Fire and water
proof, will neither shrink, warp nor crack. Having taken the agency of one of the best steel ceiling companies in the United States 1 am prepared
upon short notice to furnish and put up ceilings
or side wall finish in any room regardless of size
or shape.
Send size of room for an estimate.
3wl3

Box 220,

F.

H. PARK,
Searsp ort. Me.

*

¥

INSURANCE.
Haring purchased \the Fire Insurance business of M c. It F. Vh
■<.
and taken the agency for several solid and <• di d>fc c.anp
note

prepared

to

>

write

FIRE, LIFE and PLATE GLASS INSURANCE.
Agent for the F.guitable Life Assurance Society
m
at the White

< \

Store, SI 'lain

mr x.
iieltast, >1

Si

NO TICE
N Mi

OlU>F.lt No.

IIJCPOSITS SOLI< I I EL
Safe

deposit boxes for
#8

Our

new

vault is

rem at

$3, $5

$0.50 and

V

Kl>

>1

A

III' It M

M
IV.'-

against the

approved

it\

h\ ihe pi

of
Also that all said hills >11 s be in the
the auditor ON 01; i;mii;i Mil
in tin- hands

preceding the first Monduv
they will lie over tint il the next

next
or

a

>

S

Ordered, T hat alt
itemized am! shall he
mittee before placed

$33,000

SURPLUS,

and

Steel

HANEY.

HILL &

¥

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

★

ol'KNKM...

OPPOSITE MASOMC TEMPLE.

only absolutely

SAFE. SURE and RELIABLE
Female Pills.
Mailed to any address on receipt
of price $1.00 per box.
Book Important to Ladies sent
free upon receipt of zc stamp.
GERriAN CHEniCAL CO..
853 Broadway, N. Y

i

White Store, 81 Main Street

*

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.
The

STORE.

;>

WK I1AYK .11

Don't wait until the evil is done
and past repair.
25I', 501*', and $1.00
per bottle ; the largest size cheapest.
At all druggists. Take none but Hale s.

ROYAL
GERMAN
FEMALE
PILLS

1

CANS

COOLERS|

There’s nothing new
about it.
Your grand’Twas
parents took it.
an old Sarsaparilla before
other sarsapariilas were
known. It made the word
“
”
famous
Sarsaparilla
over the whole world.
There’s no other sarsaparilla like it. In age and
power to cure it’s “The
leader of them all.”

■

..

MILK

Sarsaparilla

1

>

|

it,

AYOT3

j

j

’1

Is the most complete in the
a full stock of

We also carry

:ormation of gas, the
sick headache,
weakness of
general
prand
the whole body.
You can’t have it a week
•<
’, without your blood
’, being impure and your
\ nerves all exhausted.
^ There’s just one remedy
»
for you-

Alternate held tlieir sway, while she so dear
To many hearts, upon the threshold stood
Between the worlds, nor dreamed that she
could
So easily release the clinging hands
j And smile amid life’s quickly sinking
sands.

Of which she spoke,

Kitchen Caods

If you have it, you
You
it
k now
all
the

jf^know
g^Ak
i^^Pabout
feeling
■^Pheavy
Pin the stomach, the

pared ;

|

1

H| In

IHk

our

the whispered
In many homes there* is a domestic in And, bending low to catch
word,
the kitchen who will not tolerate the med- The
message came, as some imprisoned bird
C. R. Coombs Complimented.
the factory smokestack.
dling of the children, much less under- Might say, while longing quick towing its
take their instruction.
Modern life fills
way
I made complimentary reference the
the time of men, women and children to an From out the hand of oue who bade it
The city of New York was turned over other
I
day, says Holrnon F. Day in the 140 pupils. “The object from the begin- extraordinary
stay,—
where
the
time
degree, anu
to Tammany by the line and cry of “home
Lewiston Journal, to the ability of Mr. ning was to make the course rich in disfor parent to teach their children the skil- “Oh, let me go, nor longer seek to hold
rule."
There has been a reign of plain ; Orcutt of North Monmouth as a spirited ciplinary and culture subjects in order ful use of their hands is to come from Me hack from entering the joys untold.”
Mr. Orcutt
writer of advertisements.
has puzzled the sociologists of every city Not less she loved the friends who watched
larceny ever since.
lias a rival iu Belfast iu the person of Mr. that the danger of narrow and one-sided
in vain
in the country.
Coombs.
Mr. Orcutt is more of a lyricist education should be avoided.
History,
Most cities have solved the problem by The pulsing tides of life to How again,
Municipal reform in New York has in his style than Mr. Coombs. Mr. Or- science, modern languages, higher mathe- giving the matter a formal place in the but more the home where they and she
should meet,
readied that point where the officials of cutt’s prose has the melody of music. matics and commercial
geography were school curriculum an 1 it is a certain fact And in the giad reunion one day greet
Mr. Coombs deals rather more with the
that unless it comes there we shall have Those parted long, ami Him, than all more
that city tremble all the time that a grand
to
the
technical
therefore
added
as
it
purely
diive
direct.
His sentences
nails,
an increasing number of young men who
dear,—
;ui v is in session.
were.
commercial subjects of book-keeping, j are
helpless aud young women who are H< >w dawned the blessed vision bright and
I have before me some of Mr. Coombs’
clear!
commercial inefficient.
typewriting,
stenography,
that
;
Feeling sure that lie has cornered the work. Here is a little sample it you law, banking and penmanship.
Portland, Lewiston, Saco, Westbrook “Oh, let me go!”—it is not meet that we
The
“The
He entitles
may take with you.
\ansas
ity nomination, Mr. Bryauthiuks Difference” aud pioceeds to state his case course covers three years, with the very aud several towns in our. State have in- Who, burden-hearers of the hour must be.
troduced this kind of education and if we Should shrink from doing well our part t<*.
;
it is sale for him to go about the as follows:
strong recommendation that pupils take
look out into the other States of the Union
day,
•»>;i!iti\ talking about the wickedness of
“Tennyson could ta ke a worthless sheet four years ami thus round out and finish we shall be amazed at our own tardy ar- And doing, scatter sunshine as we may ;
! of paper, write a poem on it, aud make it
But when we hear at iast. the Master's cal!
rival
at
the
it
is
a
where
monopoly.
point
necessity No dread of ill
a very generous and excellent education.
Vaudei
worth £05,000. That’s genius.
upon our hearts will fall,
aud not a luxury and not a “fad.”
“I he excellence of the new physical
hilt can write a few lines on a sheet of
The manual training question has been For clear above life’s tumult sounds the
Tie. Bureau of Engraving and Printing ! paper, and make it worth £500,000. That's and chemical
voice
laboratories,” says Miss solved in most parts of the United States
take au
•s 1
inning on double time. This has been capital. The United States can
“has awakened a fresh interest in for 20 years and there is no record of any That bids the trusting soul fur aye rejoice;
Snow,
ounce and a quarter of gold aud stamp
And,
looking
up into our Saviour's face
...
| necessary by tlie example set by
the already thorough work done in those city having dropped it out of the curri- Assur. d because of His redeeming grace,
ui .ii! it on Eagle bird aud make it worth
culum except temporarily iu one or two We then can
institutions
of
the
say, Oli, let me go." nor fear
can
£20.
manufacturing
That’s money. A mechanic
departments.” litre such facilities are instances under a wave of economy where To tread the vale
of Death, w hile He is near
o a lit rv
I take material worth £5, and make it into lacking, and greatly needed. We quote in certain politicians attempted the economy
Match
Augusta,
o<), 1H0O.
■ watch
springs worth £1,0 0. That’s skill. fuli what Miss Snow says of the Kinder- and begun on the children.
Offended
! A merchant can take an article worth
public sentiment has in all cases re estab j
Ali of the great newspapers of the
That’s busi- garten and of manual training, two featI 75c., aud sell it for £1.10.
Cole Pleads Not Uuiity.
lished the work more firmly than ever.
i111
aie .•)»»to the principles con- i ness.
ures conspicuous by tbeir absence from
A lady can purchase a hat for 75c.,
That's fool
■: n'< in the (’hie.igo platform.
But this but she prefers one for £27.
our present school system:
(Jharhs H. Cole, the
Poston, March 20.
Rev, and Mrs. F. A. (iilmore
ish.
A ditch digger can work ten hours a
is explained by Mr. Bryan with the
former president of the Globe National hank,
KI N DKUG AHTENS.
for
earth,
£1.50.
handle several tons of
|
day,
Given
a
Haverhill
Farewell Keeeption l>y
.1
void ‘•conspiracy.’’
appeared before Judge Lowell in the United
! That’s Labor. 1 can write a check for
We n »w have in successful operation
Friends.
States district court to-day and pleaded not
! >>n.00i), but it would not he worth a four public kindergartens, all of which
A reception was tendered t<» Rev. 1* rank A. guilty to the indictment charging embezzleBut any one can hear
That’s Hough.
It > confidently believed that the next ! dtestimony of the extraordinary facand Mrs, Gilmore at Unity hall last ment ami
misapplication found against him.
S go ti> Coombs and Save Money. That s tor which t his institution is in the develop- Gilmore the
>T;■ i-1»*
ladies of the First Parish church.
thing in the South Dakota divorce ; Common Sense.’’’
night by
William Schofield, c ousel for Cole, called
ment or the power of the child.
The
view of *1*. Gilmore’s resignation from
lu
inn will he tin* legal separation of the
As l have said, Orcutt is eloquent, but work of
extending the establishment of the First Parish pastorate and his and his attention to the exceptions to the courts
ihehaid Franklin Pettigrew from his | Coombs is direct.
tliege schools halts only by reason of lack family's prospective departure to the west in ruling in the demurrer to the indictment arof school room space.
The public com- the near future, this reception was planned
•:
a
position.
some time ago and the motion on file
farewell to them by his parishioners and gued
OBITUARY.
plains, and with reason, of the manifest as atheir
with the court to quash the indictment.
many friends outside the church.
by
Lowell handed down the papers at
injustice of shutting certain neighbor- The
Judge
hours of the reception were from 8 to 1<> ;
Mr. Bryan gave his unqualified
once and stated that the motion to quash
hoods out of the privileges of these schools
o'clock, and despite the storm very many
Died of pneumonia, at 2S Williams
was denied and
the exceptions tiled were
*■ *!t in (hiehelism in
;
w
hich
are
so
much
their
he
appreciated by
Kentucky
people called at the. hail during that time. noted
street, East Orange, N. J., March 2od, at more fortunate
District att< rnev Jones then asked
marked impediment in his fa- 4.15
neighbors.
Surely some Unity hall had been prettily furnished and the court to have the defendent
p. m., Marion, wife of Dr. Ilanna,
plead to tie
Mrs. Hanna was means can be devised for the immediate decorated for the occasion, and in the rear of indictment.
Cole thereupon pleaded not.
';'*' i'h ab■ ui ‘‘government without aged about 40 years.
the apartment four refreshment tables were
of
the
extension
system.
the daughter of Joshua aud Dorothy Farguilty, and the trial was set for April 10.
O'"',! of the governed.”
In one of the largest manufacturing attractively set torch, offering chocolate, cofShe leaves one little
row of Winchester.
fee ami cake for'the guests
in conin
this
is
plants
country
posted
daughter Dorothy Steelman. The funeral
The young men of the church acted as ushall over the premises the
a< ti\Py of the 11 on. William Sulzer
Ti
ers. presenting the guests to Mr. and Mrs.
services were performed by the Hev. Wal- spicuous places
the year l‘dlf>, Gilmore
following
placard:
“By
and those receiving with them. The
the
of
Unitarian
ter
Heid
Hunt, pastor
<• IP n
John J. Lentz as Congresa
position in the fac- latter were Madame Gilmore, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hanna will be no applicant for
church at Orange.
n-aders must he pleasing to the
will
on
be
considered
unless
the
Charles
apGreenmail, Mrs. Emehue Bradley,
buried at Wildwood Cemetery. The fol- tory
Miss En.eiine Carey and Mr. Thomas S. Bradplicant, when a child, attended a kin
of ;i party which was at one time lowing
poem was read at the service:
ley, prominent members of the First Parish
dergarten.”
able
(,ol) KNUWKTH BEST.
boast <.f its Randalls, its Coxes,its
When the serious com monsense of tin- church and intimate friends and associates of
the pastor and Ins wife in the parish work.
Sometime, when all life's lessons have been
<
t a
its
'i
and
business man takes this attitude in regard
iisles,
isps.
learneu
All of the guests had words of regret to utter
And sun and -Tars forevermore have set.
I to the worth of the kindergarten and puts
to the pastor and his wife, coupled with ex
The things which our weak judgment here
so high a utilitarian value upon it, the atof warm commendation for the sucpressious
of
The Bank
Peru and London anuounc*
had spurned.
tacks
ol
the
who
have
never
atcess
that had attended their connection with
people
things o’er which we grieved with lashes wet, :
vsihra all current payment will be made The
the
the constant anil unfailing efforts
to
master
its
and
farchurch,
Will t’ash before us out of lite’s dark night.
tempted
profound
for its unbuilding ami uplifting, and the I
deeper tints of blue;
reaching philosophy have small weight.
st'iimg oi Peruvian pounds. The ad- [ As stars shine most inhow
all God’s plaus were j
i And we shall see
influence
that their presence had al- j
A well known chief of police in one of stroug
•1.t .J the gold standard in the republics
right
been toward inspiring and stimulating i
our largest American cities says he
has ways
i And liow wlat seemed reproof was love most
all those with whom they had come in conii
(d u.s means the retirement
true.
never known an arrest of a person who
tact to higher ideals and more worthy lives.
:
,U' ertaiuty and revolution.
And uv shall see how, while we frown and sigh,
The
has had a kindergarten training.
There were noticeable among those that
Glut's plans go on as best for you and me
bending ol the twig so surely inclines the were gathered about Mr. and Mrs. Gilmore
How.when uv called, he heeded’not. our cry,
a
large number of people who were not of
because his wisdom to the end could see.
I'he lion. Lugene V. Brewster, one of
the Unitarian parish, but who have been
And even a< prudent parents disalb \v
MANl'AL TI{A1XIXG.
»
.d
of
to
numbered
Democrats
much
sweet
Too
craving babyhood,
;cago
among their friends and associj.latlorm
The call for manual training in the ! ates in other wa>s.
So God, perhaps, is keeping from us now.
The school committee,
oki\n. Ijys written a letter in which
Life's swedes: things because it seemet.lt good.
schools has spread far beyond tlie circle j with whom Mr. Gilmore has been prominarsfeis himself from the ranks of
the
Masonic fraternity,
And if sometimes, commingled with life’s wine, of this department and comes from every nently connected,
We find the wormwood, and rebel and shrink,
of the city.
The demand is prac- j with which he is identified, and many others
Mo to the party of which the lion.
portion
whom the
and his wife have met in a
He sine a wUer hand than yours or mine
lically universal and cannot be louger j social way pastor
i.-'. Debs is t In- shining ;ig lit. The Hours out this portion for our lips to drink.
were represented at the farewell
\nd it s .n.o friend we l>\v is l>mg low,
quieted by the soothing ‘‘by aud by."'
reception.
o us
is
Mr.
feu lure ol this transfer
< aitdul statistics show
Where human kisses cannot reach his lace,
Miss M uni Item is, of scipio, Ind.,
that carpentry'
Pleasant features of the evening were
<ih, do nor blame the loving Father so.
sa.v s:
foi bo)s and sewing for girls can be es i several vocal s lections by Miss June Smith.
complaint. that Mr. Bryan Hut we.u your sorrow with obedient grace!
“.Something over three years ago,
tablished in our schools l’oi *2500, in ad- Mr. N. I. Osgood and. Mr. N M. Goldthwaite,
1 became unvoted wit h iior\ <>usms.s
i. a
loo much.
And you "hall shortly km w that lengthened
and neuralgic troubles.
his c ndition to our.fixed expenses.
This will j the various solos making up a charming mubreath
tinued until :i year ago, i»::«ir whi<*h
sical
place t;,ese kinds of training in grades 7, j At program,
1" not t (• swedes! mtr God sends his friend,
time
i
was
almost
constantly conthe refreshment table several of the j
ui.it!) "I tlif Indiana gold Demo
And that, sometime*, the sable jell of death
8 and 9 of the grammar schools, ami
fined to my bed.
The m-u?al_ia
young ladies of the church waited upon the
Conceals the fairest boon his lovocan send.
worse:
nervous degrew
make
an
course
in
the
gradually
elective
r>
i.
high.
.iving u> continue their light
and the duties of pouring were at- I
II we eoiTid pllsb ai u the gates ot life,
1 guests
bility set in, and I was completely
The
contention
of
some
of
its
oppo- tended to by Misses Josephine Sanborn, I
run down.
n
!
u.ism is :aihei wet blaukety to And stand within and all God’s workings see
My blood was impure
neuts is that. t.lie schools are already over
Wt could interim t ad this doubt and strife,
watery, while my complexion was
j Annie Oapen, Georgia Whitney and Annie, !
oitliti iau> who have been declaring And for each m> >’.ery could find a key !
ind Colorless.
sallow
1 had no
crowded and that this will work the chil- Mills, fHaverhill, Mass Eveniug Gaz-tte, j
j M miyIi 1(0
and was almost completely
strength,
mi :.ge of u euireDcy bill would
then beyond their strength, to which may j
Hu: nof to-day then be content, poor heart !
helpless. The doctor finally n>l\ Fed ]
God’s id ms. like lilies, jure and white unfold:
be said that the training of the motor j
me to try Dr. Williams' Pink Pills I
tie
no.
andidacy of the gentleman
We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart,
j side of the child
Mt. Desert Correspondence.
for Pale People.
quickens all his powers,
wili reveal the calyxes of gold.
i.on. Nebraska more
“Father bought a couple of boxes
palatable to that Time
land
the
the
rests
intellectual forces and so trains
And ll through patient, toil, we reach
of the p 11s and after taking the lirst
uic.r
as.-, of
Democratic voters who Where tired feet, with sandals loose, may rest,
j and develops his judgment aud observabox I was much improved. I think
South West Hakbok, April 2, 1000. The
When we shall clearly know and understand,
I must have used about a dozen |
o iv
refused to accept the 45c. dollar is- 1 think that we shall sav, God knows the best!"’ ; tion that his w hole working power is in- old homestead of the late Enoch Lurvey, at
boxes with the result that I was encreased.
This is proved by statistics from j Norwood
Kue.
tirely cured, and have since had no
Cove, occupied by his sou, Lemuel
old
hundreds of schools where the question j
me iiosron journal is winging uie peomy
symptoms whatever of
was burned to the ground about 7 .10
trouble.—From the Sun, North Verami events of tlie day vividly before of fatigue has been studied from a scien- j Lurvej
Ind.
i
non,
\
lion. William Joel Stone of Mis- ple
o’doct
The
tiie
was
'_
Saturday evening.
its readeisby the photographic half-tones tific standpoint.
•.ia
fears that the gold Democrats may
That it
There is no superintendent who has caused by the burning out of the chimney
which it is printing every issue.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People I
in the results seem- ever had manual training carefully estab- during tiie forenoon,the sparks working out
capture the Kansas City convention. If leads all other papers
are never sold by the dozen or hundred,
an
is
conlished
in
bis
school
who
does
not
of
illustration
this
method
ed
give
but always in packages. At all druggists,
by
through the chimney and igniting the wood
such a riling should happen the Bryauites
or direct from th» Dr. Williams Medicine I
ceded by other newspapers, as well as by unqualified testimony to its quickening work between the tioors in the
chambers,
in tin Democratic j arty could simply fall the
Co. Schenectady, N. Y., 60 cents per box. I
of
the
of
illustraon
all
the
rest
school
work.
method
other
No
power
public.
where it was smouldering during the day
6 boxes 12.60.
in i. hue with the Sioux Falls crowd. It will tion can so faithfully and so pleasingly Another critic declares that the home is
unnoticed by Mr. Lurvey, although he rereproduce portraits or pictures as this the place for this kind of work. It seems
be sure to make Mr. Bryan its nominee,
The pictures of the almost incredible that any thoughtful mained at home during the day watching
half-tone process.
m e the Chicago
platform, and go it a few incidents in the Boer war which the person can look on at our city conditions the house in case there might be auv tire.
and assume that any boy has the opportu- At dark be went to a spring some distance
points farther on political skyrocketing. ! Journal is printing add a great deal to
The nity to use his bands that the boy from
Is a
the interest of its news reports.
away for water and on returning saw dames
Wi.-consul1 s wave of prosperity was rep- Boston Journal has always been known as the farm has.
and smoke bursting out from one of the
it makes
Its
attacks
are serious;
When we look at the successes achieved
the newspaper of New England, and it is
resented in 1>'.J7 by an increase of 89,951,chambers.
Mr Lurvey's first thought was
; but
feverish,
weak,
depressed
you
maintaining its reputation fully in the by country boys and study the causes we to save his
was
stowed
’._’7 invested iu a dozen of the principal
money, which
are forced to the conclusion that his power \
to defeat its attacks take
present war.
in
one
of
the
rooms
and
consisted
of
has
his
I
come
industries «»f the State, with an increase
through
adaptability, through away
May 1st, the post office department will his curiously ready skill in turning his !I $100 in gold and $200 paper money, but
upwuids of 815,000,000 in the value of
hand
to
of
sale
new
book
on
a
anything. He never questions on opening the door the flames and smoke
postage stamps,
goods made, and a gain of 81,492,889 in ; put
which will be very convenient for the pub- bis power to do whatever comes upper- ; burst forth and drove him back.
He
This was 8.72 per cent, more lic.
5g'->
These books will contain 2c. stamps most because be has been trained to rely then seized a pail and rushed down cellar to
his
hands
as much as upon his head.
24
or 48, as the
either
upon
v.a> .>aid to wage-earners in 1896,
containing
12,
only,
a spring there, thinking that he might partmay desire. The pages of the IIis long winter evenings spent in mending
usd
subdue the smoke and flames so as to
aveiage yeaily earnings of eacii purchaser
book will be of six stamps each, inter- all sorts of farm implements may never ly
v
k«i w: re increased by 817 97.
leaved with paralined paper to prevent seem to prepare him for controlling finan- secure the money. Hut the smoke was so
and dark he iost his way and was
premature adhesion. These books will cial situations on Wall street, but the dense
careful thinker must see that the habit of nearly overcome by the smoke. He finally
\
w i]iar the gold standaid is an as- I be convenient to carry in the pocket or
mind and body which lias made him uu- j got out, hut was considerably burned about
and will be appreciated.
h
! ti
the Democratic pocketbook
(iui47

^H

friend,

£

wisest kind from the standpoint of utility
The
and economy of working force.”
commercial course has been a great success, drawing into its work at once about

-.'H H HL Hill

For darkness doth such dread forebodings
send,
At midday questioned how the suff’rer fared
And deemed ourselves for any news pre-

building built for the purpose, the
PERRY DAVIS & SON.
Republican party establishment of a complete and perfect
just as all other great problems have been system of heating and ventilation, the
solved by it.
The Democratic party agi- finishing and equipment of laborato- afraid of
any difficulty in life, which
tates but does not accomplis
vacated comes only from the all around training
ries
and class rooms in the
of
the
boy, has been his ability to cope
the furnishing and perfecting
space,
with life’s problems.
A Card.
of the room arrangement for a comOur city has no such opportunity for its
of the plan for youth, as anyone can see by a moment’s
We. the undersi ne«l, do hereby agree to plete carrying forward
of a commercial course, have all combined casting about among our social conditions.
j refund the money ou a 50-cent bottle
Few fathers have the leisure or ability to
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails to make the
physical surroundings of the direct the band
! to cure your cough or cold.
We also guartraining of their boys, and
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
pupils of the most delightful and health- few mothers in our complex life find time
; or money refunded.
ful character as well as of the best and to direct the domestic training of their
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. O. Poor & Son.
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The trust

In memory of Mrs. F. H. Beale.
At morn we watched for tidings from

of Bangor, contains recommendations and
suggestions that will be found of interest

ministration

“Cotton

OUR LINE OF*'—

BY ANNA SARGENT HUNT.

The annua) report of Miss Mary. S.
Snow,superintendent in the public schools

who dominated the last Democratic Ad
are to day
connected with

stopping place.

“O Let Me Go."

Report.

of the benefi-

ciaries of the great trust which oppressed
The
the cotton-growers of the South.
last Democratic nominee for governor of

excellent motto for the law-abid-

now an

ing people

The Bangor School

the Democratic Na-

was

h

m ear
mom

year.

unequaled m Eastern Maine
in! security .against tire

UNEXCELLED

burglary in the country.
Th ose renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

FOR RENT.

and

aults.

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D,D.D. .$,
The Nose and Throat.
No. V4(> Nowburv Street
(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy46.

The store and
Hire recently orcupn
md
“Condon Manufacturing Compam
<
Shoe Store."
o. r<
Belfast, March 20, l poo. I Hi t

PILES!

PILES!

>

PILL

I)r. Williams’ Indian l’ile Ointment

w

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching 1
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching
acts as a

poultice, gives

instant

Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is

relief

c

prepared
Piles and Itching of the private parts, an
else.
box
is
ing
Every
guaranteed. Sold !•
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 pc
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO.,;Prop’8, Cleveland.
For sale by R. H. Moody.

M,

in

arm

oiive-l

Southern

>pain.

iking of Salad Oil.

M

jved and Oied.

j

Gruesome Tales

I

Niglit .lourney

V

i,.r.i.

Opcr- !

Where Heruait

Manufacture.

!i-

Modus

to

('«»r-

spomler.ee of The Journal ] !
Our
spain, Feb. 20, 1900.

•.

an-

I

order to accept an eleventhii to visit an olive farm—an
ii
which I believed would prove

j

Seville

from

delayed

was

m

According

■it

coffee

■

;1

we

|

avoid the

Honaker, Russell Co.,

She writes
For

through

laeade of silversmith clias-

prououneed the most delijihitrrsf/nv work in exis-

seven

.•hinches and mosques and
palaces, all crumbling

ml

regretted

ht ui' centuries: tlirougli the
beside the Holden Tower:
oiles along the Huadalquivii;

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter, free, and
so obtain the opinion and advice of
a specialist in diseases peculiar to
All correspondence priwomen.
vate.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.

cast, among farm-lands and
the foot-hills ot the Sierra

■■

rough the village of Costilcja
Ma. perched on a hilltop near
the Conqueror of Mexico;
id not permit more than a
i the exterior of the house in
veil and died.

writing

martyrs

It is said that

Then

Adviser,
receipt of

sly adds: “When he had settled

branches.

Lord

Jesus
ipleased to take him from this
me world.”
Cortez was sixtyold

>.»

w

our

Between the tenth and fifteenth

fore its fortieth year, aud at a century is
its prime.
An olive-tree however clas-

hen he died, in the wiuand many

broken-hearted victim of

planted,

year the bush (it is not yet a tree), begins
to yield a little, but is not profitable be-

'7—like Columbus

at

sical, is

his

not

Its

pretty.

and ashy leaves remind
dated weeping willow,

country’s ingratitude. He was
cd at San Isidore, near Italica;
long. After many movings and
of sepulchre, his bones found
:

pollarded

trunk

of

dilapi-

one

a

affording

26 3.28

living. 1900. 3 96 5 C

earn a

may

1900.

train of

rebels in

neither

shade,

shelter, color, or even a pictur.
The best
esque feature in the landscape.
sous lor olive growing are indicated by in-

to
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portrait ol

the

1899.. 150. J 2

revolutionist.
Leupp, Francis E.
a

1899....

Portrait.

How to prepare fora civil service
amination. With questions and

B-K 92

an-

351.3 L

Lodge, Henry Cabot.
The war with Spain, lllus. 1899...
Millet, Frank Davis.
The exj edition to the Philippines.
lllus.

mercy.”

u

423.26

1899.

air

ami

me

423.27

Iiuqui

1158.18

Montezuma,

and December

Guatamotzin

and

accustomed to see, but dark, glosPeasants climb up the trees
sy purple.
aud beat off the fruit, while children pick
we are

interesting is the castellated
Isidoro live miles from Se-

m

by the

ruins

buik.
Ito;

it

now

of the human city

them up aud

Though completely
still a magnificent

keys

is

for

serves

a

: ires

by early Spanish

fii;11

statue

entrusted

his

eldest

looking

to

quan

footed

son,

moved by a mule.
The
is then shovelled, by bare-

stone is
mass

men

standing

in the midst,

on

to

old, to the care of Infanta round mats, mad** of esparto, and taken
o
Having ! to the press. The latter is forced down
proved a traitor.
unsell with the Infidels, Juan by a very long and heavy beam, made of
Teaming boy under the walls | half a dozen pine trees, like a ship’s bow
r < ned to disembowel him unless
sprit, over which, in older to resist the
1
was immediately surrendered,
strain, a heavy tower of masonry is built,
u

plied, “1 prefer honor without

j

A

number of mats of the crushed mass

dishonor with him.” I are placed at once under the screw and
u was
cruelly murdered and his j moistened with hot water, to release the
dy hoisted on a pike. A cry of | oil. The liquor, as it flows out, passes
The residium
into a rude tank below.
>m the soldiers called Guzman to
fluents; and when the iron-heart- j looks like a damson cheese and is used
d

to

son

the bones of their
—even

In the
for fuel and for fattening pigs.
soon rises to the top of the

the mutillated corpse of
turned to the child’s mother

if

calmly,

1

“1

had taken tlie

>

afraid

was

city.”

tank the oil
water

the

and is skimmed off, into the great
jars called tinajas. Later it is

earthen

Guzman

much larger amj horse, holdfrom eight bundled to a thousand

removed to

are buried in San Isidoro,
custodian gravely asserts that

imily

ing

a

was opened, (in 1570), the
gallons each.
body was found to have been good deal of
usly preserved and grown to the best of it is

By this primitive process

tomb

an's

feet!

nine

•t

means

iiiinr

n*io

*» c

ncui

I'rraca Osorio, and her faithful
vlio lies at her feet.
You doubtthe

w

story—how
a

the beautiful

Because
king, Pedro the Cruel.
his shameful proposals he

zait.

a.cted

a

stake and

and by her own body shielded her
mistress from the gaze of the

Esteban, like other olive farms, '8 a little
village by itself the several hundred labor-

1 oil, which yet form the staple
of Andalusia.
There are

i1?v

thatched cottages behind the
master’s villa.
Each bead of a family is

|

of haciendas, large and small, |
which combines in itself an olive j
a
village, a manufactory and a j
.1

The estate of San Esteban,
were invited to inspect,
is a

nisi:.
■

one—though less extensive than
on lines coni parIt contains about 20,date.
up
'•s, each of which yields from two

because

managed

to

bushels of olives every year.

•

The

product averages five thousand
(of S) lbs), which sell from three
dollars the arroba.

At the

rpoder-

'-rage of $20,000 a year, the income
this small farm is not bad—considerif

there

and

over

are

no

and

crops to be planted
cultivation to be

no

But don’t conceive any wild ideas
ation! Remember the adage, “He

Hunts

an

olive, plants for his chil-

children.”

ikably

slow

The trees

growth

are

of such

that to start

a

|

j

living

in

called witches

nune

iabor.

large enough

to

live without

were

days

when

so-

burned iu Christian

America.
few hours ride from Seville
to Cordova, and having spent the day in
the above researches we were compelled
It is only

a

The railway follows the Guadalquivir, in a north-easterBannik B. Wakd.
*
ly direction.

to

make it iu darkness.

249.33

volutionist

and

statesman.

1899.

B-C 865

Trowbridge, John Townsend.
Two Biddicut boys and their adventures with a wonderful trick-dog.
Ulus..
Wag nails, Mabel.
Stars of the opera

Illus.

April

1899.

782. W
434.19

A young savage.

Y 32 y

1899..

An Old Belfast

Wash away the tilth and waste that have
accumulated during winter.
In like manner Hood’s Sarsaparilla expels

were

impurities that have been dethe season when there has
been but iittle perspiration and perhaps constant confinement in impure and vitiated
air.
It is a boon to tired mothers, housekeepers. teachers and others who spend
their time indoors
It gives the blood richness and vitality,
fitting it to nourish and strengthen the
nerves, muscles and all the great organs of
the body. It cures all spring humors and
banishes that tired feeling.
It is the best medicine money can buy lor
ail diseases caused by impure or impoverished blood. You should be.giu taking it
from the flood

posited during

to-day.

The spring term opened with chapel at
nine o’clock Thursday morning, April 5.
The New York Colby Alumni Association will hold it annual reunion and banquet, Friday, April 20th.
At the annual meeting of the Colby Y.
M. C. A.,held the latter part of the term,
the following officers were elected: President, E. E. Ventres, 1901; vice president,
Robert A. Bakeman, 1901; secretary,
Sheppard Butler, 1903; treasurer, Herbert C. Libby, 1902.

Harry W. Dunn, Colby ’90, has been

we

and at once.

us

chosen one of the editors of the Harvard
Law Review, a magazine published monthly by the students of the Harvard
Law School.
Air. Dunn is one of the
three selected from the two hundred and
thirty members of the first year class. Of
the other two editors one is a Harvard
man, the other a Yale man.
The first meeting of the Boston Colby
Alumna1 Association will be held in BosIt is felt
ton, Wednesday, April 18th.
that this Association will meet a long felt
It has
want in the Women’s Division.
been twenty-niue years since women were
first admitted to Colby, and the graduates
from this division have now become quite
numerous and are scattered all over New

R. H. COOMBS & SON,70

England.
Horace Newenham has returned to col-

always made

a

solemn

nurtured

who,
delighted in these

a

on

scenes

vast

the

crowds of

bull-fight,

of horror.

On

DRUGGISTS.

SAVE MONEY

Child
Healthy children

^

y

h

are good because they
feel good. A
bad
child is never a well
A pale, peevish, fretful, feverish
child.
child needs Turn's Elixir to restore
It will tone the unset stomach and
health
bowels, make rich, red blood, bring color
to the cheeks, sparkle to the eves and
vigor to the body, it is the "Tri k Tonic"

True’s Elixir
DR. J. F. TRUE

A

by purchasing your

AT.

F. A. FOLLETT'S.
I

have the ajrenc> for some
made. The celebrated

CO., Auburn, Me.

THE
All

ANUb E” and “HI D50N.”

from the largest factories and are
fully jruaranteed. tires and all. Prices are
1:1<: III fur < AMI.
fall and see them,
they are beauties. I also have a full line of
are

.and NEW ST(M K

GOLDEN

*

CROWN * OIL

which 1 shall sell
43"

at

*

<d

_

TACKLE,

LOWEST PRICES.
Mini

Bicycle Sundries-cheap.

vols.

Parley’s Phylosophy.

Rum ford’s Essays. 2 vols.
Davie’s Sermons. 2 vols.
Stauuton’s Emhassay.
Camilla. 3 vols.
Barnwell.

Ms, U, Sr Thai, dp, Lancaster&West
^LUNG

Power of Religion.

Campbell’s Adventures.
Algerine Captive. 2 vols.
Life of Catherine.

Mystic Cottager.
Fordyce’s Sermons.
Mental Improvement.

Powder
Many housekeepers say, I consider the cake of White
Glycerine Toilet Soap which I find in each package of

^vorine^wortl^veiMnor^haiMiothtogether^os^iie/^^^^^^^^^

Belfast.

RANKS AMONG THE BEST FOR

Garden Life.

Farmer’s Dictionary.

4

F. A. FOLLETT,
51 Church Street,

Aspasia Vindicated.
Rollin’s Ancient History. 10
Men of the World.
Fool of Quality. 3 vols.
Cecillia. 3 vols.
Vicar of Wakefield.
Clark’s Sermons.

who F

CHAIN .with Morrow coaster brake

FISHING

vols.

;he be-:

I HE “PIERCE” CUSHION FRAME

CHAPMAN’S
vols.

<*f

SPALDING BASE BALL GOODS

Brydone’s Four.
Carver’s Travels.
Cook’s Voyages. 2 vols.
Rochefoucauld’s Maxims.
Cow’per’s Task.
Thompson’s Seasons.
Young’s Night Thoughts.

ir

..Bicycles..

wholly vegetable

^

do

can

“PIERCE” CUSHION IRATE
CHAINLE55,

and therefore safe. It is
ested by 4S years household use and thereore reliable.
Ask your druggist for a botWrite for “Children and their
tle, 35 cents.
Diseases.” Sent free.
3

Putnam’s Life.
Franklin’s Works.
Columbian Muse.
Story Teller.
Parley’s View of Christianity.
Wilberforce’s View' of Christianity.
Haw kins’ Voyages.

function,

circus, while

POOR & SON,

You

Rowe’s Letters.
Necker on Religion.

by the royal family and the
principal grandees of their court, sitting

Ngr’TRV !T._m

4 72 Main

A Good

Constitution w ith Treaties.
Robertson’s India.
Robertson’s America. 2 vols.
Wolestoucraft’s French Revolution.
Belknap’s New' Hampshire. 3 vols.
Morse’s Gazetteer.
Morse’s Geography. +1 vols.
Adams’ Flowers of Travels.
Baussot on Commerce.
Vattel’s Laws of Nations.
Julia and the Barron.

George

to do what we promise.

JJp—To any parties who want a good, safe and paying business, we are
ready to talk business, and it is a grand business opening for somebody,

Saunder’s Journal.

3

the hair hut we WARRANT it

Everything going—Straw Mattings,Oil Cloths,Redding,Couches,
Easy Chairs, Children’s Chairs, Dining and Parlor Furniture, etc,, all going at cost. Come and get the first selections.

8, 1801, as given John Cochran, librarian, at that time:

Harvey’s Dialogues.

falling out by
imparting vitality to the roots
and stimulating the healthy
action to the scalp, making the
hair soft, youthful and glossy.
It will not change the color of

is for CASH, goods sold on the instalment plan will be at REGULAR prices and NOT at COST prices, but for cash you can SAVE “good
of

It prevents

the hair from

cost

money” by buying

of the scalp.

eases

we will duplicate any article sold or take orders for
in stock at WHOLESALE PRICES, but cannot order at prices
are selling the goods bought before the rise for.
This sale at

uary

Butler’s Analogy.

removing dandruff and allaying irritation and other dis-

not

Library.

Nature and Art.
Adams’ Defense. 3 vols.
Bruce’s Travels
Laws of Massachusetts. 3

the only reliable compound for

it.

DURING this sale

Philip Quarll.

Colby College.

to

To any and all parties wanting Furniture of any description now is the
time to buy.
Our stock was bought BEFORE the recent rise in Furniture
and we shall sell it at cost. This will mean a great saving in price to those
who want new furniture.

a

attended

citizens

everything pertaining

Following
copy of a list of hooks belonging to the Belfast Social Library, Janis

These autos de

their families destitute.
fe

of

^Presented.

Showers

_I

338.5

Whitman, Sidney.
Austria. 1899. (Story of the nations)
Yechton, Barbara.
A story.

«

212.8

Stillman, William James.
Francesco Crispi: insurgent, exile, re-

lege from his home in Cherry field deterNewspaper Notes.
allowed a tiny bit of garden and rations mined to bring out the best ihere in the
so that
of bread, garlic, salt, oil, vinegar and candidates for the baseball team,
Charles A. Dana was the ablest editor ever
the U. of M. and Bates may look for
capsicums, which they make into crumb plenty of hard work to beat Colby out for developed by American journalism. Horace
was more pungent and telling in his
Greeley
pancakes and the beloved gazpacho, or I the pennant. The candidates have been political articles, and
Henry Watterson is
oil soup.
practicing throughout the winter term more brilliant, but Charles A. Dana was the
and have made
progress.
They are strongest editorial writer this country has
lieturning to Seville in the afternoon Cushman and good
Burton behind the bat, ever produced. [Col. A. K. McClure.
we improved tlie last half-hour of dayand
Allen
in the
Newenham
{Saunders,
Running a daily paper “as Jesus would do”
light by a look at the old Quemadero on the box, Hudson and Teague at first, Dear- —fora week—is profitable business. It is
Rice
and
Hudat
born
and
Pike
second,
roughly estimated that for subscriptions the
plain of San Sebastian, outside the city
son at third, Tapper, Fogg and Allen in
Topeka Capital during Sheldon week took in
walls, where the autos de fe of the In- the field.
At short stop Newenham and §89,000; for foreign advertising, §24,000, and
quisition took place. The bricks of the Saunders will alternate according as one for local advertising, $3,000. It is said that
$16,000 would cover fully the expenditures
long-used scaffold, whereon thousands or the other is pitching. The team prom- of
the week in getting out all editions of the
than last year’s
suffered, are tossed about in the grass, ises to be much stronger
paper. [Boston Globe.
team in batting.
which, so well fertilized, grows here with
wonderful luxuriance. Historian Bossuet,
The birth of another son to the Duke
All engineering reports on a deep chanin describing “The holy severity of the nel between the lakes and the Mississippi and Duchess of York makes it probable
the last of reining
Church of Home,” says that 34,(101 per- agree in one thing, and that is the entire that Victoria will be
English Queens for several generations.
feasibility of the great work.
sons were burned alive in Spain between
the years 1481 and 1700, besides imprisoning and sending to the galleys many
thousands of others, and in every case«
confiscating all their property and leaving

plantation requires a life-time beKolitable results are attained; and to on elevated seats, as at
‘n orchard
already in bearing requires the vista was closed by
1

pickled

Without the
green color comes out.
brine they would soon putrify, as the
berry throws out a strong mold. San

in

v

After the olives have been

hoi beautiful form, the servant,
i. faithful
unto death, rushed into

the dawn of history the neighbor>eville has been celebrated for its

1

men

few

ers

•

fitr

>1 t-n

days in brine, made of water, salt,
thyme, bay-laurel and garlic, the peculiar
a

alive in the public square.
As her
were consumed by the flames,
ex:

.iiIl'

The Spanish
lias died a sudden death.
word for oil is aceite, and the Arabs, who
are equally addicted to its use, call it az-

noble house nnfor-

her to be chained to

strong and odorous, by no
the finer product of Lucca.

to

tramping around in it,
my long-indulged appetite for salad oil

bare-footed

attracted the admiration of that

>

a

and the very

I must
soap-greese, or to burn in lamps.
confess thal alter seeing it made—noting
the wriggling worms and rotten fruit and

as

laughter of

wasted,

ui-

all strangers do, to
tribute of flowers upon the tomb

convent,

oil is

/.n.w.i..!

«

1

equal

and legs.
Hapfar in the past

are

farther oft' than the

j

•t saw

arms

pily, all those horrors

specialty

FIND

a

decayed

There are
sia.
The ordinary primitive contrivance
is a circular hollowed stone, over w hich

title, “The
;n King Saneho el Hravo,
after another
>f Tarifa against the Moots, crushed
id

but

with such violence that the cords cut to

and wormy fruit.
few modern presses in Andalu-

received' his

>'bo

olives;

ish oil is due to

the

and many interesting tombs,
bitter is that of Guzman el

t.
in

not.

mill.

tity rather than quality, dump all together into a great vat; and no doubt the
offensive smell and flavor of most Span-

mas-

Isidoro,

of

The careless Spantrouble themselves to pick

aud sort the

is extremely quaint, of cul.111«1 y ugcous tiling in purple
Jt contains a number of

drive the laden don-

women

carts to

or

iards do

church.

c

k

the harvest months, aud
is not the pale green color

are

berry

then the

murdered Mexicans,
or*

533. SI
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FURNITURE

intend to retire from the furniture business, we shall close out at
rur entire stock.
This saie will continue until everything is
To the
of or the business sold to parties wishing to carry it on.
this is

WILL

FRAGRANT

OUR

GRAND BUSINESS OPENING. I intend to give my
whole attention to the UNDERTAKING BUSINESS, aDtl shall make a

which
1224.3

■

vengeful

■•t

we

anything

Among those who thus died at Seville
gases. Ulus. 1900
digenous scrub of “ofeasfe8,”(wild olives), were many gentle women. Two daugh- Smith, F. Hopkmson.
ters of the nobility, Maria and Juana de J The other fellow. (Short stories). Illusoral tiadition asserts that his on which cuttings are grafted and produce
trations. 1899..
The Spaniards usually Bohorques, perished in the same year, on
the finest crops.
•st yet wanders about the corSmith, Minuia Caroline.
of heresy alone.
Both were
nu
patios of his childnood’s plant corn in their olive-grounds and raise suspicion
Mary Paget: a romance of old Bermuda.
1 haps pursued by the
vegetables between the trees. November first put to the rack, which was applied
ng-place at lexcuco, m aiexiof his greatest glories and

ene

-■

Not cures

These poisonous minThey drive the disease

*»■

COST

1228.3
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liqueiaciion

As

I

disposed
right parties

ex-

1899.

OP^
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t

"King, James M.
Facing the twentieth century. Our
country: itspowe» and peril.[ 1899. 320. K 6
Kropotkin, Peter, / in$e. Memoirs of

dungeons of the Inquisihaggard faces, emaciated

—

wrecks,

roiscn.

you

teachers on psychology: and to
students on some of life’s ideals.
to

swers.

oi

CLOSING OUT SALE

239.7

1900.
James, William.
Talk

*—

bigns

master

count

the

iiiiuii&LciK.iiuic

collection of fifteen

a
a

Phillips, Stephen.
Paolo and Francesco. A tragedy in
and
often
distorted
limbs
told
a
four acts. 1900..
forms,
terrible story of past sufferings.
The Rossetti, Dante Gabriel.
Complete poetical works. Edited with
process against them was read, and the
preface and notes by W. M. Rossetti.
delivered
them
oVer
to
grand Inquisitor
portrait. 1899.
the burning, beseeching the executioners Ruskin, John. Sesame and lilies.
Three lectures
1895.
to “treat them with all kindness and
Sloane, T. O’Conor.
tion and their

425.19

green mariner. A landsman’s acof a deep-sea voyage, lllus.

A

Many of them had been immured for
months in the

BX 88 g

Ireland, Howard.

climax to the show.

a

780. El

with introduction and interpretation.
1900. (Riverside art series.).750. H 9-3

surrounded

furnish

Ruskin. Mill and other liter1910.

Michelangelo:
pictures and

Inquisitor administered a solemn oath to
all present to maintain the purity of the
faith and to give information against anyone who should depart from it.
Then all
eyes turned greedily upon the victims,
who stood with ropes around their necks,

ready

217.26

South Africa.

estimates.
Hurll, Estelle M.
al y

familiars,

in

r

Harrison, Frederic.

Tennyson,

Potash
Make

in wuisciuim.
nicae
”****'■>
r\
puwcnui minerals produce mercurial
---j
,—’most
rheumatism
and the
offensive sores and ulcers, causing the joints to stiffen and
finger nails to drop off. Meroury and
potash make wrecks, not cures, and those who have been dosed with these drugs are never after free from aches and pain.
S. S. S. acts m an entirely different manner, being a
purely vegetable remedy ; it forces the poison out of the system, and
it stead of tearing down, builds
up and invigorates the general health. S. S. S. is the only antidote for this specific virus and
therefore the only cure for Contagious Blood Poison. No matter in what
stage or how hopeless the case may appear, even
though pronounced incurable by the doctors, S. S. S. can be relied upon to make a rapid, permanent cure. S. S. S. is not a
new, untned remedy ; an experience of nearly fifty years has proven it a sure and unfailing cure for this disease. It is the
only purely vegetable blood medicine known.
b- Myers, ioo Mulberry St., Newark, N. J., says
I was afflicted with a terrible blood disease, which was in
spots at first, hut afterwards
spread ail over my hotly. These soon broke out into sores, and it is easy to imagine the suffering I endured. Before I became convinced that the
doctors could do me no good I had spent a hundred dollars, which was really thrown awav. I then
tried various patent medicines, but they did not reach the disease. When'I had finished
my first
bottle of S. S. S. I was greatly improved, and was delighted with the result. The large, red
splotches
on my chest
began to grow paler and smaller, and before long disappeared entirely. I regained my
lost weight, became stronger, and my appetite improved. I was soon entirely well, and my skin as
clear as a piece of glass.”
Send for our Home Treatment Book, which contains valuable information about
this disease, with complete directions for self treatment. Our medical department is
in charge of physicians who have made a life-time study of blood diseases. Don’t
hesitate to write for any information or advice wanted. We make no charge whatever for this.
All correspondence is held in the most sacred confidence.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA. GA.
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Green, Elsa Goodwin.
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themselves
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Shakespeare.
Historical
tales
1900..

comfortably
by a brilliant
company, and then a lengthy sermon, on
the beauties of the Faith, was preached
by the Bishop; after which the grand

•'oildly affairs,

it is then

Holy

royal gallery

one-cent

placed,

women

os

^.oiuagious iikxxi
Doctors still prescribe mercury and potash as the only cure for Blood Poison.
erals never yet made a complete and permanent cure of
Contagious Blood Poison.
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black
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who were proud to act as body-guard of
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The trees are planted in straight rows;
branch is cut fiooi the parent in January, the end is opened into four slits, into

in his old home for the
preparing his soul foi death,

How
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nal,
bearing standard of
crimson damask, on which were displayed
the arms of the Inquisition of its founders, Bixtus V and Ferdinand the Catholic.
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the ecclesiastical orders and the nobles of
the land on horseback.
These were followed by the members of the dread tribu-

ing only. Send
stamps
for paper covers, or 31 stamps for
cloth.
Address as above.
21

friars
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Camlee, Helen Churchill-

suffer at the

Josephine Dodge.
yellow cloth, the sail Benito (without [ Daskain,
Ten stories.
Smith College stories.
their
heads
surmounted by coniblessing),
1900.
cal caps of paste-board,—both sack and Elson, Louis C.
of America and its
cap painted to represent flames and devils The national music
sources,
lllus. 19( 0.
dancing in them. Next came the magis- Gardiner, Samuel Rawson. Cromwell’s
trates of the city, the judges of the
court,
place in history. 189$.

expense of mail-

defray

to

stamps

he left them,
library is still intact. Bernal
life-long friend and thechroni-

rxpeditions,

not

Dr. Pierce's Medical
100S pages, is sent free on

wanted to visit the home of

remain nn.cli

penance

No one ever regretted writing to
Dr. Pierce for advice.
Many have

ot

by

to

ceaselessly exhorted the heretic to adjure Cholmondeley, Mary.
Red pottage. A novel.
his errors. Those who were admitted to
Couch. A. T. Quiller.

:

years I was confined to
bed most of the time. I had ulceration
of internal organs and female weakness.
I had four doctors and they said I could
not be cured.After the doctors said
I could not be cured 1 wrote to Doctor
Pierce for advice.I followed the
advice he gave.I feel better than I
ever did.
My friends say I do not look
like the same woman. Iam sorry I did
not take Dr. Pierce’s medicine when l
first began to have poor health. I could
have saved wliat I p&id to humbugs.”

ping streets of Seville—under
'iulda, among whose silent
til hawks and pigeons were
uly muezzin of their own;
lid Ayuniamiento, the great
main
mist!,
fronting the

■■

stake

Holy

were

AMD

In some cases the external signs of Contagious Blood Poison are so
slight that the
victim is firmly within the grasp of the monster before the true nature of the disease
is known. In other cases the blood is quickly filled with this
poisonous virus and the
swollen glands, mucus patches in the mouth, sores on scalp, ulcers on
tongue, sore
throat, eruptions on skin, copper colored splotches, and falling hair and eyebrows

Burnett, Frances Hodgson.
In; connection with the De Willoughby

of troops; then the condemned, each
attended by two familiars of the
and those who

B K 77

men of energy).
Brunetiere, Ferdinand.

Mercury

BLOOD PO SON.

(American

1900.

Manual of the history of French literature. Translation by R. Derechef—

body

Office;

Knox

First List.

a soldier of the RevoluGeneral in the continen-

tion. Major
tal army, lllus.

to toll, aud
immediately
procession moved from the dismal fortress of the Inquisition.
First came a

of Mrs. M. P.

experience

Davis, of
Va.

to

clattered

together'!

Henry

began

churches

If you have
a good mind to
Pierce
take pen in
hand and begin.
Then you’ll

arrangements,
a veiling-carriage awaited us
.>ck in the morning, and after
i

daughters, perished

April, 1900.

Xew Books.

Brooks, Noah.

At six o’clock in the morning of an execution day all the bells in Seville’s hundred

write to Dr.

readers of The Journal

•cmg to

fathers and

Library.
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a
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this preen and quiet plain what
tragedies
have been enacted—when
blooming youth
and hoary age, manhood and womanhood
in the flower of life, husbands and wives

The Pen in the
Hand is worth
two in the
Mind.
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23c. BOTTLE.
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York.

ASSETS DEC.

Real estate.§' 225,000
529 900
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 1,633,500
Cash in office and bank.
144,641
Interest and rents.
9.978
Uncollected premiums.
197,015
Gross

00
00
00
07
20
48

assets.§2,740,034 75

LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 1899.

Net unpaid losses.§
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..
Total.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

i:

.* >

I'Jiir,

§1,245,874 38
300,000 00
1,194,160 37

Total liabilities and

surplus. §2,740,034 75
13
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Blacksmith Shop
FOR SALE OK TO LET.
For further information enquire at the hard
ware store of John W. Jones, No. 60 Main street.
J. 8. DAVIS.
Belfast, April 6, 1900.—14tf

IOWA HORSES,

premiums.

Dr. West
raised.

31, 1899.

Mortgage loans. .£
Collateral loans.
Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office ami bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
Uncollected

on

by Mr. Lam-aster and

the farms where they

were

These horses have been

carefully
Waldo County

190,100 00 I selected, especially for the
32,000 00 ]
300,714 00 ! trade, and will he sold with our usual
25,480 78 ;
10,587 54 ; guarantee, for every lmrse must be just
3,303 88 •
22,120 02 j as represented or no sale.

Gross assets..S 044,318 82 |
-I
Admitted assets.§ 044,318 82
HAB1LI TIES DEC.

123.650 15

1,107.114 22
15,11001

.fi.11

CO. of Boston. Mass.

ASSETS DEC.

assets.$2,740,034 75

Admitted

Iii.r.

31, 1899.

the first carload of._

Country Stores. | bought [personally

S| K.\M
Mniil

.sale at their

Sale Mia, Beaver strut,

Chapman’s Golden Crown Oil
For Sale

or.

31, 1899.

Net unpaid losses.....$
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities

28,051 65
161,482 40
3,948 13

Total.$
capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

193,482 18

Cash

Terms—-Cash

Carriage.

carriage stand is at the corner of
Main and High streets; order slate at Fogg &
Browns; waiting room at F. A. Johnson’s; telephone number 6-2.
My

ten cent

tf 14

CHAS. M. LEAVITT.

Good Notes.

Native amt second-hand
horses taken in exchange.

400,000 00
50,836 64

Total liabilities and surplus..$ 644,318 82
13
Jas. Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Ten Cent

or

wanted!
A

girl

work

in

Apply

to

or woman
a

small

to <lo

A. C.

HU

general', liouse

family.

Good

pay.

BURGHSS,

68 Main Street, Belfast.

Monroe. Miss Lena Patterson has returned from Bangor Hospital-.. .Dr. and
Mrs. Webber have a little son, born last
Saturday. The mother and child are doing
well
Mr. Percy Ham has gone to Boston,
where he expects employment
Mrs. Mary
Neally, who is over so years old, has been
quite sick, but is gaining slowly ...Miss
Gustie Nealley has gone to Camden to finish
her trade as milliner
Mr. and Mrs. Ham
Jenkins have a line boy.Vt the Republican caucus held in the town hall, April 4th,
the following town committee was chosen:
F. L. Palmer, Franklin ( base, Edwin Lufkin. 11. R. Dawson. Henry Conant—Mr.
Henry Wingate, who has been sick the past
few weeks with a cancerous tumor, died
He servApril —, aged
years, <1 mouths.
ed in the civil war from Yl to Y.'». in Co. A.
l-’ftli Maine regiment. He resided in the
west for several years.
He is a member of
the (I. A. R.. under whose auspices he will
be buried, lie leaves a widow to mourn her
loss
Miss Nellie Staples, our late milliner,
is succeeded by Mrs. Lizzie Haskell, who
will open a shop here.Mr.
Asbury
Staples has leased the FIm house for
one year to Mr. Wyman of
Hampden and
moved onto his farm’iifjthe e lg* of Winter
F. L. Palmer, 11. R. Dawson and
port
Edwin Lufkin were chosen delegates to the
Republican district and State conventions in
Waterville and Lewiston.Miss Mertie
Jenkins is in Brooks, where she has employ ment.... I >aniel Mason is drawn as jury
man to serve at the April term of court in
Belfast.Samuel Jellison, a resident of
Monroe ('entre, has been sick all winter, but
is now thought to he improving.... Monroe
Lodge of Odd Fellows and Royal Lodge of
Rebekahs will observe memorial services
The cheese factory is behero April L'sth
ing lifted up for a creamery, to open Aprii
Mr. Charle> Colson, our late cheese
P*th.
maker, is expected to take charge. He will
he tin* light man in the right place.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
~~
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Spring Medicine

earth devote them-

prove sufficient,yet more can truly be said:
It has stood the severest tests of any medicine ever made. It has been more largely

saving lives of others.
ian s sublimest study is man.
I'lie greatest wisdom of experienced men,
The most valuable vegetable remedies,
The best skill of modern times,
The most approved methods of the
present day—are all, ALL combined in
to

Hood's

and

Sarsaparilla.

widely used, has accomplished
more wonderful cures of scrofula, catarrh,
dyspepsia, rheumatism, etc., than any other.
Therefore it is the plain truth—Hood’s
sold,

more

buy. Try

These facts should

is the best

that money can
it this Spring--get it TODAY.

Sarsaparilla
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sion in the Frye schoolhouse, on Miller (Mfertoire.
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SchneckeY M. F. Rusher started for Nashua April .‘>d
'la--**1 people v\ hen
Ids voice *treet. everx Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday Antliein. The Risen King."
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hand.
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The services for Faster Sunday at the Statu ok Ohio, City of Tolf.imj,
n-ets ii. ti.'-announcement that by her
painlessly at the last. ( apt. Dudley was
Litas Cm ntv
i
North church xvill be as folloxvs:
The, Frank J. Chunky makes oath that he is horn in Hampden, in Nov. ISlJi, and was
req u -si tin-son horn to the Duke and
Duchess oi York on Saturday last will Fndeavor Society will hold an early morn- the senior partner of the firm of F. .1. therefore nearly so years of age.
He was
ing meeting at 7.>>o; topic," Faster Thoughts." Chunky & Co., doing business in the City married
;m- ch ris! i-ued Fat rick.
a, lsr»:v, to Miss Caroline Holmes
July
and
State1
aforesaid,
and
j
The pastor, Kev. (J. S. Mills, xvill preach an of Toledo. County
that said firm will pay the sum of oNF ol' this place, and his home has been here
Faster sermon at 10.-15 a. m., his theme be- lirNDR.FI) DOLLARS
for each and every ever since. His wife died in isss, leaving
The Bridge Question.
ing “The Abolition of Death." Sunday case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the three sons—George, William and Jerry, w ho
\t tin* regular April meeting of tin* City
school at 12 xi. 'Idle subject of the pastor's use of Hall’s Catarrh ( rk.
survive him. ( apt. Dudley enlisted in the
FRANK .1. CHFXFY.
mine;! 'lie following order was passed:
evening sermon at 7.'in xvill be “TheSufficient
war of the rebellion and was Captain of Co.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
Ordered, that a committee consisting of Evidence for Immortality." There xvill he
presence, this <>th day of December, A. D., lb -Gtli Maine Keg't.
He was a patriotic
the Mayor, three from this Board, with such
music at both morning and evening 1K8<;.
and gallant soldier and was respected and
of the council as may join, are appointed to special
services.
loved by the men in his command, as well
procure .'peciiications for a new bridge to be
A. \V. (iLEASOX,
built in place of the present, lower bridge:
Public. : as by his|friends and townspeople generally,
Notary
of
the
Bible
of
The
annual
meeting
Society
also to advertise for sealed proposals for
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and The funeral services were held at Boothbay
j
building said new bridge, ami report to the Maine xvas held in Portland April r>tli. The j
on the blood and mucous suracts
Sunday, and the body was brought here for
City Council all proposals received. Said report of the trustees was read by Kev. Lu- face directly
of
the
Send
for
system.
testimonials,
is
further authorized and directed
committee
interment Tuesday. A short service was
Freeman of the Chestnut Street church. free.
to superintend the building of said bridge, ther
held at the Methodist church Tuesday afterF. J. CHFXFY Sc CO., Toledo, O.
and report to the City Council at each meet- The following officers were elected for the
&JT”Sold by druggists, 7">c.
noon on account of friends here, Rev. D. II.
ing of said body.
ensuing year: President, Kev. A. T. Dunn,
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Piper officiating. Warren Post, of which
The Mayor, Aldermen Shales, Perkins 1). 1)., Waterville; vice president, Kev. LuRemarkable Cure of Rheumatism.
lie was a member, were present to pay their
Rogers and Councilmen Keene and Stephen- ther Freeman, Portland: treasurer, L. M.
son were chosen as the bridge committee,
last respects to their departed comrade_
Kknn a, Jackson Co., W. Ya.
and met and organized with W. K. Keene as Webb, Portland; recording secretary, NewAbout three years ago my wife had an at- Edward Tainter died Friday night after a
Last Friday the committee had ell W. Faison : corresponding secretary, Kev.
seeretan.
tack of rheumatism which confined her to
and distressing illness.
which Parker Asa
an informal conference at
The funeral
Dalton, D. D. The anniversary of the her bed for over a month and rendered her I long
Spofl'ord, c. F... of Buck sport was present,
20.
The
unable to walk a step without assistance, services were held at the home of his brother,
be
address
will
held, April
and inspected the bridge ami the water front. society
her limbs being swollen to double their nor- | ( apt. W. S. Tainter, Monday afternoon.
w ill be by Prof. Neal of Amherst.
mal size. Mr. S. Maddox insisted on my us- Howard Varney was called home from CamA meeting of the committee was called for
I purchased den Saturday, on account of the death of his
;\ p. m. Monday, when it was voted to build j
At the coming Methodist conference, one ing Chamberlain’s Pain Balm.
a fifty-cent bottle and used it according t<: ; mother, which occurred at Bald Hill Cove,
a new bridge m place of the present lower
will be the pres- the
attractions
of
the
principal
the
next
directions
and
morning she j Friday....The Gth of the popular lectures
bridge. It was also voted to advertise for
sealed proposals for building the bridge. ence of Mrs. Mary Leonard Woodruff of walked to breakfast without assistance in i was given by Rev. I). II. Piper Sunday evenThe W. C. T. U.
The advertisement appears in another col- New Jersey, who will address the con- any manner, and she has not had a similai ! ingtoalarge audience.
attack since.—A. R. Parsons. For sale b> and the Y. attended in a body.
column.
Subject,
ference in behalf of the Woman’s Home A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists.
Tobacco; Text Touch not, taste not; handle
Mrs. Woodruff has
not. It was one of the best of the series and
The Lincoln County News appeared last Missionary Society.
With the April issue the Portland Board was highly enjoyed. Next Sunday evening
week in a new dress of type and with im- traveled extensively and has a wide reputaprovements in the make-up. The Newrs tion as a fascinating and entertaining speak- of Trade Journal closes its twelfth volume will be the closing one. The subject will be
It has done a good work for Portland and foi Reading. The Easter concert will be given
ranks amonj? the best of our local newser. She is also musical and will render a solo
in the morning... The grip is prevailing
the State, and may it long continue under th<
papers, and is a credit to the tow n in which
here to quite an extent.
at is printed.
during the afternoon hour assigned her. capable management of M. X. Rich.
<:
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MRS. JANE HOPKINS
STAR BRAND.
has ii"t .in equal in tin- in
'!
i»t H i' iin*! dm ability
desirable qualities that make
mother a friend to us, who do
1»m iv basin*; at t his store.
it
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FANCY SHIRTS ami
SOFT and STIFF H VI
of the most fa.s]iionable shapes.
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To start the bill a rolling we sha
fer this week J."» of the best suit*
ever saw for
$*.">.00

8000,

siii<(

regular s>.ud value.
number of suits at
s8T

night... Harry
Brown will return to Bates College tin* last
of tbe week-Mrs J. S. Ayer has just res.
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ii iHMing tin- Spamards. hut
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1 he wisest

preached

DO V on

lor

Mr>. .1.
interesting sermon here \>»riI 1st
W. ('lough and Mrs Y. .1. Skidmore, hot hot'
whom have been wry ill. are improving_
The < irange context has <• osed w itb the imm
a few
bundle.1 abeail.. Dr. IT Y. Porter
of Pittstield .spent a few days in town recently... Yt the caucus held last Saturday
afternoon Messrs. L. C. Morse and Yrtbiir
Ritchie were chosen as delegates to attend
the :;d district Republican convention in
Waterville April loth and the Republican
State convention in Lewiston Ypril lltliDonald S. Walker, who has been at home
from Coburn < lasMeal I nstitute. has returned. This is his last term, as he graduates in
June.Y. J. Skidmore, who lias been
quite ill, is recovering.... W. L. Cargill has
just returned from a trip to Boston, and reports a very enjoyable time.. Messrs. Arthur Norton and <>. W. Ripley have about
completed their contract for 1 no.urn feet of
lumber for a cottage in < ‘aindeu
Negotiations are in progress lor a Divinity student
to preach here during the summer months...
The Magazine (.Tub will meet with Mrs. J.

i
\

N. Y

*

ovm
CQ*r

..

|.

Powder

The above ;g taken from our free booklet
"GOLDEN RULES FOR HOUSEWORK
on request t*>

Liukwty.
The Liberty Magazine
iub
held a very interesting meeting recently
v. itli Miss Brown,
it was the tirst meeting
sitae Lehman, but meetings will be held
each week during Tin spring
Harry A.
Brow n has been at home from Bates ( olleg.for a week's vacation
Dr L. B. Bern of
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Beautifying \

for
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Washing

it; it is best to use a woolen cloth; a
tablespoonful of Gold Dust Washing Powder
to a quart of water is the proportion;
wring the
cloth almost dry and rub quickly, but the
moment the water gets dirty, change it for fresh;
then follow the we; cloth with a dry one. This
will clean it perfectly.
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Matting

Few things can be used to clean matting; salt
and soda have been used, but experience has
taught that the best way is to have the matting
thoroughly swept, and then go over it with a
solution of warm water with

..
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Friday

next

turned from a six weeks' visit in Boston....
W. 11. Moody lias bad a call to furnish
(mm) feet of lunihei in Belfast soon,
lie is
considering the matter-The sick in this
town, (and that includes nearly all of us
l be banquet at the < lrange
are improving...
hall to be given by the ladies of the Lrange
as the result of .heir defeat in the recent
contest has been postponed for a few weeks
by reason of so much sickness among the
members... .Tin people here have beard
that Ydmiral 1>< wey will he a candidate for
President, if be can. and the comments are
wholly unlike those made here after tie* de-
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TAM AND GOLF HATS.

CHILDREN'3 HI ADWEAB

l.niliis' Trim un it lints for

SI. 7~t, j(f■>.,’»«, >
Tam and do//' lla's.
to

*

dates will display her MW
and LATEST STYLE goods in

outlie

same

Fancy

and Small Wares,
....Ineluding....

SILKS,
LACES,
HOSIERY, ETC.
Ilair

JOURNAL

Work

a

specialty.

OFFICE

SPECIAL SALE OP

aT>

14.

Every pair fitted and warranted.
BOX OF

POWDKK GIVEN

pair.

48 .V 50 MAIN 8TREKT

RICHARDS,

I’roprlet

FOR SALE.
Village place foi sale threeapiai bo
ot land, buildings in four tenements aim
rented, close to factories, V. (>.. stores, ei
of taxes last year, .014, a good location f.>
■

man, or tor business.
For further particulars apply to
C F<> F. OI.I \
dssI.'hmiss
Warren. A

ness

Dr. W. L. WEST

....ON....
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and V\ rappers at loss than popular pi a

BLOCK.

Easter Gloves

beautifying
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$20

.Prices from

n

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler.

WILL HAVE A

effective skin purifying and
soap in the world, as well as
purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, and
It
strikes at the cause of bad
nursery.
complexions, red, rough bauds, falling
and
hair,
baby blemishes, viz., the clogged,
irritated, inflamed, overworked, or sluggish Porks.

v.
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R. A. French & Co.
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FALLING HAIR
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My Clothier.
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KED ROUGH HANDS
PREVENTED BY

“»0,

--^w83 Haiti Street, Belfast, He
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BAD COMPLEXIONS'

sa

STA Urs.

HARRY W. CLARK

—

—

the

chicks, veiy nicely ttiilorid, SlO.l'K) would he dirt ehe;i|) fm tin

struction of tbe Spanish licet at Manila.
Mrs. Haskell and
Stockton SeiiiNos.
daughter-in-lav. Mrs. Warren Haskell, ar
rived last week from Boston, where they
1..
have been spending tilt* winter... J.
Lancaster returned to bis work in Boston
last Friday. 11 i> wife will remain a few
weeks longer with her mother... Celia Herrick, who has been severely ill with bronchial
trouble, is now slowly convalescing ...Mrs.
Len ity of Bangor, with daughter and son,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Daniel Thompson-Dr. S. W. Johnson was in town Saturdav, in consultation with Dr. Stevens, in
Rufus Mudthe case of Richard Killman
gett is at home from Kingman, for an indefinite time, owing to the shutting down of
the mills in that place, occasioned by the
great height of the water.YJbion (roodhue is putting a new bow and other repairs
on the sloop "Fancy,” owned by ('apt. Colcord... Mrs. C. R. Rendell, with her little
daughter Ada, spent Sundav with her sister Mrs. < niton Karnes, in Prospect
James
A. Pierce has returned to bis studies at the
Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville
Mrs. Sprague left on Monday to join Capt.
Sprague in New York, and will accompany
him on his next voyage... Our community
was deeply shocked and saddened, Monday
morning, by the news of the sudden death
of Mrs. Henry Haines, on Sunday evening.
Though she had been in very foor health
the entire winter, her friends had hoped for
ultimate recovery : but on Sunday morning
alarming symtoms of heart failure appeared
increasing until the end came at ten o'clock
that night. She leaves a husband and live
children—the eldest fifteen, and the youngest four—to mourn the irreparable loss of a
faithful and devoted wife and mother: and
the sympathy of all is extended to them,and
the sister, who survives, in their great he
The funeral services took place
reavement.
Wednesday., the interment being in Mt.
Heel use cemetery.Vroline Walker came
from Searsport, Tuesday, called home by
the death of her sister-in-law. Mrs. Haines.
.Mice Kurst of Bucksport arrived Tuesday for a visit to her brother, John McLaughlin.... Medora Maiden returned from
a week's visit to her sister. Mrs. Sprowl in
Winterport—Nancy Clifford suffered from
an attack of neuralgia of the heart, Thursday : hut at the present writing is more comfortable.... Klmer Thompson made a business trip to Bangor, Tuesday-The Current Events Club is invited to meet with
Maria Griffin, April is.
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(Jeorae Knowlton wi 1 open his bakerx on
I’nion street next Monday, and his team in
addition to eitx work will make one trip per
week to Frankfort via Nearsport. Stockton
Sprinas and Prospect, retnrnina via North
Searsport and s vanville.

Advertised list <d letters remaining in the
llelfast post otlice April lotli: Ladies Mrs.
Jennie Dockam: Mrs. (ieorge Hammons,
•IN*.
X \ I • Pl.l* All!'.
IT 11. PasM-tt (lentlenieii. Mr. Han e >. Kimball, Mr.
,iini. >e11io1 member of the linn of
Frank \. Kidder. Mr. J. W Howe. A. T.
w iio di1 led t he rou rt house ex: 1; \ le. Ml. Walter T. 1 randy.
i'
in Belfast last Thursdax and
! Seaside < 'hautauqua t inde will meet with
coiisiiltat ion w ith the ( ounty
Mrs. < A Hubbard. Monday. April Pith, at
.. 'in: eaard to tin- progress of
r. m.
Kidl-eall. Anecdotes about Lincoln:
on the huildina.
W. 1! A nold
lesson, “Hxpansion of the American Peo-iei 1
work oil the new house lie is
ple.” chapters 2;V2b in April ( hautauquan :
n
lie will notes on our common birds : literature
Northport avenue.
study.
-d of lmiMinas when completed.
“Commemoration ode." and •The Alamo:”
Johnson lias had his cottaae at
earlier historv of IF-ilast. eontinued.
;
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was held in Meid ina Saturday evening. April 7th.
■Voodcock xvas chairman and 11. T.

state
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••rk.

Hie

folloxviny: delegates

“Oi.i»

1 low

i:

\\

ii

k.‘

All

former

resi-

dentsand their relatives. <d Frankfort, now
Winterport. are requested to send their
present address i.. F. 11 .s;,; iwl. postmaster. W interport.
Headers of The Journal
who know of siudi fonm-i residents are requested to send their addresses. It is desired to get the address of every old resident and of their relatives.

xvere

the histrict < onvention in Wa\pril loth. 1. 11. Jackson, James
s
Harriman, h. P. Flanders, (».
sud. II. <> Norton. A. 1. Brown, F.
n, H. F. Buss. A. ('. Mosman, J). T.
To the s'tate (Onvention in Ievvis:
!lth: ( has A. Pilshury, H. J.
s. (J. Norton, IT L. Stevens, IT A.
'I. B Knowlton. A. I. Brown, FT 1.
S. J. Burney, Benj. Kelley, F. E.
Hie delegations were empowered to
ancies.
1

|

o

Tm: Lvm w < omiwny in -Till-: MkrniANToK \' i:n ick." A brief canvass of tlie
city by the managers last Thursday resultso large a sum being
pledged that the
local managers feel secure in making the required guarantee and have definitely arranged to have the Lyceum Company here

ed in

►Saturday evening, April 21st. The very
large subscription list indicates that the entire portion of the house usually reserved
will be sold before the tickets are put on sale
to the general public, which will be Tues-

day morning. April 17th. On Monday mornCounty Connnis- ing, April Pith, the house
plan will be at
"f Waldo County were obliged last
Mixer’s at 8 o'clock a. m., when seats will be
make a contract that was probably
marked oil for subscribers only, and no tick"1 its kind ever
l

M sr

aj<.

J lie

made here. For
past the prisoners in the jail
"pared the supply of wood for the
buildings, some twenty cords, and
yar.s, wIumi tramps were unusually

‘•ais

.an extra supply was bought to be
This winter
up by them and sold.
pi isoiier was discharged March 1st,
r.th
the
was
still tenant\pril
jail
"id of live weeks.
The wood had
i-lit. as usual, but as there were no
i" work it
up the commissioners
-mmi to hire the work done.
Ames
did
the job by horse
Nearsport
-'»<> cents
per cord.
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the
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streets

of

Belfast

as

K1 sew here.
1

■

1

told

r:iIlllot In*

Hh

ton

ufli'li.

added

strength.
"Id story is pleasant t" heal
brings liapjiiness to the li.inic.
_,o

s

iii

■

the afflicted.
"W luinlens can lie raised.
U< hack can be relieved,
people tell this story.
mnl neighbors talk about it.
•'■II about their kidney ills,
t"

1

u

•'

it

suffered, how the elire eame.
> think of Doan's Kidney Pills.
w hat a citizen
says:
iantiu Robinson of No. t; Waldo avenue,

Bridge
my

he

street, says:
back and laid

sharp pains

"I
me

were so

caught cold, it
up for several
severe at times

hi not straighten, and finally I sent for
ll« said I had kidney trouble and gave
medicine, but it did not help me much.
1' hei
saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised
;l
box for me at Kdmund Wilson's drug
used them as directed and my back lias
uoled me since.”
1

1

kidney Pills
iP
1

u

dealers,

or

are sold for 50 cents per
will be sent by mail on re-

by Foster-MUburn Co., Buffalo, N.
agents for the United States,
iiit'inber the name—DOAN’S—and take no
I”.

substitute.

nl ■<!

d

1

Volll.u Kelley
I'-e,

.,r

;ls

.1

he h id to -liber

W

the

:

-.-nit of

a

-a.*!

dent, returned to M-lino! last week.
tidies.

'M.

MILLINER? OPENING.

I'll!:

mv acc

He

u.-e>

elegant
seen

in

Poles, Brass Rods, Curtains,Draperies,

el ii

Tin sloop aeht Annie lb Spencer, which
X \s York
Mr. T
tJeorae hod worth id'
bouaht nl Hucksport parties last fall, is in
I>verbs dock, where her sailina master,
Walter Ai**\ is tittina hei fur the season's
eruisina.

Pm

re

Shall show the most
and
values
in
this
designs
department ever
this section.

*1 i
11;«> ih:»«!-.• >oin
it. a k
i!i
able chances in tin* millinery slop1 of the
M
n
i'i'e i! •! »
i-i!!i>. i’H'fiiii-'

Sa

i<>

ah’.

qualities, from

55c to $5.00.
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a

lie pa.'
-mt In e\. niua t rain last
Saturdax enjox. da line view .a two deer, a
buck and a dm*, n
liehl neai Saraent's sidiua. The deer p. Jd no altera ion to the pa>sina train but kept on ijuieth feed'ma.

line

was a

mlleton

the

1

i<-iit

■

X
llie inana': a. ni
'A
11»41 a11•
beat will lea
lewis’ wharf at I a
the Seal island isi'iiiL .a'miiids.

special dispiax

k

otin.a
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harle> M.

The iii

sod !•: r \
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.ini

:

I lie team

The annual
Soeii-1 \ will
i;
t lie (. ids' 1 loan*. '111 North port
'da\. \ pri I 17. I:'"", a’ : o'clock
’" lie.ir
I In- report id' the 1 Tesil easm
Jnd, t*» elect miners
mi iil; v in r
aid. to hear tin- re1th.
to
n
eha*ia<- of by-laws;
an> hnsiiu-'.' that max properl}
M. .1. < i unmans,
the meet ina.,
An-

tin

-x

«*'i!:

Smith

i.n-'

■

f

1

vmx

a

*•

earriaa'e ami
continues :in

depart-

m-.-ts

Max.

•'!,

yard.

ets will be sold

exeent to

subscribers

on

tluit.

<la\. The management regret that they w ere
not able to call upon ail during the canvass,
and if there are any who wish to witness
this great production, and want good seats,
if they will kindly send their names to
Messrs. I»ray A. Maxlield at once, tickets
will be reserved for them so far as is possible.
Notks.
The City of Bangor
arrived from Boston Tuesday on her first
trip for the season, under the spring arrangement of three trips per week. She
will arrive from Boston Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, leaving on her return
at
p. m. the same days.
Following are
her officers: Commander, (’apt. Otis Ingraham; First Pilot, ( apt. Howard II. Arey;
Pilots, (apt. F. W. Curtis, ( apt. M. H. Abbott ; (Quartermasters, .John Long, Fdward
Hawley; Watchmen, George W. Sawyer, A.
L. Hawley; Bow Watch, William .Jacobs:
Baggage Master, (’. A. Higgins; First officer, .1. 1). Brown ; Second Officer, George G.
Williams; Chief Fngineer, I. K. Bradbury;
First Fngineer, William L. Fox; Second
Fngineer, Frank K. Davis; Purser, A. II.
II an scorn: Clerk, Frank Pierce; Freight
Clerk, Eugene II. Dilloway ; Steward, Harry
L. Nelvins; Asst. Steward, M. O’Connell.
The steamer Cimbria made her first trip on
the Bar Harbor route last Saturday. Two
trips per week will be made until May 1st,
leaving Bangor every Saturday and Wednesday.The Castine and Silver Star each
brought over a large excurion party Monday
from Brooksville, Castine and Islesboro_
( apt. Ingraham was confined to his house in
Rockland by illness and the City of Bangor
made her first trip under command of Capt.
Howard Arey—Beginning April 10th the
fare between Belfast and up-river landings
was considerably reduced.
The fare from
Belfast to the several landings is as follows:
To Buck sport, 60 cents; Wiuterport,70 cents ;
Bangor, 90 cents. The fare between Belfast
and Searsport remains unchanged at 25
cents.
Stkamku

ETC., ON HAND IN LARGE QUANTITIES

Welch have put in1*' t!i<• i!’ har“JLauom" wa\ thread s.-wuiiudi! lie. It will "i'll anyth ii.uimm .to
in< h in thickness.
Si•

1

nes

■

11>

simp

iV
a

new

MRS. R. P. CHASE
ANNOUNCES HER MILLINERY OPENING FOR

\ dieep owned by Mark Varimm of Wot
Itrooksville. which last >' a-'*n ■.•'ave birth to
pairs of twin lambs. lia> broken lmr own
record t!d> spring by brina'ina forth triplets.

Just

Saturday,^

$37.50.

to

Exclusive

designs, from 50c.

to

$3.00.

100 Steel Rod, Congo Trimmed, with Swedge Fast
Black Helvetia Umbrellas. 26 in worth$1.00,
only 37fc. Shall sell ONLY ONE Umbrella to a

spot

customer.

The nisses Ellis

1 ruth" wil. In
Original drawings man
on view at the Belfast Free Library, April
Id. and may be seen there until May 7.
11
is expected that this collection of picture.from the Library Art Club will excite a.much interest as any exhibition we have had
the pleasure of seeing at the Library.

J»^“Call and

•

see our

magnificent Spring Goods.

ANNOUNCE THEIR SPRING OPENING OF
H\TS AND BONNETS TO BE GIVEN

FRIDAY anti SATURDAY, (this week
—

SPECIAL

Kmkrson*.
Rev. A.
the linal lecture in the Teachers
Club Course in the High School room last
Friday ••veiling on tin* life and work <>|
It is always a
Ralph Waldo Fmerson.
pleasure to listen to Mr. Smith when he
i;i{\i\i,

!

ATTENTION

Smith gave

the poets or pro>e w riters, on
speaks
which In* is considered an authority.
He is
familiar with Fmerson and made apt selections from his prose and poetrx to illustrate
his life and character.
He dwelt at length
on Finer son's essay on ('ompensation. which
is considered l)\ main to be his best prose
work, and spoke of the influence of Fmerson and his contemporaries on the better life
of New Fuglainl.
The lecture was both
interesting and instructive.

received, from $12.50

SHIRT WAISTS FROM THE TROY FACTORIES,

APRIL 13th and 14th.

’I'lie Shipman Lyceum t'o.. which will play
the Merchant of Venice in the llelfasl t ipera
Ilousi Saturday evening. Aj»r. 21st. will arrive on the o:2" train.
The orchestra re.
hearsal will he at 7 o'clock, doors oj>en at
7
curtain rise at s;;;i>.

Com

and

-$?Friday

U. !.. Nickerson of Searsport reports that
lie killed a >nake 2 feet.
inches lo; a A]>riI
lit li.
The repti le w as of the com men mottled
variety, and was rakiuu a sun-bath in a
warm

100 LADIES’ SPRING SUITS

APRIL 13th and 14th.

<—-

is railed to our line of Children's Trimmed Hats,
-'luslin Bonnets, Sun-Bonnets, At.

We also have

a new

assortment of

EASTt It O IjO VKS i«‘ all the spring shades.
and latest novelties in

NIK

KlVKAlt.

EASTER

PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED.

of

Tor.fiFpv

i

The engagement of .Martini Hurriniau of
Prospect Kerry and Samuel Dooey of Drew,
j er is announced. .Miss Harrima'n is an K.
*
;

.M.

S. graduate and lias many friends in
who extend congratulations. | llucksport Herald.

town

Tier chorus and orchestra for

A NERVE FOOD

the

presen
[ tation of Pinafore are so far advanced in
i their work that they will hold a joint rehearsal next week.
The chorus rehearsal
Mii.unkky <>]»kmm;s. This is the week
this week will he Thursday evening. The
when the milliners make their display of
scenery is nearly ready, but the date of
spring and summer fashions. Mrs. B. F.
presentation is not yet decided on.
Wells had her opening yesterday, to conNorth Bki.fast. The 5-act operetta IVtinue to-day ...Mrs. R. 1\ Chase will have
will be given at the church this, Thursher opening Friday and Saturday. April !:ith pita,
and 14th
The Misses Fllis announce their day, evening. K. M. Sanborn’s orchestra
will be in attendance. The company have
opening for April l.ith and 14th, and call
bail this play in rehearsal several weeks,
special attention to their line of children's
and no doubt will give a pleasant entertaintrimmed hats, etc—Mrs. 11. B. Cunningment.
Admission, in and 20 cents_The
.Journal
office
will
have
a
ham,
block,
church and society have extended a call to
special opening of spring and summer goods
C. S. Calhoun to supply our church pulpit
April i:*»th and 14th, ami Miss Hattie M.
this summer. He will begin work .May 27th.
Black on the same dates will display her new
Josephine Flanders went, to Howard,
and latest styles in fancy goods and small
1- I., April nth to join her husband, who has
wares.L W. Ferguson
Co. will have
been at work there a year or more_Hertheir Faster opening of trimmed and unbert Patch and family of Nortliport have
trimmed millinery Thursday and Friday,
! come to live with Ralph K. Cross and wife,
April 12tli and l:>th.
—Edwin Mitchell lost a valuable cow last
Shipping Items. Sell. Jennie Lockwood
week by paralysis.
towed to Rock port last Friday to load ice
The sixth, and last, concert of the course
for Charleston, S. ( .Sells. Annie 1\
by the Belfast Band was given in the Opera
Chase, Izetta and the Hattie Mod. Buck, arHouse Thursday evening, April 5th, to a large
rived at Bangor April 5th with coal for the
and appreciative audience. The program
Eastern Manufacturing Company, South
was the most ambitious yet
given, including
Brewer.\. B. and Wallace Miles of
selections from Rossini, Bach, Ponclielli,
Centre
have
bought the schooner Wagner and Donezetti and we doubt if it
Bueksport
Prince LeBoo of A. L. 1’liner of Hampden. I
I could be duplicated by any band in Maine.
The LeBoo is a well known coaster and is
The cornet solo by R. B. Hall captivated the
hauled up at Bueksport. Her measurement
audience, and he was encored. Mr. Hall
is <>;; tons and she was built at Essex in 1x53.
i was as pleased with the band as the band
.The schooner David A. Story arrived at
and our people were pleased with him, and
from
Belfast
for
Bueksport
Thursday night
he will always be welcomed to Belfast,
repairs.These Bueksport schooners are Mrs. E. s. Pitcher
delighted her hearers
about ready for business, and will be com- j
with the song,
Sunset,’’and was encored.
manded as follows: Omaha, O. P. Dorr; W. I
The popular Indian war dance was given at
T. Emerson, Reuben Perkins; Julia Baker,
the close as an extra number.
C. M. Perk ins ; Susan .Stetson, Norman PerNi:w A i>vkrtiskmmnts. For Easter neckkins.('apt. J. E. Staples and sons of
Brooksville have bought the schooner Com- wear, gloves, hoisery and hats. Call on D.
P. Palmer, Masonic Temple.William A.
merce owned by Wardwell & Littlefield of
.South Brooksville.The shipyard of II. M. Clark, manufacturing clothier, is offering
Bean in Camden is a livqjy place just now. Oxford mixed silk lined top coats, custom
The frame of the five-master is all up and made, at $1« to #22. Clothes bought of him
will be pressed for one year free of charge.
the keel has been stretched for the mammoth
Mr. Clark will also tit you out with Easter
six-master in about the same place where
the Malcolm Baxter, Jr., was built. The toggery of the latest style anil cut....See
advt. of a place for sale in Warren village
keel is three hundred feet long....Sell. P.
See statement of Capi
M. Bonney sailed Monday on her second by Geo. F. Oliver
tal Fire Insurance Co. of Concord, N. 11.,
The new four-masted
trip to Vinalhaven
Fred Atwood agent at Winterport.The
schooner Malcolm Baxter, Jr., recently
of Belfast advertises for proposals for
launched at Camden, arrived at Newport City
the poor for live years from May to,
News Saturday, having made the run frofn keeping
sale of Easter gloves by R.
Camden to Cape Henry in 03 hours ...The 1900—Special
A. French A Co. April 14th.See advertug Triton, one of the fleet to be employed
tisement of the Reading Fire Ins. Co. of
on the Penobscot this season by the AmeriJames Pattee A Son, agents,
can Ice
Co., arrived at Bangor Sunday Reading, Pa.,
Belfast.Poor’s Improved
Compound
evening. She is of 259 tons gross, 129 tons
Cough Cure is finding a ready sale on its
net register, 114.5 feet long, 26.5 feet beam,
R.
merits.
It
cures.Geo.
Poor, jeweler
14.5 feet deep, was built at East Boston in
has bicycles for 1900, at prices from $20 to
1890, hailing from Bath and is owned by the
$50, including the Remington and Falmouth.,
Knickerbocker Steam Towage Co.
The
Triton is the largest tug ever employed on A few second hand wheels from $5 to $15....
See Geo. W. Burkett’s advt. Of carpets, oil
the Penobscot.
cloths, etc.

j

j

—

—

Neckwear, selected silks made to our ordei
Imperials, Ascots. English Square,
Four-in-Hand, Strings, Windsor

Blood Purifier

Band Bow. superb assortment.

• • • •

Costs you

only

—

—

Hats ire h from New York market.

AM)

Kent’s
It
It
It
It
It

Gloves of latest and
makes.

Celery Wine,
gQ

cents per bottle.

contains just as much
is §1.00 for 50 cents.

as

any

Fancy

§1.00 medicine.

makes you eat.
makes you sleep.
makes you digest your feud.
The tluee things necessary for perfect health.

Men

s

Everyone who has taken

bottle, and nearly
gives their picpaper? W e don’t use
a

approved

Shirts in great variety.
Tailor Made

Su-ts in
and

Striped
Fancy

Boys’ Suits, twenty styles to select
Irom, prices ranging from 93c.
to #7.50.

Who

pictures, this would add to the expense of the
medicine, and pictures would never cure you
Kent’s Celery Wine will. Price only 50 cents.

Exceptional

Edmund Wilson, City Drug Store,
Wholesale

most

Worsteds, Serges
Cheviots.

WHO RECOMMENDS IT?
everyone in Belfast has.
tures to be printed in the

^

WILLIAM

Agent ‘Belfast Me.

values for Easter week

A.

CLARK,

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER
AND

*

Phenix

OUTFITTER,

Row,

Belfast, Maine.

!♦♦♦

EASTER

Easter Opening.

AltK

Easter

r-OIK

Thursday

and

Friday.

APRIL 12 and I3,
shall display for inspection one

We
finest line of

of the

ADA

Neckwear.

#

shap

ami colors.

Young

men you will bi* I’KKFKCTLY II YI’I’Y bocausiPRIM1 KI'TI, Y satislitMl if you mako your Raster
purohasos of

ever

Ferguson & Co.

It

EASTER GLOVES,
EASTER HOSIERY,
EASTER HATS,

TRIMMED and UN TRIM MED BONNETS and HATS we have ever exhibited.
We are making a special effort in the line
of Misses and Children's
trimmed. Hats,

J. W.

Ol

They are a delight to the ev«
An ever present pleasure.
We have them in ail the up-to-date

Ladies, Misses and Children's

and shall show more in that line than
before. flc^'AH cordially invited.

LILIES

NOT TO IIK (OJIPAliKII WITH

DWIOHT P. PALMER,

n A SONIC TRIPLE.

JONES, Milliner.

Proposals for Keeping Poor
Sealed proposals for keeping the
poor of the
city of Belfast for live years from May to, moo,
will be received at the office of the City Clerk until Monday, May 7. 1900, at 5.30 r. m. The City
Council reserves the right to accept any one of
said proposals or to reject all.

Belfast, April 7,1900.
4wl5

L. H. M URCH,

City Clerk.

Ceo. W. Burkett’s

PRINT WRAPPER
Department is lively these days. No wonder
prices attract. Wrappers from
...6\9c to $3.00..,

his

s

!

iolon

and beauty are the glories of perfect womanhood.
Women who suffer constantly with weakness peculiar
Preservation of
to their sex cannot retain their beauty.

Chase's Talk.

Literary

HEALTH

Objects to Bishop ('ndmun's Virus. Maine
People Not Like Heathens. Proof of It in
the Beli^iotis Sevvices Ifehl at “Slab City.”

MARKS OF
SUFFERING

naa

almost

every ill numan nesn is

heir to. I had taken treatment from a
number of physicians who gave me
Jn tact one

no reliei.

eminent specialist said
no medicine could help
me, I must submit to
an

operation.

At my

mother's

request,

wrote

iUrs.

to

€

rink-

ham stating my
case m every particular and received a prompt
reply. I followed
the advice given
I
me and now
suffer no more
S

during

Bill,” by Congressman
HopThe Hay Pauucefote Treaty,” by
kins;

menses.

If anyone
know

to

“Immediate Naval
Needs,” by Capt. William II. J lques; “A
’’
Tuberculosis Quarantine not Practicable,
by Dr. William P. Muun; “Canals from
the Great Lakes to the Sea,” by Maj. T.
W. Symons of the Special Canal Committee appointed by Gov. Roosevelt. “The
Truth about Ziouism,” by M. Gaster,
Founder of the English Zionist Federation, and “Literature as a Profession,”
by prof. Brander Matthews.
James G.

cares
more

about my case, I
will

cheerfully

answer

all

letters."
r

/

\

/

■

IVLlcia JN.A

1 1L

vUl'N)

nu-

dison St., Mt. Jackson, Ind., writes: “Dear Mrs. Pinkham—
am by occupation a school teacher, and for a long while suffered with painful menstruation and nervousness. I have received more benefit from Lydia E. Pinkhain’s Vegetable Compound than from all remedies that 1 have ever tried.”
I

Not many years ago, I passed the Sabbath in a little hamlet known locally as
'Slab City.'' Religious services were held
in the afternoon in a small hall.
The con-gregation was large enough for the hall.
The preacher was not a “spell-binder,” than the
He is a woodsman as
preacher.
or a graduate of a theological seminary.
well as a preacher, and can handle an axe
He had a call to preach and pitched in,
like a plaything, and he knew how the
and was ordained in the Methodist church.
trees ought to fall so as to come out
If the Rt. Rev. Bishop C’odman could have
been one of that audience he would not handy.
have felt himself among “heathens.”
We are religious down in Maine, but
The locality was in a farming communiour religion is woven into our
everyday
ty in the back lots of Mai e, where the
life.
Bishop Codman will like that kind
people don't have the advantages of city of
when
he
used
to
it.
He
religion
gets
culture.
It was a cold winter afternoon,
but a hot stove kept the hall comfortable. needs to make a pilgrimage to Chase’s
The congregation was about one-half pro- Mills in the early summer and eat fried
and strawberries along with Uncle
fessing Christians of different denomina- pork
tions, and tlie other half of what is known Solon.
We have all kinds of religion down in
in church elides as the “world’s people.”
Before the services began, while the peo- Maine, but all meet on the broad platform
of
human kindness and brotherly love.
ple wot gathering, a sociai half-hour was
We have educated ministers, but the
passed in telling the neighborhood news
and talking about the cold weather and preachers who get nearest to the hearts
i of the people just grow.
We are not
the work in the woods.
••heathens."
We are a religious people,
W ien the preacher stood on the plattorn. and opened the Bible every noise j and the bedrock of our religion is an exof kindnesses.
|
was hushed. A chapter was read and
gos- change
The Maine Yaukee is so original and
pel hymns were sung, A girl played the j
active
that
the first impression to a cul»ined in the singing, borne
rgan and a;
zealous Chil ians who couldn't sing, but ! tured man like Bishop Codman may not
With our long winters and
would hint:. simiewh.it disturbed the so- be favorable.
if some of the short summers it is more work to get a
iemity of the meeting.
singing was <mt ot tune it was heartfelt., living in Maine than in more fav .red
Jt is
anti 1 don't know hut it was just as ac- climes, and activity is a necessity.
this inborn originality and activity that
crptable at the throne of grace as the arthe
Maine
Yankee
room
standing
tistic work of professionals who sing in gives
anywhere, and brings him into promidry churches.
nence
when
he
abroad.
goes
Theie was one grizzled patriarch who
Th^t is
lie knew all why he is apt to get into Congress or turn
sang louder than the lest,
the gospel hymns by heart, and would be- up < Liveruor.
Some of our wavs iu which we express
gin to sing ahead of time.
This aged
the English language may give the impatriarch had snug at public worship for
40 \ i-ais. and nobody had the heart to ask | pressiou that we are an “illiterate*’ peoOur system of
bin to sto| singing, but while he was ! pie, but we are not.
singing a broad grin rested upon the coun- schools is second to none in the Union
tenance oi the c uigregation that gave a | Out State superintendent of schools, W.
sort of humorous turn to what was other- I W. Stetson, has a reputation as an exwise a sob.
and serious occasion, which ! pert in educational matters from Maine to
(rood schools are provided
the prcaohei had the wit to repress by California.
for all the children in Maine.
The little
shortening the song service.
1| French
boys and girls are growing up in
Aftei the preliminary services were over
our
schools
with
the
along
the pieachei took the lloor.
young YanHe talked in
kees.
a
plain, conversational way, wi:hout ,
We welcome Bishop Codman to our
seeming effort, that carried Hie au lienee
The latch
along with him. lie said nothing about homes and hearthstones.
The culture of Boston
this sinful world or “the wrath to emue.” | string bungs out.
He didn't say the Methodist hind, is the | will ii». us good, ami the bishop of Maine
will find, as he says, we “mean well.”
“mother church.'’
lie said, tills is a
Solon Chase.
blessed world, aud we are here to make it
better by living the gospel of human kindness.
He told how God's blessings, like
Nervous Debility Cured.
the lain and sunshine, are showered alike
Nervous Debility. Lost Vitality, effects of
[
the
and
the
upon
just
unjust. He did not , overindulge nee, or overwork quickly cured
reach out to the slums ot the great cities by Old Dr. Hallock's Wonderful Electric
Pilis. Thoroughly tested for 50 years. Neror to the heathen in foreign lands, hut
vous
trembling, Tired out, Discouraged,
he applied his religion to “blab City.”
before the Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
specks
There was a poor woman in the neighblood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin
borhood who w as suffering from a disease
Blood, pale.haggaid countenance, Fluttering
which the d ctors said would require a ! He.-trt ami all Nervous troubles cured by
This poor woman had Dr Hallock’s Wonderful Electric Pills, for
surgu ai operation.
always lived in “blab City.” In her ae- weak, worn out, nervous people. Try them;
The very m<-tit:ve lif- she had ministered to the wants they cure after all else fails.
of the poor and needy, but in her declin- le me you have been looking for. SI per hex,
or tl boxes, sulli -lent to cure the most obstiing years her turn had come. The preacher nate cases, S5 Sold at drug stores or s< ut
referred to the Christian life ot the sick from
laboratory, all charges prepaid, on rewoman, her life-time of honest toil, her ceipt of price. Describe symptoms and Free
Adress
quick response in all cases of sickness, personal medical advice given.
and said it was now our privilege to lend HALLOCK DRUG CO. 110 Court st., BosMass.
ton,
a helping hand in :.er misfortune.
Money
was needed to pay doctor’s bills and hire
a nurse and provide comfort for the famThe Coastwise Shipping Boom.
The simple eloquence of the preacher
tired the hearts of the sinner and saint,
lie did nut tell the people anything they
did not know.
He told them what they
ali knew to be true, and in simple words
that exactly express their thoughts.
As
soon as the preacher closed his remarks
that patriarch who during the first part of
the service would sing, got on his feet and
passed round the hat. and, as a starter,
dropped in a silver dollar. More than $30
was put into the hat.
Besides that, wood
and provisions were pledged.
Every one put the coin of the realm into
the patriarch’s hat enjoyed pure and uudetiled religion, and if the lit. liev.
Hubert Hodman had been there he would
have enjoyed religion with the rest.
The poor woman was provided with
wearing apparel, bedding aud household
stuff and is now rapidly recovering, aud
says if she had not been sick she never
would have known how many friends she
had.
Ilown in Maine we don’t all belong to
Bish' p (,\>dman’s “mother church,” but
if we do the Lord’s work when trouble
or sickness comes the helping hand
is
fort booming.
Before the Sunday afternoon meeting
broke up the preacher called attention to
another matter.
One of the neighbors was laid up with
a broken leg.
A log had rolled off on t.lie
wrong side of the sled and crushed his
ankle.
He was confined to the bed and
spring was approaching, and he had not
The preacher
got up his winter’s wood.
invited all the men aud boys present and
requested them to ask others not there,
to meet him at the house of the disabled
man with axes and teams.
Twenty-five
men and teams were on hand the next
The preacher was
morning at sunrise.
the lirst man on the ground and he cut
down the first tree. The growth was near
the house and the crust would bear the
teams.
They cut and hauled to the
house, and fitted for the fire 15 cords of
wood, a year’s stock of wood, and got
done before sunset.
The blows of the axes made merry
music in the woodlot, and there were
hands enough to work up the wood at
the house as fast as it was hauled.
That
chopping bee was not only a Christian
duty and a source of comfort to the man
who was prostrated with a broken leg,
but it was a season of enjoyment to every
one who took part in it, and none more so

The New York Times iu a late issue
says: A ship broker who did not wish his
name to be used said: “About eighteen
mouths ago 1 bought a vessel for $7,200.
Later 1 sold it in shares for $10,000. Since
then it has paid its owners in dividends
from earnings $7,800. It is now chartered
for five months ahead at figures which at
the end of that time will mean to the
In other words
owner about $3,OCX) more.
in five months from now the vessel will
have more than paid her cost eighteen
If this isn’t a sure sign of
months ago.
shipping prosperity I don’t know what
is.
In this connection 1 may say that if
we hadn’t the coastwise trade exclusively
to ourselves American shippers couldn’t
live, and iu that trade 1 include the trade
of the Sandwich Islands.
There was a
time when we used to carry from seventyfive to eighty-per cent, of American products to foreign ports, now we carry little
or nothing.
However, 1 think that at a
time not so many years distant we may see
.i

change.”

Not far from 20,000,000 copies of Rev.
In His
Charles Ivl. Sheldon's book,
Steps,” have been sold, and it has had
book
readers
than
other
wiitten
more
any
by a living author. In Mr. {Sheldon’s recent experiment with the Topeka Capital
he was followed by hundreds of thousands
His Daily Globe story, “Edof readers.
ward Blake, College Student,” is certain
to arouse a widespread interest, and
every one who wishes to read it without
missing a chapter should ask his newsdealer to deliver The Globe daily beginThe Sunday
ning with April 10th.
Globe is making an unusually strong appeal to the children with a toy theatre in
colors and a fine special department filled
with bright things for the little ones.
Every parent will find The Sunday Globe
to be a very acceptable gift to the children.
Tbe Best In tbe World
We believe Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy

A few weeks ago
is the best in tbe world.
we suffered with a severe cold and a troubleadversome cough, and having
tisements in our own and other papers we
to
if
it
would
a
bottle
see
effect
purchased

read^their

It cured us before the bottle was more
It is the best medicine out
than half used.
for colds and coughs.—The Herald, Andersonville, Ind. For sale by A, A. Howes &
us.

Co., Druggists.
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Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at
Kobe March 6 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco March 28 for Honolulu.
A J Fuller, 0 M Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Oct 28 for Nagasaki; spoken
Dec 25, I at. 23 50 S, Ion 20 40
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived New Y’ork
•Feb 8 from San Francisco.
The four issues of The Youth's ComBangalore. A N Blanchard, sailed from
N S WT. Feb 21 for Honolulu.
panion to be published in April will con- Newcastle,
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from San
tain contributions .by Charles Dudley
Francisco, Feb 23 for Honolulu.
Warner, Reginald de Koven and S irali
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Orne Jewett. There will be twenty or from Mauila Jan 30 for Honolulu.
more
short stories, in addition to the
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at
The issues Hong Koug Feb 3 from New York via Singaopening chapter of a serial.
in port Feb 17.
of April 5th and
April 12 (the latter the pore;
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from New
Easter Number, will be double the usual
York March 21 for Hong Koug.
size.
Henry B Hyde. T P Colcord. arrived at
Marie Corelli, for the first time iu live Honolulu March 20 from Norfolk.
•losephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
years, has written a short story for an York
Feb 15 from H«-ng Kong.
American magazine.
The Laurels of the
L Cushiug, F 1 Pendleton, sailed
Mary
Brave is the title of a bitter, brilliant, from
Hong Kong Jau 3 for Hiogo and New
timely story which she has just finished York ; passed Anj -r Jan 13
for The Saturday Evening Post, of PhilaMay Flint, arrived Seattle March 2 from
delphia. It deals with the South African Port Townsend.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
War Charities, aud handles without gloves
the “Society Department” of the English Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1) Rice, C F Carver, arrived at HonoWar Office and the women who, for ad- lulu
March 17 from Yokahaina.
vertising purposes, are donning khaki.
Reaper, sailed from Newcastle, NS W,
The Laurels of the Brave, superbly illus- March 15 fur Honolulu.
trated by Harrison Fisher, will appear in
S D Carleton, A msbury, cleared from N**\v
The Saturday Evening Post of April 14. York Nov 8 for Houolum; spoken Dec 19,
Iai7 08 S, Ion 34 27 W
all well.
The Forum for April, among its thirSt Paul, F W Treat, at Iiiogo Feb 28 for
teen notewoithy articles, contains the folNew York
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
lowing: “The New Financial Law,” by
Frank A. Yauderlip, Assistant Secratary March 3 from Honolulu.
of Maine, ii G Curtis, sailed, from
State
of the Treasury; “The Puerto Rican BeHong Kong Jan 3 for New York; passed Anlief
Albert J.

THE

Chase's Mills, Me., March 31, 1900.
Tlit* Kt. Kev. Hubert Cod man,- Episcopal
bishop of Maine, as reported in The Boston Herald of March 14, does not speak
very flatteringly of his new held of labor.
1 quote from the report in The Herald:
“The State of Maine is doing its work
in a small way as far as our church is concerned.
There are many people there
who have never been taught to observe
God’s teachings. * * * Many I have found
who are like heathens.
The people mean
well, but they are very illiteiate and do
not know how important it is to worship
God. * * * They do not realize that God
gave them the gitt of life."
When the lit. Kev. Hubert Codmau winters and sumrueis with our people he will
change his mind and find that his lot is
cast among an
intelligent people who
praeiiee the jmigi-m of human kindness.
It the chinches i>i Maine are not tlnifty.
Cliiistiau virtues abound m the 1’iue Tree
Mate.
lr uur j eoph d m't have that veneration that our i< e ctai i.ers did for the
theories of future lewaids and punishments they a:e alive to the ever-living
present and the spirit of brotherly.love is
alive in the hearts <
our people.
Perhaps uui people are m>t s much “God
If the mass of
fearing" as ib-d loving.
the people in our progiess have got ahead
of the e'lineh, the eh arch must catch
It don': take halt of the sweat and
up.
toil to produce the comfons of life that it
used to, and it don’t take half of the
penance to get into heaven that it used to.
The helping hand that we lend, the little
acts of kindness, whether in the church
oi out, we do to each other in this life
gets us into heaven before we Know it.
Material progiess is the spirit of the age
in which we live and the mission of the
church is to guide that progress so that it
will be a blessing to the human race

of

iCeglstor

In the Easter Number of The Youth's
Companion for the week of April 12th,
Charles Dudley Warner describes a bit of
travel under the title, “In a Mexicau DugThe Stage
out,” Sarah One Jewett, in
Tavern, tells the story of a Radeliffe College girl, and Homer Green lias a story
appropriate to Easter—“The St. John’s
Fuud.”

pretty features and rounded form is
a duty women owe to themselves.
The mark of excessive monthly sufering is a familiar one in the faces of
young American women.
Don't wait, young women, until
your good looks are gone past recall.
Consult Mrs. Pinkhara at the outstart.
Write to her at Lvnn. Mass.
Miss Edna Ellis, Higginsport, Ohio, writes: “Dear Mrs.
Pinkham—I am a school teacher and had suffered untold agony
during my menstrual periods for ten years. My nervous system was almost a wreck.
I suffered with pain in my side and

i.Froui the Boston Sunday Herald/

News and Notes.

Whiteley;

Everybody int rested in social and
moral progress ought to read the article
iu Gunton’s for April on “Effects of New
York Sweat-shop Law,” by Henry White,
Secretary of the United Garment Work“Rot and Twaddle.”
ers of America.
This shows that much
remains to be done before this curse of
The State Hoard of Trade Heard Stum*
modern city life is really stamped out.
Vigorous Denunciation.
The “Review of the Mouth,” which ocBishop Codman’s reported utterances' cupies the first sixteen pages of the Magaas one of its
as to the decadence of Maine men came in
| zine, is widely recognized
aud this month prefor considerable attention at the banquet 1 strongest features,
sents the progress of our domestic affairs,
tendered by the Biddeford Board of Trade ! the new reform crusade in New York, the
to the delegates of the State organization.
A large amount
South African war, etc.
Several of the speakers, notably W. W. of space is devoted to Editorial Crucible,
Notes on Civics aud Education, Letters
Stetson, State superintendent of schools, from Correspondents, Question Box.Book
and B. F. Chad bourne of the board of and Magazine Reviews.
Twenty cents
The Gunton
railroad commissioners, took advantage per copy, £2.00 per year.
New
York.
of the opportunity to refute the Episcopal Company, Union Square,
j
tlie
ComW.
of
Canal
Symons,
bishop’s allegations, and they replied to j Maj. T.
mittee appointed by Gov. Roosevelt, has
him in a lively and emphatic fashion.
contributed an article to the April Forum
Mr. StetsoD said, iu part: “Massachusetts has a faculty of raising men deficient on “Canals from the Great Lakes to the
mentally and defective morally, and then Sea,” which contains a vast amount of in
sending them out iu the world broadcast, j formation upon this important subject,
All of this nonsense and rot and twaddle ! lu treating the question Maj. Symons asabout Maine’s reaching a point at the top | serts that the only practicable route for a
canal from the Great Lakes to the Atlanof the hill and going down the western
side merits only the rebuke that silence j tic seaboard, entirely within the limits of
the United States, is possessed by the
I am well acquainted with the
can give.
boys and giiis of Maine, and i know that State of New York, lie also shows that
they have the best biood the world has in trying to find the correct solution of
ever seen.
They are large enough to stand the problem, it early became evident that
in the place >»f that noblest Roman of them certain interests demanded one kind of
all, llainibal Hamlin: big enough, and canal, while other interests demanded
In this article
broad enough and strong enough and a different kind of canal.
intelligent enough to own the world and factors have been caretully weighed, and
run
Don’t talk to me for just the following four different classes of
it, too.
and canals are described and considered: (1) A
one moment that we haven’t boys
giris that aie fitting themselves to stand, great ship canal suited to ocean going vesright before the world in the clear white sels; (>) a ship canal suited to vessels nav
light of day, and take the foremost places igaliug the Great Lakes: (:») a barge canal
suited to vessels of 1,00(3 and L\000 tons
in this country and the world.”
“This talk about decadence,” said B.
louden, and (4) a small canal suited to
F. (’hadhourne, “reminds me of a saying v tssels of L'.jO to o00 tons burden.
of Josh Billings that it is better not to
The April issue of Table Talk has for
know so much than to know so much that 1
ain’t so.
The amusing part of the talk of its leading article “A Fagot of Herbs,”
Bishop Codman is that lie has hardly which will interest practical housekeepers.
is an artistepped o\er the thieshold of the ISt 111e. “A Chapter for TYa Drinkers"
cle containing much information on this
1 don’t believe he knows the first scintilla
of the conditions of the boys and girls of
subject. “An Faster-Tide Luncheon and
our .Stare.
We have a light to judge of Dinner” is the heading of an article that
We thought fora will appeal to all who wish to entertain
tin* future by the past.
It gives a Menu
any fiiends at that time.
tune, perhaps, when our “big four” Concolors White anti
gressional delegation was bio en up, that for an Faster Luncheon,
for
Faster
Diuuer,
we had cause for discouragement, blit we
Yellow, and Menu
have now a Littlefield who has jumped colors White and Green, with full desit
and
how
to
arrange the
prepare
into prominence almost world-wide. Anil cription
Another timely article is
Maine’s big- decorations.
there are others like him.
Easter Day,” telling the legend of its
gest crop continues to be her crop of great
men.
There ire more railroad presidents Lilies, Ancient Customs, Easter Cakes,
“A Walk Through China Town”
iu the country to-day from Maine than etc.
it is refers to the latest styles and shapes in
from any other State in the Union,
all bosh aud rot to make the assertion that ehinaware aud cut glass. It is full of up“The HousekeepMaine isn’t progressing to day with all the to-date information.
j ers’
Inquiry Department,” as usual, is
rest of the world.
filled with information subscribers have
Table Talk publishes Menus
asked for.
In Brief.
The sale of the household for each meal in the month, and then gives
I
goods and art objects of the estate of j full and practical information how to carMany other practical artiKate Chase Sprague, brought from Wash- : ry them out.
cles make the April number of value to
ington to a New York auction room, pro- women.
It is a magazine that every woduced £44,448. The old lace worn by man wauts every day, and our readers can
Kate Chase when she was presented at the ! have a sample copy free on request to the
Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia,
court of St. James was sold for £37.50 a
yard. A bust of Salmon P. Chase was
purchased foi £475 by Henry Villard, who,
Outing, which has passed into the
it is said, wiil present it to the Congres- hands of a strong company of enthusias- j
The late tic sportsmen, comes to us in April in a
sional library at Washington.
Mrs. Sprague was formerly the wife of a handsome new cover.
It is a number
Rhode Island governor_Queen Victoria like the bourgeoning spring, bursting
has cabled to Lord Roberts asking him to with new life and the promise of a bouu
The new* pilot, Caspar
convey to Mrs. Joubert, widow of Gen. tiful harvest.
Joubert, the Queen’s sympathy in the loss Whitney, takes his readers through fresh
of her husband, and to tell her that the routes, but the port is the one he has ever
British people have always regarded the steered for: Sport for its own sake, and
dead general as a gallant soldier and hon- the purity of it; and travel and adventure
orable loeman...Iu New Jersey since 1893 that make for a nation’s virility. Such
the good roads law has resulted in the results follow from tacquets and tenuis,
construction of 440 miles of road, in thir- which the world’s champion, Eustace II.
teen counties,at a cost to the Slate of less
Miles, discusses; from Trailing the Seathan £750,000. This year 212 miles of new liat, as did Dr. Holder; from following
road will be built at an estimated cost of The Wake of the Biid Lover, or Jaunting
£086,020, of which the State contributes Thro’ Puerto llico on a Bicycle, Troutiug
£150,000.Archibald Forbes, the well in Shadow Brook, Hunting the Big
known correspondent, died in London Horn in the Colorado Desert, OverhaulLie had been in bad health for ing Your Own Yacht, Ascending TahaMarch 30.
some years and during the last six months
wus, Automobiling for Recreation, takhad been unable to w rite.
He married in ing your Form in Golf from Champion
a
a
of
few
daughter
Washington
years ago
Vardon, your opinion on Dogs from that
Gen. Meigs, and had spent much time in veteran judge, Astley, and ou Forest Piethis country.The exploring steamer serves from Gifford Pincbot, Chief ForSouthern Cross, bearing IL rr Corsten ester of the United States.
These be
Egeberg Borchgrevink and the survivors some of the features of a number that is
of the South Polar expedition, fitted out illustrated by the pencil and brush of
in 1898 by Sir George Newut.s of London, Ernest Seton-Thompson, Arthur llemiug,
arrived April 1st, at Campbelltovvn, near James L. Weston, Oliver Nugent, E. W.
Herr Borcbgreviuk Saudys, and others.
Bluff Harbor, N. Z.
reports that the magnetic pole has been
Rev. Dr.
located.Forty-eight young women were
Washington Whisperings.
graduated March 29th from the wo- BenialiL. Whitman, the retiring president
man’s law class of the University of New
York. Miss Katherine Reed, daughter of of Columbian University, delivered his
ex-Speaker Thomas B. Reed, was one of farewell lecture before the class of comthe number.Supt. Alexis E. Frye of
parative jurisprudence and diplomacy rethe public schools of Cuba announces that
cently, and has gone to Philadelphia to asHarvard College has taken hold of the sume the
pastorate of the Calvary Baptist
movement to bring tlie 2,000 school teachThe class before which he lecchurch.
ers from Cuba to Boston in order that
tured took advantage of the occasion to
they may study American methods in present to Dr. Whitman a loving cup of
grand shape. A £50,000 guarantee fund silver. The cup is in the artistic threefor their education has been assured.
haudled form, about eight and a half
inches in height,and with a capacity of six
quarts. In one place ou the cup is enSpecial Offer.
graved “Beniah L. Whitman,” in another,
“Columbian University,” and in a third
In this week’s advertising columns we the words “School of
Comparative Jurishave a special combination offer, to extend
prudence and Diplomacy, 1900.”.Exuntil May 1st.
The Tri weekly New York tensive preparations are being made at the
Tribune and The Republican Journal six United States Naval Observatory for phoand observing the total eclipse
months for $1.25, or the Weekly Tribune and tographing
A
of the sun, which occurs on May 28.
the Republican Journal six months for $1.
of
Eastern scientists will come to
party
This offer is also good to those who are
to
several
Washington
days prior
May 28,
already subscribers, who will pay all arrear- and will accompany the observatory corps
ages and six months in advance. Remem- south, some going to Georgia and others
remaining in South Carolina.
ber, this offer closes Tuesday, May 1st.
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A. M. B1NINGER & CO.'S
New York.
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Tillie E Starbnck, Ebeu Curtis, arrived
at Honolulu Feb 2b from Sau Francisco.
Wm H Macv. Amsbury, sailed for Port
Angeles Dec 17 from Vancouver for Delagoa

Bay.
Win

Cornier, J

H

Singapore
ton.
W
from

T Erskiue, arriVed at.
Feb 22 from Hong Koug for Bos-
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iu advance.

Census enumerators will perform their
work between June 1 and June 14.
Persons who expect t«> be absent from borne
should
to
that
time
be
at
included
arrange
jn the count.
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-t Maine, b.
his mortiiaee deed dated the eleventh day "t
the M a I w
March. A. 1>. ISPS, and recordc.i
''*• Pus e 113,
Countx Ueirisfi\ el bivi s. !.""!■
coiivexed to ..lie A. II. Simw ot .taeks-m. in sant
aim.
Coiinix "I Waldo, a certain lot m parcel of
situate m said
IT"V, and < cm ribed a- lollows,
...
to sat.f
viz: It tieiiui'1 he same premisi
Lyman Cartel ! > one Kli/.a Carter. b> her dee.i
hearuur date ot January 34. 1 SPf>. -aid deed hew
Deeds
1 me recorded in Waldo < eimty i{«■ ^i11
in Hook 343. Pane 3HO. to which de. d am! ncr.l
thereof, sa d Lyman Carter referred tor a more
particular description ot the premises conveyed
I>v said mortna.ne; and whereas -aw A. H. snow
there afteiwards to wit. on the tlnrtie: ii da> "t
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on.
.March. A. D. 1S9S. for a valuable eons net
endorsed and elivored the notes secured b\ -aid
morti;a;ie. to the Peoples National Hank, a orporatiin duly organized under the laws ot the
I'nited States and having its principal p we of
business at H'dlast. in said Countx ot \\..iu and
f
Stale of Maine: and. on the twenty-third da>
Aunust. A. I) 1898. by his assn ninent .d that
date,recorded in said Keejstryot I beds Pi ok‘J.*3.
Pa^e 4f>0.,assigned said morttrane deed to >:u
:iPeoples National Hank: and whereas the cm. w
tiou of said nwrtnane has been broken.
therefore by ieason ot the breach of t he condition
thereof, said Peoples National Hank claims a
foreclosure of sain morteae.c.
Dated this third da;, ei' April. A. D. 1 bi'H.
Tn k 1'Ki ifi.rs N Ain *N a I Hank id Heltast
Hy Hubert K. Dunton. it- President, duly anti
i‘3wl4
ized.
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; I lei t .*>t.
assessors of t he ci: y
to the inhabitants -d said BdI*ring in to them true ami per-

DiP£C

briskly, rinse

tobe cleaned
water.

tast, to make and
fect lists of their polls and estates, real and per
sonal. in writing, including monev on hand or ot
interest, debts di.e more than they are owing,
and all property held in trust as guardian, executor, administratoi or o: herwise (except such a.- is
by law exempt trom taxations which they are
possessed ol on the first day of April next. and
he prepared to substantiate tfie same according to
law. For the purpose ot receiving said lists and
making a record of transfers of real estat*.ihe
undersigned will be in session at tin* assessor.-*'
otlice during business hours of each daj 11 om t he
SECOND to the TWENTY FIFTH DAY ot
A PEI I. N EXT (.and tio longer), and any personal
examination of property by the assessors will not
be considered as a waiver for neglect of any person in bringing in true and perfect lists, as re
quired b\ law. Blanks ->n which to make such
tlice.
lists may be had at the assessors’
Belfast, March 2S. 1900
,1. I SHELDON
) Assessors
"t
A. 1‘ MANSI* I ELD.
1
Belfast.
A. A. SMALL.
;iw14
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pa im ni immediatelv.
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Darien Feb l"’ lor Bath.
Gladys, H 14 Colsou,sailed from Brunsw iv*k
April for New York.
John <J Smith, Kueeland, arrived at New
Yel k April J irom Brunswick.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared fr»un
Boston March 2S for Jact’sonviile.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at l'ascagi ula Maieb 2b Horn M »rtil ipie.
K NY Hopkins, Hichborn, clean d fiein
Philadelphia F» b 21 lor Vera Cruz
K F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Phil
delpl'ia April 4 lor T rk's Island.
Bailie I'On, \V H West, arrived at Pmu
areli 0 from Pascagoula
Tola, A S V iison, arrived at New York
from Fcrnamiina.
April
Willie L New ton, K Coombs, cleared from
New York March 24 for Tampa via key
West.

special « tier of the Tri-W eekly and
Weekly Tribune and The Republican Jour
ual six months. We furnish the Weekly

person softer

a

Diseases (if WdiiiHi.

Georgia GiiKcy, W K Gilkey, arrived at
Yolk Maich 10 from Fernaiiiiiua.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from

ment, for

Straw"”

a

you.

New York.

Offkhs.

Maine.

Belfast,

bottle of the Troe
Atwood's Bitters. It's more like reaching the substantial shore on a footing of
Good Health.
“L. 1." will cure

/-.

New

i.LBHiXd

Moody,

hardly the case when
ing from dyspepsia hoys

Sl'HUUH KtvS.

Oun t

M.

by

/s'

BRIGS-

tor

5a It

Grappling at

Leonora, J II Monroe, sailed from Brunswick March 25

rata
“■ 13

Ult. MOTTS
IVK1TV tlKJTlV K nijLS
The creat remedy for nervous pn-Tat .on and all diseases of the
*.vnera;i
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. 1'ailimr or Lost Mauh
I in potency. Nightly Emissions. Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, exeof Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insaney
With rv.
$5 order we guarantee to cure or rt'furnl the money. Sold at $1.00 per t
S boxes for $5.00. 1>K. iUOTT’S CHMTIlCAL CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio

BARKS

Alice Reed, Aianson Ford at Turk's Island March 19 for New York.
Edward May, sailed from Makansli H I
March 19 for San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Feb 10 for Philadelphia.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Rosario Jan Ik)
for Philadelphia.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black. \V H Blanchard, sailed
from Rosario Jan 9 for Philadelphia.
lolani, McClure, arrived at Honolulu
March 27 from Kanuakakai.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed
from Rosario Feb b for Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana March 23
from New York.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
New York March 12 for Paramaribo, Surinam, etc.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Boston March 28 for Bueuorf Ay res.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Trapain March 31 lrom Genoa.
Rose I n ii is, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New York March 18 from Feruaudiua.
Sachem, Nichols,troui New York for Hong
Kong; sailed from St. Thomas M«». ii 3
Thomas A Goddard, J H Park. armed at
Buenos Ayres Feb 22 from Boston.
\\ iilard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Bathurst Feb 20 from Boston.

Successors,

and vitality

IfFALTP

llbflk 1

J Rotcli, Sewall (' Lancaster, sailed
Manila, Feb 2 for Port Townsend.
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It isn't easy to fool a woman. Tell
the facts and let her judge for herself.
That’s our way. We say TANGIN is
a positive cure for all womanly ills
we let you prove it.
Send us .i postal
at once and we will send you a free
sample bottle of TANGIN, together
with a valuable medical treatise on the
diseases of women. It's the greatest
medicine on earth for all womanly
so
troubles, and you'll find it out
we're on the safe side anyway. Send
the postal along.

I'nity 2 1-4 miles south ot I nity
village, containing 225 acres, convenieiuly diytd
It being
ed into tillage, pasture and wood land.
Situated in

mgiuannr

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

s.

JOHN
immediately.
South I.iherty, March Id, IM'«'

ment

W

U A >1 s

dwld

!
lie >ubs. iIm
NO! li t1..
gives not ire that he has boon duly
the homestead larin of the late Nathan B. Park I ed Cxeeutor ol the last will and testament
hurst. Also another piece of land known as the
.loseI'll V lieUBICK, late ot Notthp
Mill Place (situated near above mentioned farm)
containing 153 acres, mostly woodland, Held of in till* County of Waldo, deceased, and
about ten.acres. For further particulars inquire
bonds as the law dueets. All persons ha\m
on premises of
mamls against the estate ol said deceased
MRS. S. K. PARKHERST.
tf 14
sired to piesent the sane for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested l" make pa
(JKO. !•' Ill KUb
immediately.
Northport, March 13. I dot). dwld

IfXKCCTOKS'
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FAIRBANKS'

;

STANDARD

!

SCALES.!
FAIRBANKS' VALVES,
{
{Railroad, Mill, and Store Supplies./
THE FAIRBANKS

COMPANY,

j

\
YORILj

) 42 PEARL STREET
BOSTON.
NEW
(311 BROADWAY

WANTED.

A capable girl to work in a small family. Good
wages will be paid. Address
( APT. ,1. G. PENDLETON,
3w 14
Searsport. Me.
April 3, 1000.

TO LET.
A cottage house containing 3 rooms, on Main
street; stable connected; city water; electric
G. W. BURKETT.
lights, Enquire of
Belfast, April 6, 1900.—14

Fine farm in Northport. two miles from (
(1 round, 135 acres land, nice buildings,
flood
orchards, 350 bids. apples last year,
never failing water. Will be sold very low an
40tf
terms.
easy
M. V: HILIX

>

at» Miller SI., Uelfiisl

in the conflicts with that country,
have waged forages.
“A characteristic of the Filipiuo is the
Kverard E. Hatch of the IS h i
uteusity of his hatred. Formerly it was
who went out to the Philippines tiie hatred »»f
the Spanish; aud it. was then
i,e first Uniter States troops,rein tin
exercis'd with all the ferocity of bis
a year, and returned home iuval
nature.
Now this hatred has all been
an attack of typhoid fever, aud
transferred ro the Americans, and it has
m his way back to the islands, has
1 st none of its intensity in the transfer.
oet resume ot his impressions of
This is oue of the legacies we have inand their people that appears herited from
Spain with the transfer of
ly candid and uninfluenced by the is! aids. The American people do not
It is modest withal.
nfling.
realize the difficulties which have beset tlie
:,.>t pose as one qualified to pass
American
authorities.
The Filipinos,
11 the
problems of State that cautious,
suspicious aud ignorant of our
m relation to the islands, lrnr
have
not
understood.
The
language,
mmi-s in any manner the wisdom
vicious acts of a few- unprincipled soldiers,
,> been done by the government
such as are found m every army, have inHe attempts no argument
creased and intensified this estrangement.
but tells simply what los ex
Every effort to prevent wrongs upon the
hiring a year’s service, which people has been made,
but, in a Filipino’s
him m intimate contact with
one wrong outlasts the
memory of
of the natives, taught him, mind,
a hundred punishments
.iging at the outset that “diftcr“The American people must not look
-ms, seeing the same incidents,
for impossibilities.
’The Filipinos are
as elsewhere, arrive atditfeient
not so much different from other people.
His sole motive appears to
ns.”
Their customs,
l^ibits, hopes and aspira■mat clearly some points that, in
tions are deep-seated. Their leaders are
o^cout roversy, have been exag- shrewd, bright men of much
ability; the
n both sides in a way that c<nmasses are earnest in their loyalty.
Amrsons win* desire to form jusi
erica's part is a grave and important one.
He says:
The best elements should be summoned
returned from the islands the for
its execution. America should impress
; views held by different people
upon the people of the Philippines her
mtry as to the people, the climate best and purest
ideals, and point the road
productions are very amusing, to the truest and noblest attainments of
that civilized
he is so deadly
man.’’
•t exist, and the heat makes the
This, it must be remembered, is the
The climate is healu inferno.
deliberate judgment of an officer of the
the
is
a
verit,uibnous;
country
which is opposing the Filipinos as
resort.
The people are army
imcr
There is no reason to suspect
enemies.
ns savages aud cannibals.
The it of too
favorable partiality.
It is pro
enlightened Christians, and foundly suggestive to every thoughtful
mated men.
Aguinaldo is an citizen. It carries its own comment.

Points

on

the

Philippines.
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I do not believe there
a case of
dyspep-

is

sia,

indigestion

or

any stomach trouble
I that cannot be re*
Moved at once nnd
permanently
cured

by

DYSPEPSIA

my

CURE.

MUNYON.

>

At all druggists,
2,r>c. a vial.
Guide
to Health nnd medical advice free. 1 .',05
Arch street, Phils.

scoundrel,

a

ills that

Half the

man

is

heirtocowe from

indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthand tones the stomach; makes
indigestion impossible.
ens

Novelist—“Those confounded critics slat-

ed my

novel

new

most

unmercifully.

you hail your revenge. They
the book.” [Tit-Bits.

Friend—“Well,

hail to read

Accidents come with distressing frequency
the farm.
Cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil relieves the pain
instantly. Never safe without it.
on

Askius—“Is Miss Fairleigh’s portrait a
good likeness?” Miss Cleveton—“Yes; it
looks just as she would like to look.” [Puck.
Little Colds.” Thousands of lives sacrificed every year.
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup cures little colds, cures big colds, too,
down to the verge of consumption,
Women in politics. He—“You seem to
sympathize with the President.” She—“Indeed, Ido; he can't please anybody. If I
were in his place I’d go to bed and
stay until the country elected another one.”
[luniauapoiis Journal.

bribe-taker,

stained with blood money,
Relief in Six Hours.
pure and honest patriot,
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
uil v of the welfare of his fellowrelieved in six hours by “New Great South
truth may be found between American Kidney Pitre.”
It is a great
Itching piles? Never mind if physicians
ernes.”
surprise ou account of its exceeding prompt- have failed to cure you.
Try Doaii’s Oiut
ness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidneys ment. No failure there. 50 cents at anv
nothing to say of Aguinaldo, ami
in
male
or
female.
store.
Relieves
reback,
drug
is statements relating chit lly to
tention of water almost immediately.
If
ai. climatic and productive con
“What is his attitude on the Puerto Rico
you want quick relief and cure this is the
.c islands aud to the character
question?” said the curious mau. “An ex! remedy.
So hi by A. A. Howes & Co., drug
e.
pectant
tin
re
is
little
that
pose, with his hands in his pockPerhaps
gists, Belfast, M<
lyl8
ets,” answered the artistic friend, f Wash>u set forth
before; yet what
Star.
ington
“Com Paul can't hold the Boers together.”
says is so obviously teiuper“I shouldn’t It ink In- could with that lydcere that it commands eonfiPersevere and prosper.”
If you take
dite bursting m Their midst.-’
[Chicago
Hood’s Sarsaparilla faithfully for scrofula,
shall pass over what he says
N e w s..
salt
rheum, boils, eruptions, dyspepsia, it
ii
t
In-id. m rely noting one
will cure you.
Kiii;i mati.nai <
i:i:i> in
y day.
t.
“1 •; is not that the therNeuCurt.-for
Rheumatism
and
sucli
an
extreme
gisters
"Mystic
heiglit
Easing his Conscience—The protest, so
lls acm 1 to A days.
earnestly made to the statesman, was this:
■tuisiant, never-ceasing heat ralgia radically mires
tion
upon the s_\stem is remarKable and
“But you know you are not doing as
■>ses and enervates the coustituyour
mvsierums.
It removes at once the cause j constituents would wish when
you ally
an from the temperate ciime.
and the disease imin. diateiy disappears, i’lie J yourself with the
grasping monopolies!” Unj to which the
An
Amerimay he accepted
first dose greatly benefits. 7o cents
statesman saw tit to make re!'Idlippines cannot work in the So d by \ A i! >w .v Co., Druggists, Bel- ply : “I do not gauge my conduct so much by
fast.
sun. or at out of door occupawishes of a majority of my dear, near
j the
''iiId uv*t live six months at j
constituents as I do by a‘knowledge of what
T F. Anthony. Ex-Postmaster of Promise
would do were they in my place!”
a
a
Chinaman,
they
Only
Filipino, Cny, lo-.va, says: "f bought .me bottle of
■' a
with a dark skin can ever l .Mystic Cure’ b>r Rheumatism, aud two [Indianapolis Press.
t lie us in the Philippines.
An ; doses of it dul me m ire go >d than au> other
Couldn’t Estimate Its Value!—Dr. AgSold by A. A.
may live i:i the Philippines, pur- j medicine I ever T. ok.”
new’s Cure for the Heart never fails
It reDruggists, Belfast.
riip.n n which would keep j Ifowes N.
lives in :>() minutes, it cures.
It is a beucourover.
Out of doors- -never.
to lead you back to health.
ligbt
W.
H.
Good Advice. Fenly : "She is
the world
.'pines, under no circumstances, tome! Wind. %\oiinl\ it advise me to do?” Musselman, of G. A. R
Westport, Pa.,
oiiized by ‘•■ir working popula- Perev "See a ! ttu more of tin woih.l, old -ays: “Two bottles of Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
the Heart entirely cured me of
tiie elim ite were not of itself an chap!
palpitation
[Puck.
j and
smothering spells. Its value cannot be
obstacle, the density of popuWhen you c<,.m- to Portland, remember
estimated.
1 feel like a new mau.” Sold by
the cheapness of other labor
the gret-u ear a! the depot, runs direct to the
Edmund Wilson aud A. A. Howes & Co. 41.
bam Only : aders and capital- !
Iveeley Institute mi Munjoy Ilill. Iy37
agents ran have anv business
Bacon: "Men are always looking for au
Returned Fighter—“ And as 1 was being
exhalted lineage.” Egbert: “Unless they
earned away in the ammunition wagon I—” I
are
on the railroad; then
n
be«
informed by President
they are
Listener—‘‘Don’t you mean the ambulance aftertraveling
a lower berth.”
and m.memos political ora'ors wagon'.'"
[Yonkers Statesman.
Returned Fighter—“No, sir: I
number ol different tribes or
was so full of bullets they put mein the amDeafness of 12 Years’ Standingwhich 1 in* population is divided.
munition wagon.” [Chicago News.
Protracted Catarrh produces deafuess in
i. con linns this,
blit says that
many cases. Capt, Benj. Connor of ToronConcerning Seattle. i'uget Sound. Wash-• oid them it is
uecessaiy to con- ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of to, Canada, was deaf for 12 years from Catarrh all treatments failed to relieve.
Dr.
'lnee, ih<- I'agalos, the Visayans j Information, Seattle, Wash O. M. Moore,
Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder gave him reh aos.
constitute more
uc

a

■

’‘They

Secretary.

^entlis of t he 10,000,000 people,
•
\c.ything, and. relatively, the
few in numbers and small in
to be unworthy of notice in a
!c- deration."
These three are
ted, each predominating iu
uits of the archipelago, that
...cion ».f the seveial groups is,

homogeneous locally
representations would lead us
a

ltf

Glancing Shot

lief in one day. and in a very short while
the deafuess left him entirely.
It will do as
much for you.
Sold by Edmund Wilson
ami A. A. Howes & Co. 42

“Remember, now, 1) >11 ie,

from von. and he caremaking any noise.” Why,
I ncle
papa. I'm eating my soup alf right.
Rufus is the one you ought to talk to.” [Chicago Tribune.

to

move your spoon
ful to sip w ithout

uioie

1

1

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Wool ford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails Soid by A. A. Howes & Co., 1 druggists,
1 v 17
Belfast, Me.

j

flight

j
j

Her Idea—Lady—“How much are your
Vender—“Two-y for fiva,” Lady
—"Well, tiiat is too dear. I’ll wait until
the English occupy the Orange Free
State,
and then they will he cheaper.”
[Chicago
News.
oranges ?”

I

When Baby had Scald Head—When
1’wo nt these, the
iuMother had Salt Rheum—When Father
Miss Maison—‘‘Excuse my ignarance. but
m and the northern part of
had
Piles—Dr. Agnew’s Ointment gave
I to call you Mr. Bones or Dr Bones?”
-mind of Mindanao, and the The Dectm
(irascibly)—“Oh, call me any- the quickest relief and surest cure. These
inhibiting tho Visayau group thing you like. Some of my friends cal 1 me are gems of truth picked from testimony
ic!
tribe numbering about an old idiot
Miss M.uson—“All! but loose ! which is given every day to this greatest of
iic those gene;.illy meant when
only people wlm know you intimately j healers. It has never been matched in curative qualities in
Eczema, Tetter, Skin
t the Filipinos,
lie says of the I Tit- bits.
I Eruptions, Piles, Scalds, Burns, Old
.at •*tht*\ are very much like
Sores,
etc.— aud it's 35 cents.
Sold by
Glorious
News
u is,
the 'i’agalos, in personal
Wilson and A. A. Howes & t o. 43.
s
Corn'
from
Dr.
D R. CargCt >f Washita,
and an; closely allied to them I
H- writes:
Bii!—" Fliey say there is e
“Foui bottles of Electric
>ud as- .rations."
The Moms I 1
good deal to he
1 litters has .-ured Mrs Brewer
scrofula, learned from bees.” Jii!—“So there is; but,
small Sul11 islands and the
which
had
as
caused
her
su
a rule,
!
great
ll'.-nng tor
people are not anxious to rake
irt of the large island of Mmtears. IVrrible sores would break oui on her
points from them. [Yonkers Statesman.
■n
both meet, there an iuvei- I h- ad and face, and the best doctors could ;
Not a Quarter—But 10 cents, and 40
icd and constant hostility, luit give no help; hut her cure is coniph-te and
doses in a vial of l)r. Agnew’s Liver Pills.
a mention
Ibis snov.s what
any similar condi: ion ; her health is ex-el on!.
No
paii>. pleasure in every dost little, but
thousands
:
have pioved,—that K-ectnc Bit! agal. ».-% and 1 he V i-.i\ .ms.
awfully good. Cure Sick Headache, Coillaiacteiisties ot the Filipinos— I t.-rs is the best blood pindier known. It’s J
stipat'.on, Biliousness, Nausea, Sallowness.
I the supreme remedy for eczema, tetter, salt
iagab-s and the Vi>ayaus— !
Sc»ld by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
rheum, ulcers, boils ami running sores. It
& Co. 14
iys is exceedingly interesting.
Stimulates liver, kidneys and bowels, expels
the main points iu condensed poisons, helps
|
digestion, bu"ds up the
4 he New Domestic
“Evalina,
using lus own lai guage, it is as srreugtti. Only bo cents Sohi by R H. this steak was almost System:
raw.” “Yes, mem.
| Moodv. Druggist, Gu ir.tnteed
Me eight hours was up before it was done
I
ami l tuk it oil' the lire, mem.”
lipino i* essentially honest. To
[Chicago,

Tagalos,

small
as

they

and

did

twenty-five

although they have

a

fifty years
flag above

or

not there when the men
now, which was
of to-day were children.
Dow fitniliar the grouad* about the
are! They c onsist of a hall or

building

selected possiquarter of an acre of land,
was good for little else—not
it
because
bly
a tree to offer a hand’s breath of shade,
or a shrub or vine to break the monotony
to hide the unsightly outbuildings.
Does it seem, then, a poor, iusignificant
thing, this plain little building in its
patch of barren ground?
It is the most tremendously significant
thing in the whole history of the United
States. It is the cradle of American
education, the nursery which has always
fostered, and still fosters, the national
doctrine of equal rights for all.
Under the roof the judge’s son and the
cobbler’s boy fare alike, and grow up to
know and respect each other. Men whose
only educational advantages were a few
years on these rude benches have won
success in every department of human
activity. At a gathering of about three
hundred successful business and profes- j
sional men of a prominent city, it was
ascertained that about nine tenths came
from the country.
Is it, then, unreasonable to urge that |
the rural school grounds be made more i
attractive by the planting of trees and
shrubs?
With little expense the bare
ground around the building can be converted into a place of beauty. The pupils
themselves, with the aid of teachers and
Is it not a work well
friends can do it.
worth undertaking? The Youth’s Cornpan;.m believes it is. Moreover, it believes that the growth of the imagination
and the artistic nature will result; that
the finer sense will be developed and the
character of those who do the work will
be strengthened; that a love of the beautiful will be imparted which will last
through life, and manifest itself in the
homes which these pupils shall build iu
future years.
The Youth’s Companion believes that
this work of adorning the grounds of iural school-houses is one which will exercise an important and lasting influence for
the good of the national life.
From almost every rural school have
gone forth into the world men and women
We are
who have won success in life.
very sure that many of these, if they were
made acquainted with your plans, would
be gltid to share with the pupils of to-day
in tlie honor ami pleasure of embellishing
the grounds of the school house.
Arbor day w ill be a most appropriate
time to carry out this work, as suggested,
It is not
yet any convenient day will do.
generally known, but; it is an interesting
fact, that it has been very largely through
the earnest desire and efforts of the pupils themselves that our national flag
now floats over so many of our public
If the pupils of our rural
schoolhouses.
schools will now take up the work of
beautifying tlie school grounds with trees
and shrubs, the movement can be made
as popular and as far-reaching in its influence for good.
Some one, however, iueach school must
lead in the movement.
Who will win
this honor in your school? The pupils
must insist that the school grounds shall
If the pupils show au
be beautified.
earnest desire to carry out this work, they
are sure to find willing helpers among the
farmers and other friends of the school.
Woman’s clubs will always be glad to aid
you. If there is an organization of the
Grangers in your town, it will feel honored by a request for advice or assistance.
It is the purpose of The Youth’s Companion to aid in creating a national sentiment which shall eventually result in the
universal beautifying of the grounds of
the rural schools of the United States.

Edmund’

j

1

—

_

many dishonest, and
is or robbers.
These are the
The mass of the people are
was informed by the agents of
c
largest English sugar houses in
as, linns that have been doing
tor thirty or more
years, that
glit sugar a year and two years
of native planters, and that
a'bases were always made by
•nt ract; and that while the
sugar
frequently delivered at a loss,
never had a contract broken or
here

are

!ipinos

are

a

deeply religious

’Hie church attendance of any
me or
district iu the islands
c
to shame the attendance at
ice in any section of the United
! hey are a
temperate, sober peoimg a year’s residence among
ver saw a drunken Filipino,
a
cleanly people. They all bathe
and even twice a day. Their
■

-uents

are

frequently washed,

PettingilPs

Tribune.

Axioms.

1 Advertisiug is the “Golden Gate”
prosperity.

Poison
to

Advertising is the fulcrum that moves
the business world.
Scientific Advertising is a development
of the last half century.
Do you want to feel the pulse of the
buying world? Advertise.
Iu almost every business there is one
leader—where is your place iu line?
There’s an instinct for every vocation—
very few men have Advertising instinct.
The public is just as anxious to buy
your goods as you are to sell—if the
merit is there.
The old Cobweb and Spider style of
obtaining business is a thing of the past
—now you must
get customers by judici-

ous

advertising.

Procrastination of advertising plans
The
may be the thief of prosperity.
proper time to prepare an advertising
is
now—be ready.
campaign

While clean in their perHe Fooled the Surgeons.
iw never seemed to have
any
All doctors told Renick Hamilton of West
tidiness relative to their sur!
They have no conception of J« ffers<>n. O after suffering 18 mouths from
Rectal Vistula, lie would die unless a
costly
ipiiremems. The Filipinos are |
was performed; hut he cured liiniand they are generous iu their j operation
self
with live boxes of Bucklen’s Arnica
j
Salve, the surest Pile cure on Earth, ami
i'- mu!
ignoranr people, a ueir the best, salve m the World. 25 cents a box.
mil educational progress are Sold by R. II. Moody, Druggist.
ii'lerestiinated, because of failWhen You hear the Robin Call.
‘istand fhem.
Nearly every
1 and \vrite in the Tagalo or
I'l-ct; while the. natives of the
\ on may read it “May” on the calendar,
dages, in addition, can re d
You may lix your heart on spring,
Mm Spanish language.
MoreRut until you hear the robin’s song
adults know something of
You will find it's no such thing!
For lie’s sure just w hen the snow liies,
geography and history. They
And he knows spring’s secrets all.
01 their tastes and dress.
In
You
may he quite sure ’tis May time
I people does not live. Some
When you hear the robin call!
the Filipinos a lazy people.
They’ll ttdl you the winter’s ended—
•'••Mainly not as hard workers as
You will hear it. everywhere
onon, who have come among
Just for a little sunshine
i. *' numbers to their cities. The
And a breath of April air,
•>kes one
The
an.

■

‘u

lazy.
Filipino
iently to supply his simple

'i is

i^sr
,,,

But you may he sure of oue thing;
As sure as the rain will fall,
It is really, truly springtime
When you hear the robin call!

satisfied.
"ther hand, the Filipino peomspicious'; and this suspicion [Agnes Lewis Mitchell, in April St. Nichopervade their whole mind when las.
passion is well aroused.
They
1 with
The Appetite of a Goat
superstitions.
They are
1
when they think themselves
Is envied by all poor dyspeptics whose
and may be cruel in their re- Stomach and Liver are out of order. All
I
should known that Dr. King’s New
N'*twithstanding the influence of j such
ls
of Spanish contact, they are Life Pills, the wonderfoul Stomach and
Liver Remedy, gives a splendid appetite,
•d I \
Malay.
sound digestion and a regular bodily habit
'dually, they are a brave people, that insures
perfect health and
energy.
as no terrors for the
Filipino, II Only 25c. at R. H. Moody's druggreat
store.
'css no
have
little
of
cohesion,
'-'"u or
In almost every neighborhood there is
discipline among them,
‘l’;,!de of acting together in num- some one whose life has been saved
by
re
unity and exact methods are Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
i"1 to
bring to a successful cou- Remedy, or who has been cured of chronic
" an
by the use of that medicine. Such
important operation. But that diarrhoeamake
a point of telling of it whendipiuo is individually brave is at* persons
ever opportunity offers, hoping that it may
tlle stoicism with which thou- be the means
of saving other lives.
,y
For
s
have met death at the hands of sale
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.

7,

the

Hlood —Food fermentation
leads to

Indigestion—Indigestion

means

Dyspepsia, Dyspepsia mean poor blood, poor
circulation, broken health, chronic depression, smashed nerves, perpetual invalidism.
Dr. Van Stan’s Pineapple Tablets
nips the

fermentation in the bud and prevents all the
ills that are bound to follow
neglect of the
digestive organs,—18 in a box, 10 cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson aud A. A. Howes
& Co.

45

Byles—“ Did you ever come across a more
conceited fellow tbau Bulger? They say be
is an atheist, aud I believe be is.”
Bonter_
"I wouldn't like to go as far as
that; but I
do know that he doesn’t
recoguize the existence of a superior being.”
During
come

of the

Department

tile

upon

the

us

Summer

season, Cramps

suddenly aud remain until

pain is driven away by a dose or two of
Pain-Killek, the celebrated cure for all
summer complaints, from the
simple cramps

the most aggravated form of Cholera
morbus or dysentery
No household should
be without the Pain-Killer.
Avoid substiis
there
but
one
tutes,
Paii-Killer, Perry
Davis’ 25c. and 50o.
to

A Condition, Not a Theory,—Politicus—
“The question is, what shall we do with our
possessions?” VoUDghul —” I’ll tell you
what 1 do with nine; I waik the floor nights
with it.’

Dr.

[Harper’s

K.

Bazar.

$100.
Detcbon’s Anti

Diuretic

May be

worth to you more than 8100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from iuconteudence of water during sleep. Cures oid
and young alike.
It arrests the trouble at
once.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Cu.,
81
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl7

"This is the seventh time you’ve been before me,” said the magistrate. “Yes,” re“It’s strange bow some
plied the culprit
men hold on to office.”
[Philadelphia North
American.
Jel 1-0 The New Dessert

pleases all the family. Four flavors:—Lemon, Orauge, Raspberry aud Strawberry.
At
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
lylO
Cuinso: "One thing may be said in favor
of the English generals in South Africa.”
Cawker: "What is that?” Cuinso: “They
haven’t begun to write for the magazines

[Life.

For Over

Fifty Years.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
tbeir children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
An

“Oi wish Oi’d nivver learned ty use tybacky,” said Mr. Dolan. “Fur what rayson?” asked Mr. Rafferty. “Because’twould
be so much aisier ty break off the habit
now.” [Washington Star.

write

can

a

few words

on

worthless sheet of paper and write

a

a

capital.

a

poem

sheet of paper and it is worth $5,000,000.

it

on

That’s

T he Un.ted States can take an ounce anti a
quarter of gold, stamp on it an “eagle bird **
and make it worth $20.00. That’s
money.
A mechanic can take material worth
$5.00, make it into watch springs worth $i,<xk>.
1

skill.

nat s

A ditch

digger works ten hours a day. handles several tons of earth, for $1.25. That’s labor.
people curse the trusts and still continue to buy and use their products instead
Hood Will,” “Burr Oak“Autumn,” “Old
Kentucky’*
Hay, goods made by the 11 akhy Wkissingek Tohaico Comi-anv, an indethat s sheer folly and inconsistency, and when a salesman or merchant tells
pendent
factory: as brood tobacco for less
money, that’s UNMITIGATED, STUPENDJS'rtTWv
*’.nu
OUS GALL.
1 ou can’t
buy silk and calico at the same price.
\V hen the

of using
amt
Our

JVare and

harry

weissiinger

tobacco
(NOT IN THE TRUST)

co.

All the IN-ws 3 Times a
>

.->

Week.

MONTHS’ OH-fcR.

UAL S!X

Open Inti! M iy 1st.

first number of THE TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE was published. November 20,
The immediate and cordial welcome accorded it from Eastern aud Western States
insured an unexampled success
It is published on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and each number
up-to-date daily newspaper, with all important news of the world up to the
to
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of Rob

Roy

Flour

There is

no

top;

dirt

no

is

There

arc

at

nothing

flour.

j

The

scription price

si 50 per year, but

furnish it

we

trial

as a

subscripts•»

For

nearly sixty years the leading N itimi h family
progressive farmers .ml v,Hagers.
Its Agricultural Department is unexcelled, and Market. Imports an m:
iry for the
country.
Contains all the news of the Nation and World, with interesting and ins*motive read-

_

ing

newspaper for

for every member of every

family

oil

every farm aud in every

village in the United

States.

Regular subscription price SI
Send

all

The

00 p<

r

but

year,

furnish

we

it

as

a

subscription

trial

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL 6 MON THS FOR $1.00.

W ITH THE

orders to

Republican Journal Publishing Co.. Belfast, Maine.
BEFORE MAY

1, 1900.

FRED ATWOOD

everywhere.

'

W interport, !^e,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

COUiTlBS M1LUM,

tJoldv/atei’s

A study of the Southern Longleaf Fine !
has been begun by the Division of Fores
try. A brief examination last fall proved
many prevailing ideas regarding this tree
to be mistaken.
The rate of growth was
shown to be comparatively rapid and resistance to lire far greater than is commonly believed. These discoveries suggested
a fuller investigation for the benefit'of
lumbermen.
The chief object will be to
determine the length of tjme which must
elapse after logging before another cut
can be made.
Such knowledge will enable owners to decide whether it will pay
to protect logged-off lands from fire and
keep up the taxes for the sake of subsequent crops.

news

Foreign Correspondence,

and

NRW-YOUK

members of the
Anti adulteration
League. They believe In pure food
and have an unusual pride in the
purity of their produ ets.
Hob
Roy
Flour is famous for
its purity, for its
nutriment, for its
whiteness and lightness, for everything
that goes to make
good, pure, wholeHour.
Sold
some

|

striking

WEFKLY TRIBUNE

are

1

complete,
going

WITH THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL 6 MONTHS TOR SI 25.

Rob Roy
Flour

Wills A.

a

hour of

features of THE DAILY TRIBUNE. Special War DisShort Stories, Humorous Illustrations,
Political Cartoons, Industrial Information, Fashion Notes, Agri-aiitwral Matters, Comprehensive and Reliable Financial and Market Reports.
Profusely illustrated with half-tones and portraits of prominent penpb*. Regular suball

patches, Domestic

same,

the bottom.
but pure,

nutritious
millers of

is

press.
Contains

the

adulteration at the

white,

forest reserves.
The Division of
Forestry will commence immediately an
ttion
which
will
last several
investig
months.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
hui>i>ines3 to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest ami inostobstinateeases
are relieved in > days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence.and the most eonipletesatisfaetion
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom 1 lioversee. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateer delicate nature.
Rear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill (‘fleets upon the health. Ry
mail securely sealed, £2.nu. Dr. E. M.TOLMAN CO., 17" Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.

Over Twenty
j Representing
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT,

Vlillion Assets

PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE’.

23TSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.^ Security Bonds ter Cashiers. Contract.
ors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.
i

Heller Hum a Plain*, Oman, or Mum I’.ox, f..r it sings no.I tulim is well a
; lV-, and
don't cost as much. Ji reproduces theme .cm's: y inst rumen’ earn: or. ,:•« 1;.
—tel A
stories and sings—t lie old familiar hymns a wt
theiiopuku
KM is n
Prices, $7.50 to $100.00. See that
nature is
n
loir lies ol all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., .»3,5 Filth .-V
y York.
—
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FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
K.
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M.

now

on

the

route
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Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
The Best

If troubled with rheumatism, give Chain
berlain’s Pain-Balm a trial. It will not cost
you a cent if it does no good. One application will relieve the pain. It also cures
sprains and bruises iu one-third the time required by any other treatment. Cuts, bums,
frost bites, quinsey, pains in the side and
chest, glandular and other swellings are
quickly cured by applying it. Every bottle
warranted. Price, 25 and 50 cents. A. A,
Howes & Co.’s drug store.
4m9

Rockefellow

The

western

Some interesting facts regarding the attitude of the various colleges toward the
comparatively new profession of forestry
in the United States are shown by the applications for the position of Student-Assistant in the Division of Forestry.
This
grade, which was created last summer, is
au innovation iu departmental methods.
A number of young men, who have de
cided to make forestry their vocation, are
employed during the summer at $25 a
month and their expenses.
They work
under experts and receive practical instruction, while the Government secures
intelligent assistance at little cost.
Last summer there were but 35 applications for this position.
This year, although three months remain before Held
work will begin, over 100 have already
applied. Forty of these are Yale men,
mostly undergraduates; Cornell and the
University of Minnesota have each 11,
Harvard 23, and the Baltimore Forest
School 3. The remainder of the applicants
represent several different schools and
some are not college men.
Timbered
parts of the United States, singularly, do
not furnish as many forest students as tbr
more thickly settled districts.
There are
but three applicants from west of the
the
other
On
Mississippi.
hand, the
interest at Yale is so great that a school
of forestry probably will be established
here this fall.

Tennyson and Longfellow could take
make it worth $65,000. That’s genius.

1800.

of

Senator George Peabody Wetmore of
lihode Island. Senator Wetmore has availed himself of the offer of free assistance
to the owners of woodlands made by the
Division of Forestry and has asked that
the tract be inspected with a view of making a working plan by which the merchantable timber can be cut and the forest still be preserved in good condition.

and

IT IS MADE BY UNION LABOR.
3d. IT IS NOT MADE BY A TRUST.

j

C., April 7, 1000.

Agriculture, has received a communication from Secretary Hitchcock, of the Department of the Interior, asking his aid in
solving the problem of grazing in the

2d.

5

1

Secretary Wilson,

it sells better than any other Plug for
use It.

why

reasons

Smoking, and why you should
M. IT IS THE BEST MADE.

j
NEW-YORK
!
TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE

:

Washington, D.

Three good

Maine.

3

!
j

Concerning Forestry.

It Has Stood the Test of Time !

An increase of traffic during the past
year is shown by the commitment by the
State assessors of the railroad tax April
3d. As the tax is based on the traffic of
the railroads an idea of the increased traffic may be gained from the amount of tax
assessed.
The total is $174,870.08 against $100,118.11 last year.
The assessors’ returns show the Maine
Central to have the greatest increase of
traffic.
That road’s tax, the largest to
be paid, is $79,957.03, against $00,291.57
last year.
The taxes assessed against the railroads
for the first time are: Washington County, $177.40, Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath,
$1000.39.

!

[Youth’s Companion.

Among the largest private forests to
come under the Government supervision
is a tract of 120,000 acres in Polk and
(Brooklyn Monroe
counties, Tennessee, owned by

Fife.

Business Good in

|

I

>

was no difference in the vote as recorded
from that which had been predicted, except that Teller of Colorado, who has
been counted in favor of the bill, voted
agaiust it. Senator Teller explained his
vote during the debate in the afternoon
by saying that he favored the tariff feature of the bill, but was
opposed to certain provisions of the civil government
section.
The Republicans who voted
against the bill were Davis, Mason, Nelson, Proctor, Simon and \Jellington.
Senator Hoar was absent, but paired
against the bill. Beveridge was paired
for it, although he was also paired for the
free trade amendments proposed by Davis
and NeRon.
[Special to Boston Journal.
Senator Hale was paired.

ago,
them

or

,>

is

Washington, April 3. The Senate
school houses frequently stand,
this afternoon, by a vote of 40 to 31,
passweather-beaten, beside the ed the
Foraker bill in
the form the
of them look about Puerto Rico Committeejust
road.
Many
country
desired.
There
Rural

>

oiis

Puerto Rico Bill Passed.

Beautify the School around s.

wiiicu

B3ir"()fliee hours from

Farm

and

United

States.

Believing that every one of our readers should
least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ 1 on remarkably liberal terms
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may he
mentioned the Farm and harden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talk*- with a Law)er. Around the hlobe. Live stork
and llalr), The Poultry Yard, The Question Box
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a .volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
most

reliable information that

experience and science can supply.
By special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal oiler:
To ail who pay for The Republican Journal one
year In advance $2.00, Farm and Home Hill he
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription
for Farm and Home Is 51) ecnls

a

year.

Address all orders t<
TflK REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,
4mf)0
Belfast, Me,
Fn*if*>i

■

and Only Ornulne.
alwars rtliAhU. t»r'iES
Chicheitert Emjtifh
Brand in lied amt >.oid

—Original
Uruttgisv for

A
AA

A

metallic^NUy

other. Refute dangerout *vhstitU' V
jyljlio
nrtiont and imitationt. At Druggists, or aao4 4o.
'Jf in atampa for particulars, v stiraonlala an4

if

10.000 TertlmooUU.

Jfaoe

Paper.

^^** *Chlehf»tprCnemlcttlt’o.,M»i!liiBiSqaar%
Sold by all Local DriiKnfsta.
1*111 LV1)A., l‘A

Offices for Rent.
with modern conveniences. Will be teased together or can be separated. Apply to
C W. FREDERICK, Administrator.
Helfast, March 14, 1900.—11

FOR SALE.
A second-hand
an

books.

sleigh, cost §125.00 when new.
alarm patent safe, large and roomy for
Wil 1 be sold at a bargain.
WM. C.

MARSHALL.

j.p

Steamer
follows:
For

“City of Bangor"

will

leave Belfast

Camden, Rockland and B

on.

as

Tuesdays,

Thursdays and ^atur- ays at about T> on i- m
For Searsport. Bueksport. Winterport, Hamp
den and Bangor. Tuesdays. Hiur-days and Saturdays at about 7.30 a m.
KKTl'KMNO

Boston, Mondays. Wednesday' and Fri5.00 i*. m
days
From Rockland, via (‘ miden Tuc-days, Thursa
days and Saturdays at about 5 oo
From Bangor, \ia way
landing' Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 2<>‘> i*. m.
From
at

FRKI> W. I’o K, \ L’.etit. Belta-t
CALVIN ACSTIN, den'l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (.en I Manag.d Boston

...TII K...

i
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CRAIN
|

FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES

/

each
town to
rep- ■
Boston
brokerage ■
I house in sale of stock, in a I
■ aold mining' company (one of B
B the BEST properties ever B
B offered to the public). Stock I
■ well knovt n an«l in demand. ■
B Very nnusual opportunity M
B for industrious worker. B
References required,
■

■

,

j

^AGENT^
WANTED \

Importers of Salt.

in

resent

dealers in the finest

qua!ity

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

|

Bostom^^p

Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA

HOUSE
11
2

Special attention
and THROAT.

to
to

jiiven

.

V.03.1S*

4, 7 to 8 P. M.

EYE, EAR, NOSE
li r34

Ilf

Get Your Dog Licensed,

BLOCK.
12 A. it.

to

~

33,35,37 Front St., Belfast, Me
TELEPHONE 4-2.

OFFICE HOURS

<<f

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

ADDRESS
o. BOX

The three connecting offices in Hay ford block,
opposite Opera House entrance. Well located and

Also

v

<

Di-mu.

PPhicm-HU-r'*
Mali.

to X n

Pursuant to a licence from t he Honorable Judge
of Probate for the County of Waldo, in the Stub;
of Maine, I shall sell at public auction, on the
twenty-first ( ay of April, A. I). ] poo, at one
o’clock m 'lie attcrnoon, on the premises, all the
right, title and interest which .Jacob L Cam, late
of Montville, in said ( ounty. o.•ceased, had in and
to the following described real estate, viz: The
late homestead farm of said Jacob 1.. Cain.de
ceased, situated in said Mmitvi le.
otimled and
described as -ollows. t■ wit: Beginning at a stake
and stones in the southwest corner oi lot formerly
owned by Daniel Foster at southeast corner ot
Robert Choate’s land; thence about a northeasterly course about eighty rods » a stake and stones
ill the line of said Robert Choate’* land; tl.
east about, one rod to a stake and stones; thence
northwesterly about fifty-live rods to land owned
by Joshua Thompson; t hence easterly about twen
ty-five rods to a stake ami stones in the smu beast
corner "f said Thompson's past tire t In nee port Ip
eriy about forty red* to the road leading limp
John Sprowl’s to Belfast; thence on said road
easterly to land owned by David Thompson;
thence on range line south', three degrees west!
twenty-three rods to a stake and stones; thence
south forty-six degiees east. about for' v .aim
ml
to a stake and stones; thence by land
formerly
owned by William B. Morse t-* the con ct ..f Benjamiu B. Foster’s laud; thence somh thirty-three
degrees, (vest about fifty rods t■ a stake and
stones to land <i F
II Car er: thence yvesteriv
by said Carter's land and N A. Ripley's land. ti.
place of beginning, n. -taining two hundred acre*,
more or less, rt set ving 'he lot on u Inch t lie schoolhouse stands
Dated this nineteenth day of April, A D. I'.ioo.
3wl2
CKI. A R. NKRSON, Administrator.

ENKYROYAL HUS
safe,

ami 7

KOTItK Of m

nave at

all the latest and

1 to 4.

Family Paper in the

All

keepers of dops in this city are
hereby notified that all dops must be licensed at
provided by law. The law will be strictlv
enforced, and all unlicensed dops will be killed.'
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
Belfast, March 27,1900.- 3wl3
owners or

once, as

i

!
1

CLEVELANDS

C-LAKft's Corner, (Prospect.) Theanniversary of Spiritualism was observed March
-•»th, at Mr. Oliver Whitcomb’s, North Searsport. A goodly number from Prospect,

(lay. The foremast was carried away the
night before by some passing vessel. All
the obstruction left is tore and main boom,
which are held by the sheets. When they
are moved there will be seven fathoms of
water on the wreck.
New York, April 5. There are .ill of 20
new vessels being constructed by the leading steamship lines for the Trans-Atlantic
service between this and European ports,
besides these there are at least live new
liners nearly finished, and will be placed in
commission in the early part of the coming
season, besides a large number of vessels
that will carry freight exclusively. Following is a statement of the number of new
ships that will shortly be put on by the various lines: ( unard 2: Atlantic transport
4; American s- Compagne Generate TransAtlantique 2; Hamburg-American I; White
Star 1: Holland American
Willson 2;
North German Lloyds. 2—a total of 25.
Chatham. Mass. April 7. The schr Laura
Robinson of Rockland, Me. hound from
Rockland for New York, with a cargo of
lime, struck bottom off Monomoy to-day and
was destroyed.
During a northwest gale
her seams opened and let in water, winch
set her cargo on lire and she was burned to
the water's edge. Tin* crew escaped and
landed after great difficulty, owing to rough
seas, at the Monomox
life saving station.
The plight of the Robinson and her crew
was noticed by the
Monomoy life savors and
they finally succeeded in getting the men :
through the breakers. The schooner after
striking bottom and taking lire worked
afloat, drifting southward, and sunk on bollock Kip Shoals. Sob. I :111a Robinson was
built at MattapoiseU. Mass., in isu<).
She
registered 142 tons gross and was owned by
l*err\ Bros, of Rockland.

Searsport and Belfast were present. The
mediums were Mrs. Benson of Belfast,
Mrs. Nettie Smart, Mrs. ( apt. Dorr and Dr.
Thomas Dorr of Searsport. The meeting

was opened
by the president, followed by
singing “Nearer My (rod to Thee.’’ The inI vocation was offered by Silver Light, Mrs.
Smart’s influence, and a lecture by same.
After the lecture Dr. Dorr and Mrs. ( apt.
; Durr gave some very interesting talk and
some very nice
tests, and the meeting was
■

'■^'■'•Baking Fb»(fcr

closed with the usual form.
Moukii.l. Quite a number of our citizens
under the doctor’s care from la grippe
and pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Israel Wood- :
are

j

!

bury, Mellie Rogers and Frank Woodbury’s
child

among the number... Mr. George
Sheldon does not improve as his friends
w ish....The remains of Mrs.
Alary J. Knowlton, who had been living with her son, Mr.
| Horace Knowlton, were carried to her old
home in Swanville for burial April ;;d...

Insures
light, sweet, delicious
and wholesome
food

are

remains of Mr. Owen G. White of Belfast and Mrs. Adin Crockett of Montville
were interredin our cemetery last Sunday.
Rev. ('lias. 11. B. Seliger preached his
farewell discourse last Sunday. He does
not expect to return here another year—
George Daggett moved his family back to
town last week... Forest White has been
visiting in Belfast the past week.... Mr.
John Berry arrived home last Saturday from
his visit to California
Mr. Andrew Woodbury lost his cooper shop, tools, and much
valuable lumber, by lire Monday night. April
2nd. Loss about Sr*oo.
The

—

baking powder

makes

!

the biscuit and cake of finest flavor

quality and renders them
digestible and nutritious.

and

CLEVELAND BAKING POWDER CO.,
NEW YORK.

more

Care must he taken to avoid baking powders made from alum.
Such poVders are
sold cheap, because they cost but a few
cents per pound.
Alum is a corrosive acid,
which taken in food means injury to health.

SI Ak£ H vr LOl ALS.

Maine Conference at Belfast April 18-28, as
arrangements have been made to go both by
land and water. N. < Shute will run a team
Rev. Charles Ilarbuttof Portland was in daily—provided there are six persons to go
town April yth.
at one time—leaving Searsport at x.xo a. m.
Nickerson A: Hailey still have their night (standard) and returning after the afternoon service, and a second trip for the evenmill.
crew at the spool
ing service will be made if a like number
The selectmen have appointed l*r. !i. 11. can be secured. Fare, round trip 5octs. If
Sellers as town physician.
parties planning to go with Shute will either
sec him or leave their names at the store of
Kda A. Hopkins returned trom her visit I C. (>.
Sawyer A Co. on or before Monday,
in Huston iast week.
loth, stating the time they want to go
j itApril
he greatly to their advantage. On
will
Mai a Bowden of Winterport is visiting i
April loth, steamer ('astine will
Thursday,
her sister, Mrs. ( has. Closson.
touch here about o.i.j a. m. on her way from
Hooigia Hammons will sj»*md the summer Brooksville to Belfast ami returning after
v itl.
aunt. Mix s. \. Prescott.
the lecture arriving here probably by 10
o'clock i*. m.
Fare, round trip 2'> cts.
W. Wainutt leaves to-day for a ;
;.pi.
Sk \kspokt Town Hi: port.
Our thanks
slioi visit t<< lioston and vicinity.
are due Selectman James A. Colson for a
I
1’ i: sons of
«ij it .M-iiison shipped the tirst ! copy of the town report for the year 181.1),
It weighed -’bibs.
1 \V«* should
last Frida;
sain;
say that all things considered,
the affairs of the town had been very <voHubert P. Nickols returned to Worcester, :
nomically managed, as each department has
M:is\pril nth. to resume his studies.
kept weli within its appropriation. Our oid
’s
(
triomi.', the
the Charles Harney
watch dogs" of the Treasury
K. Adams eib
\ceonmiodations for two in days agone. might readily accept tiiis rejnm-t !• ■; rent,
families
port without the usual “kick" on town
The custom of objecting to
meeting day.
le
rh' s had smaller congregations the bill for
Tie
repairs on the Gould Bridge. b\
i.'ii on account of so much sickness the
uist ^
village folk, and a counter objection b\
ia town.
! tlie Bog Hillers and Mount F.phraimites to
1 *uidi left b\ steamer April nth, engine house work, would, to-day.lm interestI
ing as w ell as amusing to the present generaior \.tu ucket whi le lie will remain -during
tion. We confess to an utter ignorance of
the summer.
1 tin*
locality ot the school districts as men1'here ha\ejirobal»l\ been ;i hundred cases i tinned l»y mini hers, one to eleven, inclusive.
i■! ai ij• in tow ii duriiig the past week, but no
We remember them as the Gordon. Porter,
Webber. Koulston and Nickels districts,
very severe eases.
with the addition of the
red school
Mr-. W. K. (ii I key and fa.mil> arrived house and the
“Corner "school.
We are
homo hist week and will remain in town inclined to believe
the idea of transporduring the summer.
tation of scholars is a new out—-surely a
Austin Keating of Belfast lias put into the good one. ami w ith some care and considerresidence of K. M. Sargent the new method j aiioi: on the part of the town officials, there
of lighting by acetylene gas.
certainly can he no excuse for a child growWe notice particularly
ing up in ignorance.
We wen* pleased to -ee K. A. Sargent on
the lepoit of the School Superintendent.
the streets April vtl
He has been coiilined Miss Flora K. Boulston. and the modest sum
to tlm house by sickness for the past two a ked lor in support ol the schools.
The
months.
items of expense, repairs, etc., make very
to an old “absentee."
interesting
reading
<
apt. A. 'I'. W hittier left for .New York
For instance the items of setting glass, new
Wednesday to take conimand of bark Hose broom, curtains and janitor's salaries are
1 unis loading at t hat port fur Heiiuion. 1 ndian
all in line with the strictest economy.
One
< »cean
townsman. Mr. B. B. Geary, comes in for
•
a
share
of
the
as
well
piitc
goodh
tli<list
on
honors,
Among
pas.-enger
steamship the
Kiii.-. w liieh sailed from New York Saturday
patronage, in serving as an official in
several capacities: also in the matter of rethe Ail inst. tor (lenoa via Gibraltar and
We see no reason why this report
pairs.
was
Miss
K.
v.
Carlou
of
NearsNapes
should not rank with the best in its showingport.
ami account of the administration of the
W. K. (Irinnel] regrets delay in not receiv- town officers. We
congratulate Messrs. Roulsing his car load of horses from the west, too. Wentworth and < bison for their good
and says ii. his advertisement in another business-like
management.
■olumn that they will surely arrive by the
K. B. Billinus.
-•utli inst.
lhoo.
Lynn, April
Those who attended the sociable at the
hotel last Friday evening liad such an enjoyable time that it was decided to have
smother on Friday evening, the l.it-ii inst.
-Ml are invited.
>xeveils Hi iiellasl, agent tor the
iiicaiuleseeiit Vapor (»a> Lamps, lias been
lighting our streets ami stores for several
nights with the *ie\v light. ('. <>. Sawyer A:
< <•. are agents here.

•)

U. Hlack ami .1. \V. Hroek .attended
the district eonvention at Waiervilie Tuesday. The town was represented at tlie convention at lyewiston, Wednesday by ( apt.
Janies V IVndleton and Charles-O. Sawyer.
News recci ved Saturday announced the
death of Mrs. Kicliard 1’. Smith at Kansas
< it\.
Mrs. Smith laid spent several summers here ami liad
many friends in town.
I lei husband has the sympathy of the community in his bereavment.
Kaster will be observed in the M. K.
church next Sunday, the pastor will preach
sermon in the forenoon
appropriate for 1
Gm day. and at 7 o'clock i\ m. an Faster
«
oia-ert will he given by the Sunday School.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.
|

a

K. Cook, agent for the Sawyer Hoot
Shoe < o.. Haugor, was in town Tuesday
in speaking of the good wheeling lie
loimd on the shore road informed us that
1 uesday. April ;;d, he rode from Dan forth to
Houlton, a distance of forty-two miles in a
In some portions of the route
sleigh.
through the woods the snow was then four
teet deep.
<

ami

aii<i

lie
Waterville Mail knows whereof it
•■'H'siks when it says that if the Augusta
sport si nen want to catch some trout pretty
>UOIi utter the ice is
out, when the game is
>«>U!ig and where the sport is worth the
t hm -spent. the\ want to come
up to Great
Pond in Helgrade, where, during a considerable part of tlie season last
year, the trout
fishing was actually better than it was at
either Kaugeleys or Moosehead.
W hy not tr\ Swan
I^akeProbably F. F.
W hitcomb or Augustine Colburn can show a
better record than any of the fishermen who
lish the above lakes.
Ohiti akv. The sad news of the death of
elia M. Hlanchard of Lewiston, which oc25th, after a short illness,
has been received. She
was born in
Searsport in 1843. She was the
youngest daughter of Capt. John C. and
Caroline II. Hlanchard, and of a
family of
nine only three survive, Frank and George
Blanchard of New York and Mrs. Finma
Smith of Last Corinth. Later the
family removed to East Corinth. Miss Hlanchard
went to Lewiston where she spent her later
Her remains were conveyed from
years.
Lewiston to East Corinth where
they are
laid away in the family lot. The beautiful
floral designs which were
placed on the bier,
loving tributes from her friends, testify their
appreciation of the many estimable qualities
ot their departed friend.

saying.

“Now jump

sonny.*’

on

your wheel and

run

along,

Mr. Curtis saw the selectmen about the
business and had his bill approved. This
spring when the town report was printed it
contained the following item charged up to
expenses:
“Paid F. A. Curtis for crackers and cheese
for tramp on wheel, 15 cents.”
By this simple method Searsport was rid
of what might have been a permanent pauper.

1

curred on March
of pneumonia,

There ou^ht to be a goodly number from
this place attend the sessions of the East

Nora Good Flack for Tramps. The
Boston Globe publishes tlie following;
Three years ago tlie town of Searsport,
Me., was so prosperous that it sold the town
poor farm for a summer hoarding house.
There had been no paupers,#and it didn't
pay to give a man Slooa year to carry on the
farm.
>ince men whenever a tramp ora
seedy
looking stranger comes along the people
assist him to get out of town as soon as
possible, the selectmen agreeing to stand
the expenses.
Every sane man knew that if a tramp received official aid the town becomes responsible for his support for the rest of his
natural life, if lie remains there. Hence
this aid is given as an act of charity, so as
to remove the suspicion tliat it Is official.
After the recipient passes on the bill is
charged up to current expenses.
Late last summer a stranger came over
from Belfast riding on a bicycle. He was
lean and seedy and red-eyed.
He said he
had no home, and offered his bicycle in return for food.
The wheel was worth 810 or
812. and the price would have boarded tire
tramp at an average poor farm for six weeks.
But the town had sold its poor farm.
Furthermore, it didn't want any occasion
for buying a nev one. The citizens felt
that if the tramp became acclimated to
Searsport air lie would like it so well Hint he
might overstay the price of his bicycle, and
thereby become permanently fastened on
the town.
That was the idea which F. A. Curtis, a
local trader, had when the tramp called to
talk with him. Mr. Curtis did not debate
the question at all. He selected a few
crackers from the barrel in his store, and
cutting off a slice of cheese he put the two
in a paper and handed them to the tramp,

Maine’s Greatest

The Only One of Its Kim! In the World Opened
by Prof. Jewelle—No Cure No Pay—The
Sick from All Parts Come to Be Treated—
WW
Seven to Ten a Day Turned Away.

This

man

cording

is

certainly wonderful,

ac-

statements from some of
lie
citizens.

to

I.ewiston and Auburn

banishes habits of every description,
takes cases that have bathed the medi-

profession to cure, making out papers stating points the patient is to
reach before paying him one penny.
This is a new and peculiar method ol
doctoring, but a sure one for the pacal

tients.
Some

eases

be

instantly

cured.

One

"I

had rheumatism in my
neck and shoulders so bad 1 could not
man

sax

:

walk for two years without tight, heavy
bandage from her toes nearly to lrei
knees,

cured

deaf for
use

instantly.
twenty years, at

slate to

write on.

Another

two weeks every nicer was gone.
-Man deaf fifteen years, could not heai
his watch tick; alter treatment conic
hear it eighteen inches, also ordinal)
whispering forty-eight inches without
looking. Lady, chronic headache foi
two years, keeping her in bed from tw<
to four days a week, never had a
sigi
after lirst treatment.
Lady with large
tumor in bowels, been growing for three
years, removed in few weeks. One lady,
morphine habit for three years, took'."
to ten one-eighth grain pills a
day. hei
desire turned to hatred in short 'time.
A little girl with spinal trouble causing
her limbs to wither and contract until
the
kneels were against the bowels foi
weeks, in terrible pain, placing hi."
hands upon her knees, she straightened
her limbs. These are positive facts and
the people can he seen, most of them
have been cured from five to nine
mouths, so the cure is permanent. Hundreds have been turned away. 11 is practice got so extensive he was compelled
to move to accommodate patients iron:
a distance.
Now his sign hangs over a
ur.a.ubuui

iiuuac

uil Alillll

Swanvii.uk.
Teachers for the spring
ing.
have been elected as follows: No. 1,
Address,
Julia M. Chase; No. 3, Ethelyn Moody; No.
Prop. Jewelle, Sanitahii’JI.
7, Nina Spearing; No » A. Ross Nickerson.
Auburn, Maine.
—J. W. Nickerson is visiting his sister,
Laura Thurston in Everett, Mass_Ernest
II allhale. Mrs. Emeline Hahn is quite
Nickerson has gone to Wiseasset, where he sick
Rev. II. II. McLaughlin preached
has employment for the summer_The
ice is going out of Swan Lake.. Last Sun- here last Sunday_W. E. Poland had a
day A. Ross Nickerson was out sailing and chopping bee last Friday.... l’eleg Gould
capsized and swam ashore_Mary Nicker- finished work at Geo. White’s last week_
son went to
Searsport Sunday to visit her
in this community are afflicted with a
daughter Celia, who is sick with la grippe_ Many
Jessie Cunningham of Monroe visited friends very had cohl....J. E. Hall went to Boston
!
in town last week.... Charlotte Curtis, who and
Lynn on business last Wednesday....
has been very sick, is improving_E. B.
W. V.
is sick with the grip....
Dudley has returned from Alton, where he Mrs. C.Thompson
W. Colby is keeping house for W
has been teaming with four horses during
A.
Hall
while
his
wife is at the hospital—
the winter.
The roads are getting very muddy in places.

■

\

!

April
April

|

|

n.

April

!».

|

ful of

jI

every-day
and help

Boston.

.Jacksonville, April 7. Ar., schs. A. Ik
Sherman, Boston; Mary A. Hall,do.
Charleston, S. C., April "*. Ar., sell. Wm.
H. Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
Savannah, April A Ar., sch. Iluinarock,
Philadelphia.
Darien, April ;k Sld., sch. Kliza J. Pen-

|

the swell

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Tailor and Clothier,
~~^^^Phenix Pow, Belfast, Maine

COUGH CURE
OUR

HAS ON H \NI)

3 CUSTER FALL JACKETS,

IMPROVED

EMULSION
the very first

day

it.

to
and

It

seems

Cure

j

See.

SCOTT Sc

and Si.oo, all druggists.
BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Lw—w—H4

■■

Price

S A LE

A

Thos H Scotland.
cast.. 82dO,0(I(».(H*.

I!ii!y

^

Bottle.

a

I Aggregat*

10a 12 50
75 Hay. fc> ton.
('.rut; [ ■>
4o5 Hides. Jd lb,
dried, p lb,
Beans, pea,
12
2 2' Umb. fc) lb,
Lamb skins.
25a35
2 2
medium.
v.-l’wex es,
H
2 25 Mutton, |d lb,
25 a 30
Butter, p lb.
1*«.J2 Oats. |d bu, 32 II-,
3 i- 4n
Potatoes.
Beef, p Iti.
4< «4 Round Hi*;,
5
| Barley, p I u.
m straw.
ton, b «0(a7 mi
Cheese, p lb.
in Turkey. |> 1P>,
10«17
Chicken, p lb,
1 1-2a 3
Calf Skins,
WaT: Fallow.
0 a 7
Duck, p It,.
14(0.15 N eal, jp) Iti,
12 Wool, unwaslied.
17
Eggs, p doz,
3 01104 on
Fowl, p lb.
Ida 11 Wood, hard,
3 50 «4 0y
Geese, p tb,
loo 15 Wo,m1. soft.
l.’etail 1‘rU'e.
Ret ail Market
1

amount

00al 00
Lime, •£> hbl,
Meal. £> TP),
4a5
5
Onions. $*> tt>,
oil, kerosene, jjal. 11 ia 15
4»4 2
It),
Pollock,
Pork, p lb
7tf58
Plaster. fc>.bbl.
1 13
3
Rye Meal, ^ lb
shorts,
rtvt, 1 OOit! 02
0 5-2^2
Su^ar, Id tt>,
33
'■'alt, T. I $■> bu,

Total

PLATE

NEWARK.
ASSETS !>FA
Real

INS.

GLASS
X

ham

Richardson,

sunk off East

Chop,

to-

unpai-i

**i

,J.

10,850 00

$

135.350
ls.s*j9
308
*24
1,54»
9.87'.'

..

Agent’s credit balance.

Potatoes,

3

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

00

to sateL
risk-

Bauson. In Washington, l>. (
March 24, to
Mr. and Mrs. .John "Walker Babson of Brook svilli*, a daughter. Florence Isabelle.
Bovukn.
In Frankfort. April
to Mr. and
Mrs. ‘William Bowden, a son. to lbs.
Ci.osson.
in Searsport. to ('apt. ami Mrs.
IsraelFlosson. dr., a daughter, Kleanor Sarah.
Gustafson. In Frankfort. April 2. to Mr. and
I
Mrs. Fric Gustafson, ajlaughter, in lbs.
Tiu nov. In Belfast, April
to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Triuidy, a daughter.

73
55

tie (Dodge) Putnam, formerly of Islesboro, aged
34 years.
Shute. In Stockton Springs, April 8, Isaac H.
Shute, aged 63 years.
Sawyer. In Rockland, April 4, Walter S. Sawyer, a native of North Haven, aged 77 years, 5
months and 14 days
Tolman. In Roc.klaiul, April 4, Hon. Jeremiah
Tolman, aged 88 years, 5 months and 1 day.

3:
g-

A i,

I

|

1 N-l

HI-:

HAM

Real

EEC.

M•

I

H

31, 1 Sit'd

estate—.
loans.

Mortgage

Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office and bank
interest and rents.
I'ncolleeted premiums.
All other assets.

14

303 22

l»ross assets...8

Admitted

1.997 50
41.406 01
403 33

/)f(\ 31.

Net unpaid losses
Cuearned premiums.
All other liabilities...
...

43.927 50 !
loo 000 <mi
32.34' 4’2

4:

assets.8

LIABILITIES

is1*;8

Total.

:
g

Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities.

Total liabilities ami

surplus.$ 170,273 92
Melville C. Hill, Agent, Belfast, Me.
15

AMERICAN

..

liabilities. t-xit-pi

*.t

ASSETS

$170,273 92
31, 1899.

Total.$

..

and

rein-are

OF COM DRD. N

4s

181 34

$170,007

Net unpaid losses.«
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.

Am

08
74

$170,848 48

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

_KORN.

amount

(

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 18dP

Hisses

Aggregate amount **t lia'nilit ies, including uet surplus..
Jus. l'attee .V Son. Agents. Belfast,

Mortgage loans.
Cash in office and bank.
Rills receivable
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents..
Uncollected premiums.
Less

( <>.

.31, 1891).

estate..

7

ail th* a*.milled a--.-'
at t heir act ualvalm\->4

capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually pant up in cash
Surplus beyond capital

|.1 HUSKY

:>

j
j All other demands against the
I
pany. viz commissions, etc.

<>at

Wheat Meal

-I

/ J.illlUTiEs hEC.
Net

POOR &l SON.
NEW

apltai
18‘JO.

of the company

!

repaired
all outstanding

OORRWTKI> WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

sweet

/>/:r.31,

Amouiii

C'.irreuc.

<

..

IX

EVERY CASE.

25c,

choir*

vour

INM HAM SI « O
I u.'ei poraten m ! 807
18*',7. W. A. ripping 1

I

GIVI X G

IS

A XD

Take

HI

owned tv the company.
I Real estate
unincumbered... >
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens.
Stocks and 1 onds oxvm-d by tinmpan>, marker value.
Loans secured by collaterals
Cush in th*- company's piimdpal office and in bank
Interest om- and a err led
Premiums in doc *■<-!.i -<• of «■•■!!♦*» i* n

LARGE

SATISEACriOX

Apples, p lm

Beef, corned, p lb, 8(a,V0
Butter salt- 14 lb, D-o2e
I Corn, p lm,
50
Crack d Corn, p lm, 50
50
Corn Meal, p lm,
Ida 17
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cm t. 1 50
| Codfish, dr', p tb
m
Cariiberries, p <:jt,
Clover seed
mail
4 50a4 75
; Flour, p bid.
I G. H. Seed. bu. 1 50@2 0(l
n'alO
Lard, p p,

I

oil
Seeretnrx
1

H4.J

MI

"II

11.1 IIX G

IS

j

i
^

I
ing. iVnn
husines.- in
\ DIM.

-?>>/■.

j

|

$5.00 EACH.
Tib

correct the digestion
f gets the baby started right 5
\ again. If the baby is nurs- I
f ir.g but does not thrive, then
i the mother should take the !
emulsion.
It will have a I
z good
effect both upon the I
mother and child. Twentyt five
years proves this fact, i

."*-

11* Jackets in all.
Who wants them a

Cough

to the baby’s food three or
four times a day. The gain

give

16 BLACK FALL JACKETS,

Tota' iabilities and surplus. 8
t.
P<»ln ies written upon desirable risk
Fred Atwood, W'interport, Agci
..

INSURANCE COMPANY.

rates

BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1899.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents
Uncollected premiums.

Proposals for Building Bri

15,000 00

504,079 75
20,038 90
0,041 18
2,909 48
18,333 52

Admitted assets..$ 028,202 89
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1899.
Net unpaid losses_...
Unearned
All other liabilities

.$

premiums.."

Total..$
capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Cash

Total liabilities and
Jas. Pattee & Son,

22,580 77
152,187 58
8,288 59
183,050 94 j
300,000 00
145.145 95

surplus.$ 028,202 89
Agents, Belfast, Me. 15

!■;
QK A l.FD proposals for hmldim.
O cii> .•' Belfast xx'11 i b. nr :x*-il
Clerk's office until Mmidax Max 7 pun
M
as follow
1st.
For building a bridge on ih* pi
tile lower bridge, so-called. ',<• be me
and covered xvitli plank; -aid bn.ig.
feet higher than tin- old bridge
2d.
For building a bridge on the pithe lower bridge, so-called, to b<- b11!
and covered with cedars ami earth -;*i
b.- txvo ted lugln-i than th*- old bridg*
ad.
Foi hiiilding a hmige on tin-pia
thc lower bridge. -o-callcd. b\ tilling m
and rock ano feet on (In- i-.ob rl\ end a
mice to he of 1111111g and roxi-it d w ith
earth; said bridge to be i\\o |.-. t highold hridgi
This proposal max h*
w it It plank i list i-ad n! »-• La
and earth
Speeiliomioiis for said !>ralg*' ma
the 'it x ( l.-rk'- ollico.
The < it x ( oum-il ro-i-rx
I !,*■ right
an\ i!H• of th*- proposal- oi l<> r* o-1 ;d
Belfast. Apri! Pc p.mhi
Per order <>r Bridge « oininille*
3wl.a
1 || \| i R< ||. i,
■

••

j
j

DELAYS ON OUk

Anil so are there ih iav ami <1 i'-.i)>)•«
all business. M\ first ear load <■! h
Missouri, which should have hern hm
ago will not arrive before the i:ih m
hut by the latter date shall ha\. ;i knot young, sound, big horses direct imr
He sure to see them before buying
W M. K. (iltINM
v

Sears|>ort House. Seitrspn
fan use and will exchange or bu\
number of good driving horses, faniii
Have a market for several good geni'
horses right now.
\V. K. f Kl A

WANTED

Kent.

ald, and was docked at the New England
(locks, where she will be put in condition
for being placed in a dry dock for a
survey.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., April 5. Steamer
Susie pulled the mainmast out of sch. Abra-

t

Sizes 32. 34, 30.

Lindsey. In Rockland, April 5, Timothy K.
Boston, April s. The Allen Line steamer
a native of Isle an Haut, aged 66
years,
Californian, which grounded in Portland 3Lindsey,
months and 5 days.
Feb.
was
and
floated
a
harbor,
week ago,
24,
Putnam. In Melrose, Mass., April l, Mrs. Lot-

brought here to-day in tow of tugs
Storm King, Pallas and Her-

$8.00

Sold from

Bangor.

Underwriter,

tailor

bought at this store
for one year free of charge.

New London, April ">. Ar.. sch. Win.
Parker. In Klmiia. N. V.. April
I'.mma ('.
Slater, Port Beading for Rockland; sld., Parker, formerly of Belfast, aged 50 years,
F. C. Pendleton, Brunswick.
Chase. In Belfast. April 5. Hiram Chase, aged
i
THE NATIONAL ASSI HAM I! Co.
Vineyard Haven, AprilAr.,scli. Floni 82 years, 4 months and 1 day.
OF BURLIN'. IRELAND.
Condon, Weeliawken for Bangor; Kagleand C. Camprell. In Pal nno‘, March .1. Benjamin
Campbell, aged iks y. a.-s.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1899.
George Nebenger, South Amboy for do.;
Crushy.
In Pittsburg. Pa., April 5. Horace
Kmnia 1). Kndicott, do. for Rock port. Me.; Crosby,
Stocks and bonds
$340 445 no
formerly of Belfast, aged 52 years.
Ada Ames, do. for Rockland;
Mollie
Cates. In Rockland. April 4. at the resilience Cash in office and bank..
55,531 23
Rhodes, Norfolk for Boston; Helen, South <>t <’. B. Jones. Kl/.ina AI. AIoody widow of Agents’ balances. 72,700 39
William Jl. Cates, formerly of Belmont, aged 58 Interest and rents.
3.440 82
Amboy for Calais.
and 25 days.
Norfolk, April 7. Sld., sch. Annie R. years
Admitted assets.
Cressey. in Rockland, April 5, John Cressev.
$ 472,117 44
Lewis, Boston.
aged tk"> years.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1899.
Cox. In Moutvillc, April 1, Airs. JC/.ra Cox,
FOREIGN FORTS.
Net unpaid losses
34,801 46
aged so years.
2.
bark
Mannie
Unearned
Barbados, April
Ar.,
premiums.
120,200 94
KuiRUKiE. In Bncksport,March 28.Sewell II.
All other liabilities.
Swan, Higgins, New York.
350 0j
FJdndgc, aged 16 years.
F’lkivher. In Melrose, Mass.. March 20, Kdith
Messina, March 2S. Ar.. bark New York,
Total. $1(51.368 40
S., widow of Oliver Fletcher of Stockton Springs,
Bucksport.
81 years, io months and 17 days.
Statutory deposit.
200,000 00
Sydney, N. s. W., April (i. Ar., ship Great aged
French. In Verona, April 8. Mrs. Louisa A. Surplus over amiabilities
110,769 04
Admiral, Port Iladlock.
F rencli, aged 73 years.
Total liabilities and surplus. $472,117 44
Bathurst, R. G., March 21. Sid., bark WilCross. In Bncksport, April 2, Leslie A. Cross,
lard Mudgett, Coleord, Pensacola.
aged is months and 19 days.
Field & Quimby, Ageuts, Belfast, Me.
16
C rant.
In Rockland, April 3, Moses C.
Honolulu, S. I., March -Mi. Ar., ship 8. 1).
Crant,
I a native of Blnehill, aged 85 years, 2 months and
Carleton, Amsbury, New York.
NEW
5 days.
YORK
PLATE
GLASS
INSURANCE
Buenos Ayres, March 12. Sid., Fred P. ;
Hartshorn. In Orland, March 29, Benjamin
COMPANY.
Litchfield. Table Bay.
Franklin
73 years, 3 months and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1899.
Manila, Feb. IS. Ar., bark E. A. O’Brien, 23 days. Hartshorn, aged
( Br.) Pratt, Iloilo.
Irish. In Rockland,
April 3. Lvdia (Calder- Stocks and bonds. $344,600 00
Vera Cruz, March 21. Sid., sell. R. W. wood). widow of Levi Irish, a native of Bristol, Cash in office and bank
10,064 21
Uncollected premiums.
aged 84 years and l month.
Hopkins, Apalachicola.
27,734 39
In Camden, April 2, Capt. Reuel 1>.
KENT.
All other assets.
5 154 84
MARINE MI.SCEI.I.ANY.

was

city

j

dleton, Buck sport.
Port Townsend, Wash., April K.
Ar.,
ship W. I. Botch, Lancaster, Manila.
Brunswick, Ga., April .k Ar., schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Philadelphia;
Melissa A. Willey, Hart, Portland; 5, ar.
sell. D. D. Haskell, New York; eld., schs.
Nimbus. New York; Penobscot, Newburyport; •>, ar., sch. Viola Beppard, Dustin ; 7,
MARR1KD.
sld., sch D. 1). Haskell, Darien.
Fernandina, April
Sld., sch. Susan N.
Bi.anchaki»-Gi.nn. In Searsporl, April r>, by
Pickering, Boston.
Perth Amboy, April 4. Sld., sch. Paul Bev. Jl.AV. Norton. Fi nest 1.. Blanchard and Miss
Maud L. Ginn, both of Stockton Springs.
Seavey, Pattershall. Hallowed; 7, sld., sch.
Fi.etchkiuMacJionai.h. In Calais. April S,
I
Sarah L. Davis. Pattershall, Bangor.
I Frank I,. Fletcher of Bangor and Miss Beulah
Bootlibay, April 4. Ar., sch. F. C. Pen- Belle MacDonald of Calais,
dleton, Portland.
j IlousK-liF.AVKi!. In Rockland, April 2, Charles
Port Beading, April 4. ('Id., sch. Herbert O. House and Nora F. Beaver, both of Rockland.
F., Shiite, Chelsea.
1)1 KD.
Apalachicola, April 4. ( Id., sch. NoL4 >imis.

as

jfog“Clothes

j

l'OKTS.

CId., bark Glad TidBaltimore, April
ings, Jtahia and Rio.; (>, ar., sch. Wei Meet,
Sargeotville.
Bangor, April"*. A r., schs. Hattie McG.
Buck, Klizabetliport; Kit (arson, l’ort
Reading; Lzetta, do.: Annie J*. Chase, Port
.Johnson; K. F. Hart, Castine; Nat Ayer,

good

pressed

teaspoon-

|

New York, April
Ar., sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Brunswick: Post Boy, Amboy
for Bangor: chi., sch. Mdward H* Blake,
j French.
Kings Ferry. Fla. 4, sld., sells.
■Carrie M. Look, Darien; Laura. Havana;
ar, sell. Met-hebesec, Snow, Savannah: Andrew Nebinger, Norfolk : ."t.ar.. sells. Jlenrx
Whitnex .Welch. Bucksport: Almeda Willey,
Dodge, Brunswick: Lizzie Lane. South Aiii! hoy for Bangor; Henry R. Tilton. Boston:
Abide S. Walker, Yinalhaven; sld., sell.
: Puritan, Norfolk : eld., sch.
Georgia Gilkey,
Brunswick, to load for Portland: »>. ar.,
Telos, St. Croix; Jennie Ilulbert,
: brigs
sell’s -Etna. Chipmau. Mobile;
[Darien:
| Hannah Coomer, Bueksport; Julx Fourth,
: 7. ar.. brig Leonora.. Brunswick ;
Portland
j
sells. Sadie Wilcutt. Jacksonville; Odell,
Raritan River lor Bangor : eld., sch. Sarah
j D.
J. Rawson. Max port; s. ar., soli Sarah
i
j L. Davis, South Amboy for Bangor.
Boston,
Ar., sch. Lyman M.
April
| Law.
Blake, Baltimore: 5, cld., sell. Nat.
T.
Palmer, Fortress Monroe; «», sld., sell. A.
I
I Hay ford. Ryan, Belfast.
I
Philadelphia, April J. Ar, sch. Jessie
j Lena, Snowman, Jacksonville; 4. ar., sch.
! Pendleton Brothers, Small, Brunswick; li,
cld., sell. Young Brothers, Boston; in
qiiarantihe, bark Herbert Black from Ro-

TOP COATS,

*

Sizes 38 and 42.

j will begin

i

Lined

j

nature a
way to do

and the

nixed Silk

makes for $30 and $35.

common

it is to add half a

5 you

h. David Story. Rockland.
Sch. Jennie Lockwood, Rock-

AMLKICAN

|I

little,

|

hi w

Sell. P. M. Bonney, Yinalhaven.

Oxford

As

there must be some
trouble with its food.
Well
babies are plump; only the
sick are thin. Are you sure
the food is all right ? Children can’t help but grow;
they must grow if their food
nourishes them. Perhaps a
mistake was made in the
past and as a result the digestion is weakened. If that
is so, don’t give the baby
a lot of medicine; just use
sense

Mitchell, Belfast, Me.

j SCOTT’S j Compound

S«

port

M. L.

so,

I your

SAIL K1 >.

ULilllll

Jt lias .'55 rooms with beautiful verandas
overlooking the park.
This man has not done any advertising for eight months. No patient lias
died yet under his treatment.
Prof. .Jewelle began to publish a magazine. which is the most interesting out
of its kind ever published.
It contains
two elegant engravings of the Sanitariinn and is named "The Miracle
liejsirt
cr.” Some of tlie contents is headed
U by the Sanitarium was opened, his
method of treating every known l)is
ease. The only SantariunTthat warrants
the patient. Xo Cure, No l*av,
Proles
sor .lewelle thought of Faith, the Bible
Christ healing Religion Medicine. Lew
iston Court Case. What people say.
Wliat do you think of Prof. Jewelle's
diagnosis. This article is where lie tells
a lady in a moment just what ails her.
He could cure her. She goes to a .hospital, was opened, given up by physicians.
Then lie raised her in three days. Sin
now lives.
This magazine is to be sz.ot
per year.
Every reader of this item
that sends in their name within ten
days with two 2-cent stamps will lie sent
Vol. I, as a sample copy free. No matter w hat your ailment is or whether von
are sick or w ell send your name in Now.
Don’t wait, but know of this wonderful
work.
This is copied from other Maine papers. Hundreds of this Vol. have been
sent out to names.
Watch next week's issue of this paper for another writeup from reliable
Maine people who have been cured.
Please mention this paper when writ-

—

Mill’

out

no-lit:

|
|
}

j

times had It
could hear m j

voice, cured in fifteen seconds, fnothei
with iidhimmat ion of bladder, hard case,
cured in two treatments.
Another hat
ulcers in throat, three years, burned
tint three times, lost her voice eighl
months, videe returned after lirst treat

If

Cooking Easy.

Custom Made, at $18 to $22

is Baby |
Too Thin?

lsr,KsiiOKo.
\nme
Line
!>., i ho* be,
Louise and Rowdoin Pendleton and Benjamin Williams went to Water ville Saturday
to attend the Coburn Classical Institute.
Mr. Williams is beginning his second term :
the others their first.Master services will
be held in the Baptist church next Sunday.
.More work is being done this year on
summer cottages than ever before, and some
of the new ones are as elegant as any on
the coast. B. C. Briggs'cottage on Peaked
Ledge is nearly completed, (ieo. Bird has a
large crew at work on his cottage. Work is
going on rupidly on the cottage of .lames
Lawrence of Grotton, Mass., on Warren
Mountain. Henry S. Howe of Boston, who
built a magnilicent cottage last season, and
who bought the “Whitcomb farm." of \Jie
Land A; Improvement Co-, has surveyed the
farm and staked it off into cottage lots.
This farm extends from shore to shore
across the island and has a number of good
bays and coves for mooring boats_( apt.
II. A. Dodge is building a store at Dark
Harbor—The “Markoe” cottage, built by
Morrison A McDonald, is painted white, anil
its handsome architecture shows to line
advantage in contrast with the green of the
adjacent forests and the dark colors of the
neighboring cottages.Miss Maria Chapin,
preceptress of a select ladies’ school in New
York City, who bought the Mben Babbidge
house last fall, i.s building an elegant cottage, but retains the old house as a part of
the establishment.... Herman A. Lewis of
Philadelphia is laying the foundation fora
new cottage opposite that of
Dr. W. 11.
Draper.... W. V liossof Philadelphia, who
last year occupied the cottage of Rev. Leighton Parks, I). I)., while the latter was in
Murope, has rented the cottage of Capt.
( has. R. Pendleton.
Mr. Ross is a brother
of Charlie Ross, whose mysterious disapI
pearance created such a sensation some
years ago....Geo. M. Howe, agent of the
Islesboro Land A Improvement Co., was in
town last week looking over the property.
Dr. Webb of New York, Clmuncey Depew's successor as President of the* New
York Central, has rented the M. I>. Hatch
cottage. It is rumored that Admiral Dewey
will he his guest awhile this season.

raise my head from my pillow: he cured
me in two
treatments.”
Lady with
large, hard swelling on foot, couldn't

term

|

Institution

IVlake

__!

..

Cleveland’s

Glenwood
Ranges

Admitted

assets
.$390,053
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1899.
Net unpaid losses.$
4.012
Unearned premiums. 112,154
All other liabilities.
6,746

44

Total....$122,012

31

....

73
57
01

Cash capital
100,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 167,141 13
Total liabilities and surplus.$300,053 44
Jas. Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me. 15

MARRY W CLARK’S, 83 Haiti

4I

M"'1

A CUSTOM PANT TAKER, also CUSM»"
COAT nAKERS to work on Ladies'
eta.
We would take in one or two
class sewers who have been doing

making, who would be willing to g'
little time to learn our way of make
jackets.

Steady work after learning

j

